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LUCIDTALK – INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND
LucidTalk is a specialist polling and market research company based in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Its mission is to
provide professional, in-depth, polling-market research services to public, private, media, and political and public
affairs organisations, in Northern Ireland, Ireland, and the UK.
The company was founded in 2012 by Bill White, a mathematics/statistics graduate, who has worked at the highest
level in the Information/Communications Technology (ICT) industry for over 25 years. During this time Bill also worked
professionally in the polling and market research industry in Great Britain gaining significant business and projectmanagement experience, alongside key knowledge of the latest polling/market research technologies.
Since returning to Northern Ireland, Bill White has been providing polling/market research consultancy and founded
LucidTalk in order to offer a full local, regional, and national (UK and Ireland) polling and market research service. Bill
White and his LucidTalk colleagues all have ‘frontline’ polling and market research experience, having worked on
several political polling projects in Great Britain, including projects for the ‘big name’ UK based polling organisations.
Unlike other companies in the Market Research sector LucidTalk is a focussed company specialising only in Polling and
Market Research, and are therefore not ‘distracted’ by other business activities. As such, all LucidTalk personnel have
built-up highly specialist knowledge and experience which is cross-transferable between all LucidTalk personnel.
LucidTalk have an experienced team of consultants who provide input, analysis, and opinion for all Poll Project results
and reports. LucidTalk’s Consultants include: Gerry Lynch (former Chief Executive – Alliance Party of NI), Alex Kane
(Political & BBC/UTV Commentator), Roy Garland (Political Commentator & Irish News columnist), and other
prominent economic, business, and political consultants. In addition, LucidTalk also work closely with all Northern
Ireland Marketing, PR, and Public Affairs consultancies.
LucidTalk is fully aware of the market sensitivity of the results obtained from a polling/market research project and
LucidTalk guarantee that all our project team(s) from directors to researchers are aware of, and committed to, total
confidentiality. In addition, all LucidTalk staff are fully security cleared to the highest level (via AccessNI etc.).
LucidTalk is an exclusive polling partner of the Belfast Telegraph, Northern Ireland’s largest daily newspaper and media
group. LucidTalk carry out regular polling for the Belfast Telegraph including several NI-wide poll-projects per annum.
This special business relationship exemplifies the confidence that LucidTalk can command from major companies like
the Belfast Telegraph.
LucidTalk’s skilled and trained ‘polling teams’ can complete polling projects at short notice without compromising the
professionalism, detail, and accuracy of their service. LucidTalk uses the latest polling/market research technologies,
and predictive methodologies, thus ensuring the highest degree of accuracy and detail in all projects.

LUCIDTALK – POLLING AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY
LucidTalk runs regular 'Attitudinal' polls targeted at various sectors and usually targeted at Northern Ireland (NI), with
the objective of obtaining a robust and mathematically representative sample of NI opinion.
For this project, online polling was carried out by LucidTalk over a period of 4 days from 13th to 16th August 2021. The
project targeted the established Northern Ireland (NI) LucidTalk online Opinion Panel (13,000+ members) which is
balanced by gender, age-group, area of residence and community background to ensure it is demographically
representative of Northern Ireland. 2,194 full responses were collated, and after data auditing to ensure:
(a) 'one person-one vote' responses, and (b) the collation of a robust, accurate, and balanced representative NI
sample,
- 2,099 full responses were recorded and used for analysis in terms of the final results.
The 2,099 responses were considered in terms of the final results presented in this report. All data results have been
weighted by gender and community background to reflect the demographic composition of Northern Ireland. All data
results produced are accurate to a margin of error of +/-2.3%, at 95% confidence. NB All surveys and polls may be
subject to sources of error, including, but not limited to sampling error, coverage error, and measurement error. All
reported margins of sampling error include the computed design effects for weighting.
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All polling questions were agreed by the project partners and designed to British Polling Council (BPC) professional
market research standards, to ensure neutrality and balance. This resulted in 17 agreed poll-project questions and
sub-questions being used for the research project. Full results are presented in this report, including graphics of all the
main poll results. Full demographic analyses are available as part of the Data-Tables report already supplied.
A full detailed description of the poll-survey project methodology is provided in Appendix 1. If applicable, LucidTalk
would be pleased to answer any questions regarding the methodology and results for this project.
For more information, please contact LucidTalk directly on: info@lucidtalk.co.uk.

NI Targeted Poll – Auditing Process
Auditing: This Report includes all the results relating to FULL AUDITED responses (2,099 responses) received as part of
the NI poll-project. The poll project was carried out on the basis of ‘invitation’ to the online LT Northern Ireland (NI)
Opinion Panel members (membership 13,000+) resident in the targeted area of NI. The project was carried out on the
basis of ‘one participant – one vote’, and the LucidTalk online polling systems have in-built safeguards and checks to
ensure 100% compliance. The poll-project auditing process, which involves detailed IP address analysis of each
response, ensures that the complete set of base responses, from which the audited results are determined were
totally (to a degree of 99.8%) ‘one participant – one vote’ with the participants definitely resident in the targeted area
i.e. Northern Ireland.

Demographic Analyses
Key demographic analyses are provided, as part of Appendices 2.1 and 2.2 of this report. The results shown and
presented in this report are the Total NI-wide representative results.
NB This completed Report is based on the Full-Results Data-Tables which has now been supplied to the CVSNI
(Thursday 9th September 2021). All the results and all the demographic analyses presented in this Report are based on
the results in the Data-Tables report for each poll question and sub poll-question: - 103 separate data-tables in total.
The demographic breakdowns, for each poll question and sub-question are as detailed in the Full-Results Data-Tables
report - and are:
-

Total NI-wide representative results
Gender
Age-Group
Socio-economic group
NI Council area (11 council areas)
Constitutional position
Nationality
Religious community
NI-ROI Border: living within 5 miles of the NI-ROI Border

Demographic analyses for each poll question can be provided for any/all of the above demographic measurements.
LucidTalk can collate all these analyses, including types of analyses, for each poll-survey question. Some key
demographic analyses have been collated already and presented in Appendices 2.1, 2.2, and 3 of this Report.
However, this will be limited to 2-3 analyses per the key poll-survey questions within the project, as to do all available
demographic analyses for every poll-survey question, would lead to ‘data-overload’ and deliver a report with 100’s of
graphics. Frankly, this would appear too confusing!
We would advise that the best approach is for the client i.e. in this case the CVSNI, to review the main results of each
poll-survey question, and then request specific demographic analyses that would be most applicable and useful.
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Notes – relating specifically to this report – the main project report:
- This report includes all the main data results from the project – both quantitative and qualitative (respondent
comments etc.), with graphics of the key results shown in the Appendices.
- The results come from a sample of opinion (2,099 responses) from the LT NI representative Opinion Panel
(13,000+ members) which is balanced and NI representative.
- The results are representative of NI opinion to within an error of only +/-2.3% at 95% confidence.
- As per above, demographic analyses for specific questions can be provided on request by e.g. gender, agegroup, council area, socio-economic group, religious community, nationality, NI constitutional position, etc.
- Where applicable, qualitative analyses are provided including Word Cloud analyses, Word count analyses,
and complete listings of all comments made by the poll-project participants for each of the applicable
questions that included qualitative sections i.e. ‘Comments’ and/or ‘Other’ options.
- This report contains ALL the voluntary comments made as part of the CVSNI NI-Wide Poll-Survey – August
2021, and are verbatim and unedited. NO comments have been removed except some meaningless comments
such as N/A, ‘None’, ‘no comment’ etc. Therefore, and as would be expected, this report also contains some
critical comments about the poll, the poll questions, victims and survivor issues etc. NB Qualitative comments
are unedited and are exact verbatim comments from the poll participants i.e. they are not grammar or spell
checked, however the overall meaning should be clear. NB a separate comment/record No. (left-hand-column),
represents a separate comment, from an individual poll-survey participant. To assist reading and reviewing
some meaningless comments have been removed e.g. N/A, ‘No comment’, ‘None’ etc. – therefore the No.
sequencing may show some ‘missing’ Nos.
- Regardless of the Qualitative (i.e. comments) analyses e.g. Word Cloud analyses, Word count analyses, we
recommend a direct review of all comments by applicable and knowledgeable CVSNI personnel. This is
because correct, accurate, and meaningful interpretation of comments, can really only be carried out more
comprehensively by those who have key knowledge about the topics and issues being researched.

LUCIDTALK – Professional Credentials
LucidTalk is a member of all recognised professional Polling and Market Research organisations, including
the UK Market Research Society (UK-MRS), the British Polling Council (BPC), and ESOMAR (European Society
of Market Research organisations). The BPC are the primary UK professional body ensuring professional
Polling and Market Research standards. All polling, research, sampling, methodologies used, market research
projects and results and reports production are, carried out to the professional standards laid down by the
BPC and also (as published) of AIMRO (Association of Irish Market Research Organisations).
Question Analysis Data – Quantitative Questions
All appliable questions i.e. those with quantitative determinate answer structures e.g. Yes/No/Don’t Know – Not Sure,
are presented with five key analysis scores, as well as the main total results i.e.
MEAN – The average score (presented as a number) within the band of choices as presented in the question.
STANDARD DEVIATION – Amount of variation or dispersion of the set of all values within the question.
SATISFACTION RATE – The lower the number, then the more the overall question has tended towards ‘YES’, or
towards the ‘positive’ answer aspect of the poll question, however defined. This is calculated by the overall
pattern of all the answers, and not just the ‘YES’ score, but also including the level of ‘No’s and ‘Don’t Knows’.
VARIANCE - The Variance measures the average degree to which each score within the poll differs from the Mean
— the average of all the respondent scores within the poll. NB the Standard deviation (see above) looks at how
spread out a group of numbers is from the mean, by looking at the square root of the Variance.
STANDARD ERROR – This is the error specific to each of the poll questions and usually is either 1% or 2%
dependent on the structure of the poll question. However, as per above, the overall error that applies to the total
poll-survey project in terms of representing of NI opinion is that the results presented are to within an error of
only +/-2.3% at 95% confidence.

NB All commentary is provided ‘for guidance’ and for information purposes only. Commentary and
analysis are not meant to be absolute determinations from the poll results, as poll and market research
results can be subject to differing interpretations, commentary, and conclusions.
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Full Poll Question list:
Commission for Victims and Survivors Northern Ireland CVSNI)
NI-Wide Research Poll-Survey: August 2021.
QUESTION 1: Background: Based in law, a victim and/or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict in NI is: (a)
someone who is or has been physically or psychologically injured as a result of or in consequence of
a conflict-related incident; (b) someone who provides a substantial amount of care on a regular basis
for an individual mentioned in paragraph (a); or (c) someone who has been bereaved as a result of or
in consequence of a conflict-related incident. An individual may be psychologically injured as a result
of, or in consequence of, — (a) witnessing a conflict-related incident or the consequences of such an
incident; or (b) providing medical or other emergency assistance to an individual in connection with a
conflict-related incident.
Do you meet the above legal definition of a victim and/or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict?
1

YES

2

NO

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

QUESTION 2: Whether or not you meet the legal definition of a victim (as referenced in Question 1),
do you feel you have ever been affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident?
Please tick all that apply
1

I have been bereaved (e.g. lost an
immediate relative)

2

I have provided medical or other
emergency assistance to an individual in
connection with a conflict-related incident.

3

I have been present at, witnessed, a
conflict-related incident or the
consequences of such an incident

4

I provide care to someone who was injured
as a result of the Troubles/Conflict

5

My physical health was affected

6

My mental health was affected

7

I have a distant relative, neighbour,
colleague, or friend affected by a
Troubles/Conflict related incident

8

None of the above

9

Other (please specify):
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QUESTION 2a: You have indicated from your answers to the previous question, that you are (or may
be) a victim or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict. As such, do you currently receive services or
support from a community-based organisation(s) for victims and/or survivors?

1

YES - I currently access support and/or
services from a funded community-based
service provider for victims and survivors

2

YES - I currently access support and/or
services from a statutory sector provider
e.g. health service

3

YES - I currently access support and/or
services from both a funded communitybased service provider for victims and
survivors, and from the statutory sector

4

NO - I don’t currently access any support
or services, but would like to

5

NO - I don’t need to access any support or
services

QUESTION 2b: Even though you are (or may be) a victim or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict, you say
you don't currently receive any services or support, but would like to - Why is this? (e.g. have you
received the correct information about services etc.)
COMMENT BOX

Response Response
Percent
Total

QUESTION 2b1: You also indicated that you were physically and/or mentally affected during the
Troubles/Conflict - as such, would you tell us if...
1

My physical health continues to be affected

2

My mental health continues to be affected

3

Both my physical and mental health
continue to be affected

4

My physical health was affected - but not
currently

5

My mental health was affected - but not
currently

6

Both my physical and mental health were
affected - but not currently
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QUESTION 3: Is it important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict in Northern Ireland?
1

YES

2

NO

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

QUESTION 4: Do you support the establishment of any of the following?

YES

I don't
understand
or I don't
know what
this means

NO

Not Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Historical Investigations Unit (HIU)
Independent Commission for Information Retrieval
(ICIR)
Implementation and Reconciliation Group
Oral History Archive
A general 'Information Recovery Body' (replacing
separate HIU and ICIR organisations)
Statute of Limitations - referred to as an 'Amnesty'
Truth Commission
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QUESTION 5: If there was an Oral History Archive of the Troubles/Conflict, who do you think would
use it? Please tick all that apply.
1

You or your family

2

Your family

3

Victims and/or Survivors

4

Schools and Universities

5

School and university academics

6

Tourists

7

Media

8

Politicians and political activists

9

International stakeholders

10

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

11

Other group? (please specify):

QUESTION 6: What victim/survivor-tailored support do you think should be delivered to the following
people? Please tick all that apply
People
People whose
and
lives were
families
Immediate
affected by the
of those
relative(s) of
2nd, 3rd, or
Troubles/Conflict
displaced
someone who
subsequent
Don't
through their
or exiled
witnessed, or
generations of
Know/Not Response
professions or
e.g.
provided support
victims and
Sure/No
Total
vocations e.g.
moved
at, a
survivors of the
Opinion
religious
from
Troubles/Conflict Troubles/Conflict.
leaders,
specific
related incident.
teachers, bus
areas,
drivers, etc.
interned,
etc.
Health or wellbeing support
Advocacy (legal) support
Financial support
Family Therapy
No victim/ survivor-tailored
support
Other (please specify in the
comments box below)
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QUESTION 7: In your opinion how do the following influence children and young people related to
victims and/or survivors of the Troubles/Conflict?

Positively

Neutral Neither
positive or
negative

Negatively

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Wall murals/Kerb painting
Flags - regulated e.g. on Government, Council,
and other official buildings etc.
Flags - unregulated e.g. on lampposts etc.
Memorialisation and commemorative artefacts
including plaques, statues, and gardens
Separate schooling
Segregated housing/communities
Interface barriers and Peace walls
Community leaders (unelected)
Films and TV/Radio programmes about the
Troubles/Conflict
Bonfires
Parades

QUESTION 8: Up until now, have you been aware of the work of the following organisations?

YES

NO

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Commission for Victims and Survivors
Victims and Survivors Service
The Executive Office - Victims Unit
Community based organisations working with victims and
survivors
Any other groups or organisations working specifically with
victims and survivors
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QUESTION 9: (1 of 2) Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in Great
Britain (GB) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern
Ireland?
1

YES

2

NO

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

QUESTION 9: (2 of 2) Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in the
Republic of Ireland (RoI) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in
Northern Ireland?
1

YES

2

NO

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

QUESTION 10: Do you think any of the following Government strategies and initiatives should
explicitly include or reflect the views of victims and survivors? Please tick all that apply
1

Suicide prevention strategy

2

Tourism strategy

3

Anti-poverty strategy

4

Gender strategy

5

Disability strategy

6

Economic strategy

7

Heritage and culture strategy

8

Community planning and housing

9

None of the above - Don't Know/No
Opinion

QUESTION 11: What media outlets, and/or social media platforms, do you consider reliable, accurate,
and reputable news sources when addressing the Troubles/Conflict?
COMMENT BOX

Response Response
Percent
Total
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QUESTION 12: Should the history of the Troubles/Conflict be taught within the formal education
sector?
1

YES - compulsory in all schools, and for all
ages (5-18 years)

2

YES - optional in all schools, and for all
ages (5-18 years)

3

YES - at primary school level only
(compulsory)

4

YES - at primary school level only
(optional)

5

YES - at secondary school level only
(compulsory)

6

YES - at secondary school level only
(optional)

7

NO - It should not be taught in schools

8

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

QUESTION 13: Are you familiar with the following terms - trans-generational and/or inter-generational
as they relate to the Troubles/Conflict?
1

YES - I am familiar with, and I understand,
these terms

2

YES - I am familiar with, have some
understanding, but I don't understand the
difference between the two terms

3

YES - I am familiar with, but I don't
understand, or don't know what these
terms mean

4

NO - I am not familiar with these terms
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QUESTION 14: How have the following events, institutions, or organisations impacted victims and/or
survivors of the Troubles/Conflict? NB The options are randomised for each individual respondent, to
ensure the collation of a balanced NI opinion sample

Positively

Neutral Neither
positive or
negative

Negatively

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Coronavirus
Brexit issues e.g. the NI protocol
Absence of the NI Assembly/Executive (2017 to
2020)
Media coverage of victims and survivors issues
Community groups and organisations
Religious and faith-based organisations e.g.
Churches
The UK Government (Westminster)
The Irish Government (Dublin)
Constitutional debate
Paramilitary groups
NI politicians
Local councils

POLL-SURVEY CLOSE: FINAL COMMENTS (optional): Have you any additional views or comments
about this poll-survey, and/or policies regarding victims, survivors, etc.? If no comments - please
leave blank
COMMENT BOX

Response
Percent

Response
Total
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KEY DEMOGRAPHIC DATA:
GENDER: Male or Female?
AGE-GROUP: 18-24, 25-44, 45-64, 65+ years.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR OCCUPATION? – Used for modelling of Socio-Economic Group:
A - Managing Director/Senior-Middle Manager/Doctor/Lawyer, B - Junior Manager/Teacher/Small
business owner, C - Clerk/Tradesman/Driver/Labourer, D - Unemployed/On Benefits, E Retired/Housewife/Househusband, F - Student/In Full-Time Education/Training.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR COMMUNITY?
Catholic, Protestant, Other, no religion/prefer not to say
WHAT IS YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL POSITION REGARDING NI? British and Irish, British and Northern
Irish, British only, Irish and Northern Irish, Irish only, Northern Irish, Other
WHAT IS YOUR NATIONALITY AND/OR IDENTITY? Strongly Unionist, Slightly Unionist, Neutral,
Slightly Nationalist/Republican, Strongly Nationalist/Republican
NI COUNCIL AREAS - YOUR COUNCIL AREA: What COUNCIL AREA of Northern Ireland are you
currently registered to vote in (regardless of whether you vote or not)?:
Antrim and Newtownabbey, Ards and North Down, Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon, Belfast,
Causeway Coast and Glens, Derry City and Strabane, Fermanagh and Omagh, Lisburn and
Castlereagh, Mid and East Antrim, Mid-Ulster, Newry, Mourne and Down, Great Britain, Republic of
Ireland, Elsewhere - Outside NI, Ireland, and Great Britain
NI BORDER AREA: Do you live within 5 miles of the NI-ROI border?: YES, NO
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LucidTalk was commissioned by the Commission for Victims and Survivors to carry out a Northern
Ireland (NI)-Wide poll-survey relating to issues concerning victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict in NI (post 1968).
The survey covered 17 questions, and in terms of structural questions, i.e. those with multiple crossreference options, the poll-survey contained 27 separate poll-survey questions as defined by the
professional market research organisations e.g. the UK Market research Society (UK MRS).
The Commission for Victims and Survivors (CVS) was established in 2008 to promote the interests
of victims and survivors of the conflict. Shortly after this, the Northern Ireland Government adopted
a ten-year strategy for Victims and Survivors. A Victims and Survivors Service was established as
part of this plan.
The results of the project are presented in a Main Results report (Report A), which includes all
quantitative and qualitative results. A full Data-Tables report in excel/CSV format is also provided
(Report B). This includes 103 separate data-tables.
The questions were informed by a range of inputs. These included the legal definition of Victims and
Survivors and the outcomes of a half-day workshop involving both LucidTalk and CVSNI personnel
where the 17 separate main base questions were designed and agreed for the poll-survey project.
The poll-survey questions are referenced in the previous section.
In this project, LucidTalk sought to obtain NI representative views across the full poll-survey
question set, from a NI representative opinion sample. This sample numbered 2,099 separate
respondent views. The full methodology for the poll-survey project is provided in this report (Report
A), in the main report including Appendix A and also in Report B.
In terms of the key noteworthy results from the project, these are as follows: in NI is: (a)
QUESTION 1: Do you meet the above legal definition of a victim and/or survivor of the
Troubles/Conflict?
QUESTION 1 – RESULTS SUMMARY: 24% of NI (based on this project) using a NI representative sample of
2,099) consider themselves a ‘victim of the troubles’ based on the legal definition.

QUESTION 2: Whether or not you meet the legal definition of a victim (as referenced in Question 1),
do you feel you ever been affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident? Please tick all that apply
QUESTION 2 – RESULTS SUMMARY: The largest respondent groups are those who have been “present at,
witnessed, a conflict-related incident, or the consequences of such an incident” (45%), and those having a “a
distant relative, neighbour, colleague, or friend affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident” (51%).

QUESTION 2a: You have indicated from your answers to the previous question, that you are (or may
be) a victim or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict. As such, do you currently receive services or
support from a community-based organisation(s) for victims and/or survivors?
QUESTION 2A – RESULTS SUMMARY: We note 16% have answered “NO - I don’t currently access any
support or services, but would like to”, and this could be considered a high No. i.e. nearly 1 in 5 people in NI.
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QUESTION 3: Is it important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict in Northern Ireland?

QUESTION 3 – RESULTS SUMMARY: We see that 88%, i.e. an overwhelmingly large majority of NI think it is
important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict. There is no comparable question in the various
previous studies e.g. 2010 Omnibus survey.

QUESTION 4: Do you support the establishment of any of the following?

QUESTION 4 – RESULTS SUMMARY: Broad support for the establishment of all organisations except No. 6.
No. 6 asked about a Statute of Limitations - referred to as an 'Amnesty' (not really an organisation), however
there was an overall NI negative score of 70% against this proposal.

QUESTION 5: If there was an Oral History Archive of the Troubles/Conflict, who do you think would
use it? Please tick all that apply.
QUESTION 5 – RESULTS SUMMARY: Unsurprisingly 3 - Victims and/or Survivors, 4 - Schools and
Universities, and 5 - School and university academics, came out top re. usage of an Oral History Archive.

QUESTION 6: What victim/survivor-tailored support do you think should be delivered to the
following people? Please tick all that apply
QUESTION 6 – RESULTS SUMMARY: The big factor across all options with this question is the difference in
attitudes between the younger age-groups and older age-groups. Older age-groups tend to be less supportive
of all the groups referenced (across the top of the above table) getting the various types of support
(referenced down the left-hand-side of the table).

QUESTION 7: In your opinion how do the following influence children and young people related to
victims and/or survivors of the Troubles/Conflict?
QUESTION 7 – RESULTS SUMMARY: All the options in this question were viewed as having a negative impact
on young people – some more markedly than others. The three factors having the most ‘negative’ impact on
young people area/were: No. 3 Flags - unregulated e.g. on lampposts etc. (75% negative – NI representative),
No. 6 Segregated housing/communities (76% negative – NI representative), No. 7. Interface barriers and Peace
walls (75% negative – NI representative).

QUESTION 8: Up until now, have you been aware of the work of the following organisations?

QUESTION 8 – RESULTS SUMMARY: The two highest awareness scores are for 1. Commission for Victims
and Survivors – 72% awareness, and 4. Community based organisations working with victims and survivors –
72% awareness.

QUESTION 9: (1 of 2) Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in Great
Britain (GB) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern
Ireland?
AND
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QUESTION 9: (2 of 2) Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in the
Republic of Ireland (RoI) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in
Northern Ireland?
QUESTION 9 – RESULTS SUMMARY: There is a notable difference between what NI thinks of victims and
survivors in the RoI compared to what they think about victims and survivors in GB. The NI-Wide
representative scores are for Question 9A. - Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living
in Great Britain (GB) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern
Ireland? – Yes 83%, Question 9B. - Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in the
Republic of Ireland (RoI) should be able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern
Ireland? – Yes ‘only’ 69%.

QUESTION 10: Do you think any of the following Government strategies and initiatives should
explicitly include or reflect the views of victims and survivors? Please tick all that apply
QUESTION 10 – RESULTS SUMMARY: ‘Suicide prevention strategy’ comes out top with this question at 76%,
with ‘Heritage and Culture’ on 56%, and ‘Disability strategy’ third on 52%, narrowly ahead of ‘Community
planning and Housing’ on 47%.

QUESTION 11: What media outlets, and/or social media platforms, do you consider reliable,
accurate, and reputable news sources when addressing the Troubles/Conflict?
QUESTION 11 – RESULTS SUMMARY: What media outlets, and/or social media platforms, do you consider
reliable, accurate, and reputable news sources when addressing the Troubles/Conflict? – this is a
qualitative question. Top answers were: BBC – 683, UTV / ITV (combined) – 307, Channel 4 – 104, RTE /
RTÉ (combined) – 211, Irish News – 329, Belfast Telegraph / Bel Tel (combined) – 323

QUESTION 12: Should the history of the Troubles/Conflict be taught within the formal education
sector?
QUESTION 12 – RESULTS SUMMARY: As can be seen 43% of NI think the history of the Troubles/Conflict
should be taught within the formal education sector, and should be compulsory in all schools and for all
ages (5-18 years)?

QUESTION 13: Are you familiar with the following terms - trans-generational and/or intergenerational as they relate to the Troubles/Conflict?
QUESTION 13 – RESULTS SUMMARY: This question showed that 52% of NI are familiar with the two terms
trans-generational and/or inter-generational.

QUESTION 14: How have the following events, institutions, or organisations impacted victims and/or
survivors of the Troubles/Conflict? NB The options are randomised for each individual respondent,
to ensure the collation of a balanced NI opinion sample
QUESTION 14 – RESULTS SUMMARY: The most positive score in this question was 37% for Community
groups and organisations, however 37% is still not that positive! Religious and faith-based organisations e.g.
Churches, came next ‘most positive’ on 29%.
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LUCIDTALK – PROJECT STRUCTURE, and PROJECT SPECIFICATION DELIVERABLES
LucidTalk is pleased to work with the Commission for Victims and Survivors Northern Ireland (CVSNI) to
carry out a Northern Ireland (NI)-Wide poll-survey relating to issues concerning victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict in NI.
LucidTalk have supplied a full quantitative and qualitative poll-survey project according to the CVSNI
specification document: ID 3578655 – POPULATION SURVEY 2021 FOR COMMISSION FOR VICTIMS
AND SURVIVORS. LucidTalk will be pleased to work with the CVSNI to provide additional analyses – both
quantitative and qualitative, within the limits of the project specification, and within what is possible taking in
account legal data-protection regulations.
In this context, it should be noted:
-

LucidTalk cannot analyse qualitative data vs the specific quantitative answers of any one, or
combination, of more than one poll-survey question(s). This would be against the legal conditions
under which the project respondents/participants undertook the poll-survey. This is because
LucidTalk commits in all their projects to the following: that all qualitative data (i.e. comments) are,
and would be, kept entirely separate from the quantitative data collated as part of the project.

-

LucidTalk cannot project or extrapolate specific quantitative data results into e.g. the population of
Northern Ireland. This would be outside the scope of the project specification - ID 3578655. In
addition, this would be against best market research practice as defined by the professional polling
and market research organisations. This is because, as indicated on the cover of this Report: All
commentary, is provided ‘for guidance’ and for information purposes only. Commentary and
analyses are not meant to be absolute determinations from the poll results, as poll and market
research results can be subject to differing interpretations, commentary, and conclusions.
In addition, and in terms of wider population extrapolations, there are many external factors outside of
the results from any specific poll-survey and outside the control, understanding, and knowledge of the
research organisation i.e. in this case LucidTalk, which could impact upon these projections and
extrapolations. Of course, LucidTalk will endeavour to assist the CVSNI regarding these projections
and extrapolations should the CVSNI wish to determine these calculations.

-

Similar to the above, LucidTalk cannot legally comment or make any determinations with respect to
any aspects of this research relating to any specific current or possible government policy e.g. relating
to the “Troubles Permanent Disablement Payment Scheme (TPDPS). This would also be outside the
scope of the project specification - ID 3578655. In addition, this would be in contravention of, and
could mean exposure to the possibility of legal consequential damages. Once again, LucidTalk would
be very pleased to work with the CVSNI to determine any useful data and conclusions from the
research project that the CVSNI may then judge to be applicable to specific government policies.

-

Where appropriate, LucidTalk has compared results from previous research carried out on behalf of
the CVSNI as requested in the project specification - ID 3578655. In this context, LucidTalk can only
provide general comparisons to this research, as previous research (2010, 2012, 2017) was carried
out by a different organisation, using different methodologies and poll-survey questions. NB the only
poll-survey questions that could be compared and contrasted with previous research were Questions
1, 2, 2a, 3, and 13 – and this satisfies and completes the requirements as detailed in the project
specification - ID 3578655. All other poll-survey questions in this research project have no
comparable data-results to compare with any of the previously referenced CVSNI research.

LucidTalk would be very pleased to assist the CVSNI with their own interpretations, calculations, and
extrapolations of the project results – but this would be from a position of the CVSNI initiating and
managing these analyses, with LucidTalk assisting and advising.
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LUCIDTALK – POST-PROJECT EVALUATION
LucidTalk have been very pleased to work with the Commission for Victims and Survivors Northern Ireland
(CVSNI) to carry out a Northern Ireland (NI)-Wide poll-survey relating to issues concerning victims and
survivors of the Troubles/Conflict in NI. In this section we supply a post-project evaluation of the main points,
conclusions, and learning points to emerge from the project. Firstly, LucidTalk would assess the five (5) main
results from the project to be:

 24% of NI meet the legal definition as being a ‘victim of the troubles’.
 We see that 16% of people in NI who identified themselves as being possible victims of the Troubles/Conflict said “NO I don’t currently access any support or services, but would like to”, in the context of support or services relating to the
Troubles/Conflict. This is heading towards 1 in 5 of this group which we would suggest is a high No.

 88% of NI, i.e. an overwhelmingly large majority of NI, think it is important to address the legacy of the
Troubles/Conflict.

 43% of NI think the history of the Troubles/Conflict should be taught within the formal education sector, and
should be compulsory in all schools and for all ages (5-18 years).

 52% of NI are familiar with the two terms trans-generational and/or inter-generational.
The poll-survey involved 17 main base questions, and 27 separate poll-survey questions as defined
by the professional market research organisations e.g. the UK Market Research Society (UK MRS).
Some of the poll-survey questions were of a high complex nature which led to a large amount of
data. Some key demographic analyses were carried out for each question based on the DataTables Results report (103 separate tables) which contain all the quantitative results for the project
analysed by 9 demographics (each poll question and sub-question – 103 in total):
Total NI-wide representative results, Gender, Age-Group, Socio-economic group, NI Council area
(11 council areas), Constitutional position, Nationality, Religious community, NI-ROI Border: living
within 5 miles of the NI-ROI border – Yes/No. As additional examples, LucidTalk carried out full
‘demographic table’ analyses for Questions 8 and 10, and these are included as an Appendix in the
project reports. LucidTalk can collate other ‘demographic table’ and/or ‘demographic graphic’
analyses on request.
Results from poll-survey questions 1, 2, 2a, 3, and 13 were compared and contrasted with results
from a range of previous research projects carried out by the CVSNI. These were broadly
compatible as the trends and results shown in earlier previous projects were similar to the results for
these five questions in this research project.
A large amount of qualitative data (i.e. participants comments) was also collated as part of the
project. Full listings of all comments were provided in the project reports, plus Word Clouds, and
Word count analyses were provided for each key ‘comments’ section.
Finally, LucidTalk collated two PowerPoint presentation slide-decks (a) a full project presentation
covering all results, both quantitative and qualitative results, including ‘Key take-aways’ (i.e. key
results and conclusions from the project) and (b) a summary ‘management’ presentation, covering
key results, key take-aways, and key conclusions from the project.
LucidTalk will be pleased to work with the CVSNI to provide further additional analysis and
interpretation of the results from this project. This could/may include assistance with (if applicable)
CVSNI branded reports of the project, internal and external meetings and presentations, media
events, and other individual and/or group meetings.
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MAIN POLL-SURVEY PROJECT RESULTS
The COMMISSION for VICTIMS and SURVIVORS NORTHERN IRELAND (CVSNI) - NI
Representative Poll-Survey: 13th to 16th August 2021: 2,099 NI representative response data-set
Base Demographic Questions - QUESTION 1 – Definition of a victim and/or survivor?
Background: Based in law, a victim and/or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict in NI is: (a) someone who
is or has been physically or psychologically injured as a result of or in consequence of a conflictrelated incident; (b) someone who provides a substantial amount of care on a regular basis for an
individual mentioned in paragraph (a); or (c) someone who has been bereaved as a result of or in
consequence of a conflict-related incident. An individual may be psychologically injured as a result of,
or in consequence of, — (a) witnessing a conflict-related incident or the consequences of such an
incident; or (b) providing medical or other emergency assistance to an individual in connection with a
conflict-related incident.
QUESTION 1:
Do you meet the above legal definition of a victim and/or survivor of the Troubles/Conflict?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements.
Response
Percent

Response
Total

1

YES

24%

512

2

NO

71%

1487

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

5%

100

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.84

Std. Deviation

0.5

Maximum

3

Variance

0.25

Std. Error

0.01

Satisfaction Rate

41.82

Commentary and analysis related to previous research projects: From the December 2010 report
“Troubled consequences: A report on the mental health impact of the civil conflict” - Prepared for the
Commission for Victims and Survivors, it was estimated that 61% of the Northern Ireland adult population
have experienced a traumatic event at some point in their lifetime. However, whether this was/is ‘troubles
related’ is not clear. We note here (2021) that 24% of NI (based on this is a project using a NI representative
sample of 2,099) consider themselves a ‘victim of the troubles’ based on the legal definition. These are two
different survey questions.
The December 2010 Omnibus Survey found that 30% of the Northern Ireland population had been directly
affected by the conflict, either through bereavement, physical injury, or experience of trauma (directly or as a
carer). This compares to this study which finds that 24% of NI consider themselves to be a victim of the
troubles according to the legal definition. Both these results are compatible considering the passage of time
and likelihood of some respondents being no longer alive.
The 2011 study of the geographical profile of “Troubles”-related deaths (from the COTT study) in relation to
the location of those who experienced a conflict-related trauma, reveal that need is not exclusively located in
those areas characterised by intense violence during the “Troubles/Conflict”. However, in terms of this 2021
study, we see that there are more people who consider themselves ‘victims of the troubles’ in Council areas
such as ‘Belfast’ (25%), ‘Derry and Strabane’ (32%), ‘Armagh city/Banbridge/Craigavon’ (25%), ‘Mid-Ulster’
(31%), and ‘Newry/Mourne and Down’ (34%). Council areas with the lowest Nos of those who consider
themselves ‘victims of the troubles’ were ‘Ards and North Down (15%), Lisburn and Castlereagh (17%), and
Causeway Coast and Glens (19%).
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QUESTION 2 – Affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident?
QUESTION 2:
Whether or not you meet the legal definition of a victim (as referenced in Question 1), do you feel you
ever been affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident? Please tick all that apply
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

I have been bereaved (e.g. lost an
immediate relative)

8%

166

2

I have provided medical or other
emergency assistance to an
individual in connection with a
conflict-related incident.

7%

145

3

I have been present at, witnessed, a
conflict-related incident or the
consequences of such an incident

45%

946

4

I provide care to someone who was
injured as a result of the
Troubles/Conflict

5%

97

5

My physical health was affected

4%

75

6

My mental health was affected

21%

438

7

I have a distant relative, neighbour,
colleague, or friend affected by a
Troubles/Conflict related incident

51%

1,070

8

None of the above

23%

490

9

Other (please specify):

3%

73

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

5.37 Std. Deviation 2.24

Maximum 9 Variance 5

Std. Error

0.04

Commentary and analysis related to previous research projects: We note that the largest respondent
groups are those who have been “present at, witnessed, a conflict-related incident or the consequences of
such an incident” (45%) and those having “a distant relative, neighbour, colleague, or friend affected by a
Troubles/Conflict related incident” (51%).
2010 (11%) and 2017 (6%) surveys relating to those who responded as saying they had been bereaved. This
survey shows 8% have been bereaved – considering the different times and surveys, all of these results are
compatible, and this figure will drop over time due to natural events such as end of life.
The December 2010 Omnibus Survey found that 11% have been bereaved as a result of the Troubles and
6% have suffered physical injury themselves. This again ‘fits’ with the findings of this study which found that
8% said they had “been bereaved (e.g. lost an immediate relative)”. As per previous point, a decline in this
number from 11% to 8% would be expected with the natural passage of time between 2010-2021.
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With this study (2021) more Females (9%) than Males (7%) said they had “been bereaved (e.g. lost an
immediate relative)…”. However, more Males (48%) to Females (41%) said they “..had been present at,
witnessed, a conflict-related incident or the consequences of such an incident…”.
This again ‘fits’ with previous research studies in 2010 and 2017 which showed males were more likely to
have experienced a traumatic event (see above). However, females were more likely to have PTSD (from
previous studies). NB medical conditions were not researched as part of this 2021 research project.
In the 2010 Omnibus Survey study, the overall rates were similar for men and women, with 32 per cent of
males and 29 per cent of females answering ‘yes’ to one or more of these three questions used
(approximately) in that survey to define a victim. We see with this 2021 study that 27% of Males and 20% of
Females consider themselves to be a victim of the Troubles according to the legal definitions This pattern is
similar and both studies (2010 and 2021) show similar patterns with results ‘fitting-in’ with each. As before, it
is understandable that both figures would drop over time for natural reasons (passage of time and end of life)
Interestingly, this question follows the same demographic patterns that the equivalent 2010 question showed
i.e. (a) 2011 CVSNI study in that males were more likely than females to have experienced a traumatic event.
This study (2021) found that 27% of males consider themselves a ‘victim of the troubles’ compared with ‘only’
20% of females who consider themselves a ‘victim of the troubles’. (b) The 2011 CVSNI study found that an
estimated 39% of the adult population have been exposed to one or more traumatic events associated with
the civil conflict. We see from this study that 24% believe they meet the legal definition of a victim. These two
results ‘fit-in’ with each other taking into account the passage of time however it should be noted that they are
two different questions.

QUESTION 2 – ‘Other’ and Comments (voluntary)

Other (please specify): (73) – ’Other’ Troubles/Conflict related incidents that the respondents
said they had experienced.
1

I grew up in Northern Ireland during the 70's and 80's. I look back and realise it was an abnormal childhood because of
the troubles.

2

Alcoholism and PTSD in various family members as a direct result of Troubles experiences.

3

I was twice stopped at VCPs because (I think) my car had been spotted in West Belfast where it did not often need to
be! A couple of trick questions from the smooth young officer in one case, really quite intimidating rudeness in another.

4

lost friends

5

Obliged to move home under threat.

6

My grandfather was severely injured as a result of a troubles related incident. My parents were witnesses to a large
number of troubles related incidents and suffer with mental health issues as a result. More distant relatives witnessed
and all suffer with mental health issues as a result.

7

Intimidated

8

Major disruption growing up in west Belfast.

9

Father injured in bombing

10

I worked in St George’s and Smithfield markets for Belfast City Council.

11

I have several close relatives who were directly part of an incident

12

Close colleague killed

13

I have close relatives who have been affected.
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14

Friends who were killed by a Troubles/Conflict incident.

15

Close to a shooting

16

I have a relative, neighbour, colleague, or friend affected by a Troubles/Conflict related incident

17

I think that most people who lived through 'the Troubles' have been effected psychologically or emotionally in one way
or another. I remember that as child in the 1980s, I was anxious when I'd lie in bed at night and constantly hear army
helicopter flying around, or occasionally hear a bomb going off or maybe gun shots. And that is only a very, very mild
example of 'trauma' compared to what a lot of other kids saw or went through, such as witnessing a family member
being shot by paramilitaries, or a father or brother getting dragged out of their home by the army, etc. In general, the
conflict was an abnormal situation that became part of the 'normal' life in N. Ireland.

18

Everyone in NI has been and still are being affected

19

Close family members affected though not through loss of life

20

I lost a good friend

21

Father was in RUC and targeted twice by IRA terrorists with bombs

22

Close relatives affected by Troubles/Conflict related incident

23

Some relatives were imprisoned, school peers father was shot dead at work for there religion, neighbour was shot and
paralysed, friends beaten in street by British army.

24

Lost a relative

25

Nurse

26

I am a child of the Troubles

27

Born into it

28

Victim of Sectarianism

29

Colleagues were murdered

30

I was young and was involved in "The troubles"

31

subject to hate/sectarianism

32

My Great Uncle was murdered by the ira

33

My father was Shot, and survived.

34

Was victim of a hijacking and hostage taking.

35

I have a close relative affected by a troubles related incident

36

I have close relatives affected by the troubles

37

Wrongly accused and remanded in custody imprisoned, then freed 4 long months later? Which affected my mental
health seriously.

38

wife and relations affected and left with the scars

39

Fathers mental health impacted

40

As a nurse in general hospital
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41

Felt threatened for myself and my family and friends. Felt threatened by the state and terrorists.

42

I have been present in the aftermath.

43

My infant brother died in Dec 1969 aged 6months. My parents blamed CS gass.

44

My father’s business was the target of a failed Troubles incident.

45

My uncle was shot dead in 1976

46

Family very affected

47

I worked as a civilian for RUC and Army

48

Intimidation

49

Extended family survived many incidents.

50

Caught in explosion but not injured

51

sectarian and discriminatory abuse

52

I have endured mental health issues due to access to intelligence before events

53

Arrested under emergency provisions act

54

my car was taken and blown up which delayed my doctorate being finished caused me to lose my job and affected my
earnings and mental health significantly

55

Wife of victim

56

Sideline affected

57

Everybody has been affected. Just degree of impact. On spectrum from death of immediate family member or relative.
To having cousins staying with you after they were burnt out or expelled from their home. To families who have had
their businesses attacked, destroyed and offered derisory compensation. To those who suffered personal brutality and
threats from various wings of so called security forces and other paramilitary groups. That classification probably
encapsulates 60% of population over 50

58

Convicted bomber on council and circulating very visibably

59

Close relatives

60

Both my parents had received threats from paramilitaries during the Troubles.

61

The IRA left a bomb on my bedroom wind of will and the the loyalists put in my windows

62

My wife witnessed a serious incident

63

My work involved talking with victims

64

My immediate family have been witness to serious conflict incidents. I was witness to numerous impacts of conflict :
bomb scares, army searches, just missing a car bomb, so not directly impacted but nothing in the list accounts for the
daily survival of living with a constant impending violence.

65

I have a close relative, neighbour, colleague and friend affected by the conflict

66

Friends and relatives

67

Born after ceasefire
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68

Close proximity after a number of incidents

69

As a counsellor and supervisor I have worked with clients who have been affected directly and currently by the Troubles

70

Everyday life

71

My uncle served his time for his country his mental health was never the same he sadly passed away

72

My father was jailed

73

I have provided support to someone who developed mental health problems as a result of a related incident.

Comments (optional): (143) – QUESTION 2
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 2.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

My husband brother was murdered

2

Saw the body, covered by a body bag, of a shooting from a distance

3

A close friend was killed by he IRA 'by mistake'. My mother suffered a heart attack when a car bomb exploded in our
street. My sister's home was badly damaged when a nearby Police Station was bombed.

4

My great-uncle was shot dead

5

My wife and I were friends of Celia Gourley who lost her legs in a mistaken attack - was placed under her car.

6

I was held hostage by PIRA and car used in a car bomb attack in the early 90s

7

attended funerals of two colleagues murdered by PIRA/SF

8

I think everyone growing up/ living here was a victim of the troubles. My children were lucky to grow up with the Good
Friday Agreement in place and the reasonable normality it brought. All the things that the troubles denied us were
available for them.

9

growing up in Northern ireland it was hard not to be impacted by the ongoing effects of the Troubles

10

Walked past a live device in Belfast that would be dealt with by bomb squad just 20minutes later.
Great uncle shot dead intervening in a robbery by IRA members. Shooter himself shot weeks later by the IRA
Wider range of friends affected in varied ways.

11

Two killed - one IRA, one UVF.

12

Substantial number of older family members who have been deeply affected due to where they lived and their
religious background.

13

Caught up in bomb explosion

14

While I didn't witness my grandfather being shot, the whole family witnessed and lived with the suffering as he spent
50 years in agony and disablement as a result. Coming from North Belfast it is hard to count the number of conflict
related incidents that happened close to us, that impacted our behaviour and mental health. The transgenerational
impact of trauma suffered is clear in all the family.

15

When I wa a child Mother was badly injured in a letter-bomb incident at home; I was in the house at the time, saw the
aftermath, raised the alarm, etc.
We had also been intimidated from our home by paramilitaries, or those connected with them, again when I was a
child. The damage is lasting, and can strike in all sorts of ways.

16

My dads uncle was murdered at kings mills and my headmaster was murdered by the IRA
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17

We were forced to leave our home due to intimidation

18

My dad was a policeman who was injured on duty in the 1980's

19

My family which consisted of my mother and father and 8 siblings were burnt out of our home and left homeless for 2
weeks with no help or support from Government

20

My father was murdered by PIRA in October 1993 and I had to identify his body.
Alleged State Agents had knowledge of, or involvement in my father’s murder!

21

My father was a member of the RUC. During my childhood the IRA gained entry to our home. The IRA gang
ransacked the house searching for his legally held firearm & ammunition which they took. As they left. They called my
mother by her name & told her she was lucky this time . And maybe would’ve be so lucky next time. In later years my
Father told us he had been informed his firearm had been involved sectarian murder.

22

Great grandfather pub bombed by UDA

23

Mental health led to physical health being affected.

24

Dragged out of a Catholic home by police as a child when random houses were raised, circa 1990

25

cousin was killed in bomb explosion

26

Growing up, I knew what guns were being used simply by the sound, many times our windows were blown in by
bombs, my dad was a bus driver and he was hijacked many times. Also, where I lived it was very dangerous to be
outside after dark so, especially as a teenager, my social life was very severely restricted.

27

As an 18 year old student i witnessed a fatal shooting on my way to school

28

Car bombs Bangor 1992/3

29

Brother Murdered by loyalists

30

After the original Smithfield Market was firebomb,I was working in the current one. We just got the shutters down when
a bomb went of in a litter bin beside Caslecourt

31

I was attacked by a number of UDA men about 20 years ago and was taken to hospital with a broken wrist puncture
wounds to my arms and legs and a cut to the back of my head

32

Neighbours in south Tyrone murdered by the ira

33

At 14 yrs of age I witnessed the aftermath of a premature explosion on my road and saw 1 dead body and the body
parts of another person. I experienced 4 bomb explosions within 60 yards of my home between the ages on 12-16

34

The incident I witnessed happened so long ago that all "psychological injuries" weren’t recognised as such.
But yes - "the Troubles" drove me away from Ulster at age 18 and I didn’t return for over 50 years

35

Evacuated from building where bomb was placed.

36

I was in a pub when it was bombed, killing two including a friend, and badly injuring another friend.

37

Cousin targeted and shot by IRA on way to work

38

A car bomb went off close to our house

39

I was first over to a shot man. We spoke. He died 3 days later.

40

I suspect everyone has, I attended QUB from 1979 to 1983 and taught in West Belfast for 12 years after this. I was
brought up along Carlingford Lough, which was patrolled by the British Royal Marines, a complete shower of
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unprofessional, bullying scumbags who treated nationalist teenagers like me very aggressively and with regular
violence.
41

Was witness to an explosion on the Springfield Road, Belfast

42

Yes I did see events but I wasn't involved.

43

Everyone who lived in NI during the troubles has been affected in some way We all became hardened to atrocities as
a means of coping daily As teenagers we had our own form of lockdown restrictions on going out , where we could go
etc which went on for years but has not been recognised

44

Every person in Northern Ireland has been affected by the troubles

45

I feel fortunate that I was minimally affected by the troubles. My neighbours’s house was destroyed by a bomb and I
was at home at the time but that was the closest I ever came

46

I was put out of my home in 1972

47

Anxiety - Not caused by a particular incident but the environment of growing up aware of the troubles and
violence/deaths in general has caused an anxious feeling in me in crowd situations etc that i don't think i would have
felt had i not had awareness of all that was going on around me as a child

48

Lived 3 houses away from a property where one of the residents was fatally shot inside. I was at home studying for
exams at the time, in my late teens.

49

I lay in bed at night and listened to the bombs going off. I was caught up in bomb scares but thankfully never
physically hurt.

50

I think it is impossible to have lived in NI for any of the 70s, 80s or 90s and not been affected by the Troubles, but I
haven't been affected by a specific incident.

51

Family were threatened by a paramilitary/terrorist group

52

While I did not experience a specific incident during the Troubles, I was born the same year they started, so the effects
were all-pervading throughout my childhood

53

I have been shot at a number of times. Nearly picked up late at night but escaped. Witnessed shot people and bomb
blasts. Had my father go to defend Clonard in 1969 when I was 8 which was worst of all. All as an innocent civilian

54

Whilst I have never been affected personally (and for which I fell truly lucky), our neighbour was murdered after being
abducted from his place of work and although I do not remain in contact with the family I think of him often

55

I saw several terrible things.

56

I can’t imagine that there are many in NI who are not victims or survivors.

57

I didn't realise I had been effected until I attended a memorial service 10 years later and I started crying.

58

My parents and relatives/friends from their generation would've been involved in events such as bloody Sunday which
would have affected them.

59

I witnessed a shooting in which a person died.
I had a friend murdered by the IRA.
My wife's cousin was murdered in Newells Supermarket in Dungannon.
Gunned down by the IRA.
I was caught up in a bomb blast when the City Hotel was destroyed in Londonderry.
I saw an IRA guy shot by the Army in a TA Centre in Londonderry.
I was the victim of an attempted kidnapping in the Crown Bar by PIRA, which was thwarted by customers.
I was involved in a shooting designed to kill my father.
I was also involved in an ambush when the IRA attacked a UDR Patrol.
I also witnessed many minor events involving terrorists from both communities.

60

Was meant to be in Omagh the day of the Omagh bombing
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61

My family home was bombed 12/09/1988 we did not return until 03/89

62

I had been the victim of an attach leaving me close to death.

63

Having served in the armed forces based in Northern Ireland during the early 80s and from late 80s to 2003 I have
experienced many troubles related incidents. I have had close friends and colleagues murdered by the IRA. I have
responded to incidents to secure and recover. I have been in the military base when it was mortared by the IRA. I was
forced to leave my home and live in a safe house due to suspected IRA scoping out my residence.

64

I witnessed the punishment beating of a teenage boy

65

I was a nurse during the 70s and 80s and looked after too many victims

66

My Dad was seriously injured in an IRA bomb in 1972. He was taken to the funeral parlour rather than hospital as they
thought he wouldn’t make it. I was eight years old and answered the door to a lady who informed my Mum about the
incident. She went to pieces and my Granny, who was in our house at that time, collapsed. The treatment my Dad
received from the RUC was abhorrent. They accused him of planting the bomb, as the building was not on his normal
route home. He went out of his way to light candles in St Patrick’s chapel during that year as it was horrendous. The
impact on my Dad and family has never gone away. I had five siblings at that time, and my mother was pregnant with
her seventh child.

67

My childhood was not normal. I witnessed violence and graphic acts of war throughout my childhood as did my whole
generation

68

Having been born into the troubles I believe means I was affected by the troubles whether its fear going from one
place to another or no investment in utilities and the fabric of society. I still feel affected as there has been no healing,
we are a bullied society now.

69

My sister-in-law was in the Cavehill Road bombing on Bloody Friday. She was scarred but suffered from anxiety for
the rest of her life.

70

Friend killed.

71

I have been in the vicinity of bombs going off in our city or my family has been affected by attacks on our home
growing up.

72

I was beaten and tortured by RUC when I was 19 and threatened I would be assassinated

73

I grew up in South Armagh surrounded by murders, shootings and bombing. We lived under threat.

74

we are all still impacted by the troubles, even those born after the fact, sectarianism and hate for each other is
ingrained from birth, unfortunately

75

I was 5 and went to my grand parents after school. I remember my grandad being notified about his brother and the
wake started at his house. That was my first encounter with republican terrorists

76

I think most people who lived through the troubles and lived here in Northern Ireland have had some psychological
damage whether they directly or indirectly seen a conflict related incident. It is a small place and everyone has been
affected in some way some more and some less than others.

77

As a journalist, closely involved with riots and other violence and being threatened.

78

I have treated my only Belfast-based cousin as a near relative. He was shot dead when he was 18 & I was 15, when
we both were growing up in the city in the mid 70s. I took the call from his mother ringing to tell my father, in the small
hrs of a Monday morning - Sunday evening's local news had announced that two QUB students had been shot dead
during a shooting at people exiting evening mass at a Catholic church on Derryvolgie Avenue off Malone Rd.

79

the legal definition would appear to include those who may be perpetrators - paramilitaries. it should not.

80

My uncle was murdered and my grandma injured in the same incident.
I also witnessed a neighbour a young lad at 12 was shot dead at the top of my street I always remember the trauma of
seeing his blood run down the road.
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81

I’m a firefighter and attended the Shankill bomb

82

being a member of security forces being at the after math of bomb atacks .

83

Friends murdered, and witnessed policeman and soldier shot

84

Chased by a group on nationalists from the new lodge who appeared out of two houses in 2001 and broke my femur
in two places. Sectarian attack post troubles but do t think that qualifies.

85

myself and my son

86

Someone who got injured or bereaved their own family or caused their families injury or deathby an action of or
through support of terrorism is not a victim and neither is their family.

87

I believe anyone who lived through it has been affected adversely

88

I have lost close family friends and associates and neighbors throughout the conflict. in each case all were non
combatants and only killed as a result of religion or perceived political affiliation

89

It's just not about the trauma of being attacked, but the constant death threats to which to this day has me in a state of
high anxiety and awareness, so much so I can't speak to my doctor or anyone about this.
There is no medical paper trial for me or many other ex service personnel. We are the truly forgotten victims which this
pension scheme will ignore.

90

Can still see images of death and bombings from childhood

91

Thankfully never seen first hand damage to the troubles but aware of events happening around me

92

my family, including me, were victims of a violent home invasion/attempted/intended assassination of my father when i
was a child and latter in life i was officially informed by the RUC that from recived intelligence my life was in imminent
danger and i was on a death list.

93

Although I only came to live in NI in 1986, I witnessed several traumatic events

94

The constant deaths of the security forces made me very angry.

95

Born in 1977 the troubles dominated my childhood & can remember being searched going down castle street &
everytime I went into a shop.

96

As a primary teacher in Enniskillen Model at least a dozen of the pupils there were murdered as young men in the
security services e g RUC

97

I was made homeless by Loyalist Paramilitaries ....My house suffered multiple attacks before they attempted to smash
their way in and do me serious harm...
Somehow this doesn't count as it was only 15 years ago during the ' Peace Process '

98

•A neighbour was shot dead.
•A work colleague was killed by a bomb he was trying to warn people away from.

99

The RUC, MI5, Special Branch made Victims out of Totally Innocent people like myself, just to make it look like they
did their work in catching the guilty....but accused Innocent people to cover and protect their informers! This has
affected Innocent peoples mental health ever more!!

100

In the receiving end of a sectarian violence in the town where I lived

101

I was a nurse and saw effects of bombing and shootings

102

I think many of us in Northern Ireland have been psychologically injured as a result of living through the conflict but are
very reluctant to categorise ourselves as victims because the word has usually been associated with people who
suffered direct injury or bereavement. We need to start a discussion around that because that unacknowledged
trauma is a huge barrier to justice and reconciliation here.
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103

I believe I have developed an unconscious bias and irrational fear/suspicion of police and army as a direct
consequence of living through the troubles and experience of life during that period of time. I believe as a community
there is inter generational trauma which is held by all members of the community and it has not been addressed since
ceasefires and subsequent political agreements have been in place.

104

My uncle was shot and injured while waking home from work in 1972. He was shot through the eye by an unknown
gunman. He died 6 months later.

105

My role meant that I was part of the follow up actions

106

The fear as a kid was damaging even now and the visual horrors stay with me.

107

innocent victims

108

It was 3 days before my wedding.

109

When I was 8/9 years old, my mum was walking me and my brother home from my granny's. As we walked past my
old nursery school on Servia Street 2 men came running along the street shooting at each other. My mum started
screaming and banging on the garden gates of the houses shouting to be let in. My brother was still in his pram and
one of the shooters hid behind the pram using it as a shield. No one opened their gate for us. One of the men fell
down and the other ran away. To this day I still jump when I hear gun shots on TV shows and hate watching any type
of gun violence.

110

There can be VERY few adults in Northern Ireland to whom Box 7 does not apply. That does NOT make those who
can tick Box 7 ""victims or survivors.""

111

17 yr old son needed lengthy support for effects of brain injury in unprovoked attack; largely recovered eventually.

112

A neighbour and friend was shot dead in the early days leaving a wife and 5 children

113

We were all victims of the troubles and survivors

114

I received intimidation from terrorists or there supporters in the aftermath of my bereavement of a close relative. Often
with threats to my own life.

115

Religious and sectarian abuse and physical abuse in the workplace

116

The scope of how people can be phsycologically damaged provides no scope for flexibility and does not reflect an
understanding of whole of the conflict. I had access to intelligence information. It was known that terror attacks would
take place. The police and military would act in every case that it was possible to try and save peoples lives. But I
know for absolute certain. That there were occassions no attempt was made to prevent attacks on soldiers and police
officers which resulted in the death and injury of them. No action was taken on some occassions, because it would
have meant that a person who was giving us information that was preventing people being murdered would be
identified by the terrorists and then themselves be murdered. Because they saved so many lives and they would save
many hundreds more. Then the intelligence could not be acted upon. As a result servicemen and police officers died. I
was there and I watched people leave the bases knowing that they would probably die. I know of intelligence that
identified doctors, nurses, dental receptionists, dentists, BT engineers, bus drivers, solicitors and many other people
who provided information to terrorists that led to the deaths of people. These people were NEVER arrested or
punished. This knowledge has destroyed my mental health. Seeing people and talk to them before they left a base, for
them to then die has tortured me. The nightmares, they follow me in my dreams, their ghosts haunt me. But do I fall in
the definition as that of a victim

117

I believe everyone living in Northern Ireland through the troubles has been affected by them.

118

Close friend murdered. There was local evidence of security force collusion.

119

I was once assualted for being a ""fenian"". However it was years post conflict

120

Having witnessed,been involved in several incidents I have no idea whether I have been affected or not

121

Diagnosed with PTSD as a result of childhood trauma following my dad witnessing an incident and becoming a violent
alcoholic
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122

Held and questioned and abused and threatened in custody

123

my car was taken and blown up which delayed my doctorate being finished caused me to lose my job and affected my
earnings, mental health significantly. plus the mental health damage caused by living through the troubles in general.

124

My husband's family were forced from their homes twice in 70s

125

I am of the opinion , all who lived through the above period have been affected in some way or another .

126

Stressed daily as the one convicted of bombing my town ( I saw the bomb go off and friends killed) is now a politician
on council deciding what we pay in rates, running all the facilities, photo in paper taking credit. NOW UNBEARABLE

127

My father was shot In sean graham book makers in 1992. Though he survived it changed my family forever

128

I’ve witnessed riotous behaviour and the consequences of rioting on the local community. I have friends and family
who are ex-police/prison officers and have been directly impacted by conflict-related incidents.

129

A Cousin was involved in giving assistance on the night of the droppin well bomb in Ballykelly

130

I nursed in RVH during troubles, and have provided nursing care for many victims since as district nurse. I also care
for a close relative who was injured during troubles.

131

You couldn’t live in Northern Ireland and not be affected by the violence and the consequences of the Troubles

132

Everyone who lived in NI during this time was in some way affected to some extent by the actions of the terrorists of
both sides and the politicians who failed to solve the problems that existed then and still do now

133

I witnessed the murder of a school friends dad

134

The effects that the troubles had on our parents have made my generation (late 1980’s & 1990’s) deal with that. It’s
horrible. The trauma that our parents witnessed and said nothing about to us has left (in my opinion) over 50% of the
population with PTSD. And that has been passed to us, so the suicide rate, the mental health crisis, in my opinion is a
result of the troubles.

135

Ex RUC

136

I worry about the focus on being present at an incident. My brothers were members of the security forces while we
lived in a very republican area. There was constant and ongoing stress for the entire family, heightened when there
was murders or bombings.One of them was followed for an entire day by a vehicle with false number plates and he
had to leave his day job.

137

From my experience as a 41 year old father of three. Most people living in the north, born before 1990-1994,have
been affected in some way be it directly or indirectly in that we knew someone or were aware of a family member
being injured or murdered as a result of the conflict

138

I was caught in a bomb blast incident in shorts design building. My wife and her work colleagues were trapped in the
bombed and burning Old Co-Op building Belfast. I have had numerous friends and work colleagues who lost their lives
and I have witnessed many incidents and shootings.

139

Close friend shot dead was a victim of collusion

140

Uncle was shot.

141

Born after the ceasefire but my mother and grandparents experienced many things during the troubles.

142

Born in 1967. Lived in North Antrim through the Troubles. Was not directly effected thank goodness.

143

As part of security personnel family I frequently slept with a loaded firearm, and at the time I thought that was normal. I
worked in Belfast City Centre where bomb scares were a 'normal, frequent' event. Checking the car, but trying not to
let the children see. It's only now, years later, that I realise the constant drip feed of stress that was part of everyday
life
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QUESTION 2a:
You have indicated from your answers to the previous question, that you are (or may be) a victim or
survivor of the Troubles/Conflict. As such, do you currently receive services or support from a
community-based organisation(s) for victims and/or survivors?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was only asked of those who indicated by their
answers to Q2 that they are (or may be) victims of the Troubles/Conflict.
Response Response
Percent
Total

1

YES - I currently access support
and/or services from a funded
community-based service provider
for victims and survivors

4%

51

2

YES - I currently access support
and/or services from a statutory
sector provider e.g. health service

2%

21

3

YES - I currently access support
and/or services from both a funded
community-based service provider
for victims and survivors, and from
the statutory sector

1%

12

4

NO - I don’t currently access any
support or services, but would like to

16%

184

5

NO - I don’t need to access any
support or services

77%

883

answered

1,151

skipped

948

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

4.87 Std. Deviation 0.57

Maximum 5 Variance 0.33 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

96.65

Commentary and analysis related to previous research projects: We see that 16% have answered “NO I don’t currently access any support or services, but would like to” with this considered a high number
approaching 1 in 5 people in NI. This 16% compares to 21% who said that ‘they were not aware” of such a
service (2010 study and 2017 studies).
Q2a: Proportionally females tend to be more affected by mental health issues than males, but males say that
“Both my physical and mental health continue to be affected” more than females i.e. 12% against 6%. This
pattern is compatible with the 2011 CVSNI study which showed almost half of males experienced a conflictrelated event during their lifetime compared to just over a quarter (29%) of females.
Also, in the 2011 Omnibus report “Troubled consequences: A report on the mental health impact of the civil
conflict” it states: “However, a higher proportion of males indicated that they suffered physical injury, at 9%
compared with 3% of females”.
The 16% in this research survey who said “NO - I don’t currently access any support or services, but would
like to “fits-in” with the previous studies of 2010 and 2017 which stated that 21% said ‘they were not aware of
such a service’. This is a slightly different question (i.e. 2010 and 2017 vs 2021), but the 16% vs 21% shows
a similar pattern i.e. that there are approx. 1 in 5 in NI who “…don’t currently access any support or services,
but would like to”, and/or they were not aware of what services are available.
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QUESTION 3 – Legacy of the Troubles/Conflict?
QUESTION 3:
Is it important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict in Northern Ireland?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

YES

88%

1,855

2

NO

7%

149

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

5%

96

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.16 Std. Deviation 0.47

Maximum 3 Variance 0.22 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

0.01

7.8

skipped

Commentary – and analysis vs previous research projects: We see that 88%, i.e. an overwhelmingly
large majority of NI think it is important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict. There is no
comparable question in the various previous studies e.g. 2010 or 2017 Omnibus surveys.
When we look at the age-group analysis for this question we see that younger people are more concerned
about addressing the legacy of the troubles than older people: 93% of 18-44 year-olds thinking it is important
to address the legacy of the troubles, compared to ‘only’ 84% of the 65+ age-group. It may be that a section
of the older age-groups (who probably remember more of the most intense periods of the troubles) think that
addressing the legacy of the past will create more tensions.
Previous CVSNI studies (2010 and 2017) found Conflict-related events were also more prevalent among
participants currently aged 35-49 (46%) and 50-64 (44%) compared to the youngest and oldest age-groups.
When we analyse this poll-survey question by age-group we find 93% of the 18-44 years age-group believe it
“important to address the legacy of the Troubles/Conflict in Northern Ireland”, compared to 86% of 45-64
years age-group, and 84% of the 65+ age-group who think the same.

Comments (optional): (234) – QUESTION 3
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 3.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

People want to move on. Politicians digging it up for points only re-opens wounds

2

Apologies from british and irish governments is ok, prob not get much from paramilitaries. Time to
move on

3

It is essential

4

Feel it’s time to draw the line, and stop spending money on enquiries / appeals etc when there are
bigger needs in the community

5

No amnesty for terrorists

6

People deserve closure and justice for their experiences. One man I know has fought a legal battle for
over 40 years to prove his brother was unlawfully killed. 3 of his siblings were murdered by the British
Army.
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7

It is for some people and I wonder will we ever 'move on' if we don't but I'm not sure it would really help
or resolve anything. There are young people now who seem as affected by distant events as if they
had been there.

8

It is time we moved on and focused on the future. Pouring time effort and money into the past is not
productive.

9

Justice for all

10

truth, understanding and reconciliation are important

11

We really need to move on and put the past firmly behind us instead of using private grief as a mine
for civic grievance.

12

To move on

13

Important but, I fear, impossible.

14

Yes but how long do we go on for. It has to end some day

15

In principle, yes, if it is feasible to get agreement on what. otherwise, the debate just goes on
interminably creating more resentment

16

Important to know the truth so it never occurs again

17

The truth must be told, no re writing of history by republicans should be tolerated.

18

Definitely. For those who lived in the shadow, it’s important to acknowledge, repair and heal the
damage.

19

We all need to move on

20

Society suffered as a whole. Society needs to be helped as a whole. We can't divide or create
hierarchies, if we do we risk healing that is necessary for all. Any attempt at addressing victims and
survivors must include ex combatants. However difficult and hard that may seem, too many only
became involved in the security forces or paramilitary groups as a direct result of suffering earlier in
the conflict. Nobody should be left behind.

21

By providing adequate support, and that also means not closing-down any avenue of getting to the
truth.
Nor being seen as a 'nuisance' or 'rejecting peace process', etc. We all voted for Good Friday
Agreement - and I'd do so again.

22

If we are wanting to look at it equally, are we going to investigate everyone. Irish government, IRA?

23

It is important that the truth is uncovered for atrocities committed by the state, where records are kept
and a duty of care was owed. But I would exercise caution about investing too much money in
investigating terrorist atrocities, where information is unlikely to be forthcoming

24

It's time to put this nonsense all behind us. Amnesty for all, like what happened in South Africa

25

No one or no body should be above the law

26

Not the current one-sided process we currently are seeing, where little, or no focus is given to the
Perpetrators.
Those involved in creating Victims should not be afforded the same outcomes as innocent victims!

27

If legacy is not addressed issues will continue to surface. As in all conflicts hurt is generational.
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28

The law should apply to terrorists who murdered and maimed civilians and members of the security
forces. Terrorists should not be included in the definition as a victim.

29

Time to move on we can't keep living in past

30

Time scale must be set - can’t go on for ever

31

people address it every day, between themselves, with family and friends. Yes it's essential to address
legacy or we go backwards.

32

Open the files, pay the pensions to everyone even if there are a few ‘bad eggs,’ get it.

33

Yes, absolutely. I feel very strongly about this. Without a proper process, society risks falling back into
chaos.

34

The legacy has been addressed, it’s time to use the money to improve our future rather than
languishing in the past.

35

The past can't be swept under the carpet. It needs to be dealt with carefully and fairly in odre to
reinforce the peace

36

But in a reasonable way. Everyone in NI was affected by the troubles and people will come out of the
woodwork looking money

37

We need to move forward to a better future but cannot do that without some sort of honest reflection
on the past by all players. This will include admission of wrongdoing by government as well as other
players

38

The legacy of the troubles must be addressed in a fair way with ALL parties being held accountable in
an equal manner.

39

Yes very much so. The terrorists especially the IRA have a Hell of a lot to answer for. Even yet they’re
still trying to control us

40

We need a truth process to move on

41

I think it is important certainly to the families of victims. But we have to get away from classifying
victims and the absolution proposed for security force involvement. Special branch, Army
Intelligence,M15, M16 dirty tricks that caused countless deaths MUST NOT be swept under the rug.
Nothing will ever happen here whilst successive governments hide behind 'National Security Interests'.
They are as much, even more to blame for the troubles as combatants and innocent families continue
to suffer

42

The state should be held accountable for the murder by its forces of its citizens.

43

Unless and until the legacy of the troubles is addressed there is no possibility of moving forward as a
society.

44

Trying to rewrite history doesn’t mean it never happened

45

A genuine and honest truth and reconciliation process is needed with buy-in from all

46

Following the 1998 agreement with the release of prisoners and all those sentenced subsequently to
short jail terms that has made full restitution unlikely in any new cases.

47

Time to move on

48

Unfortunately I don’t believe we will ever be able to move forward until the Troubles/Conflict have been
resolved.

49

It has been dragging on forever. I think it needs to be settled now for the benefit of future generations
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50

Truth and reconciliation over witch hunts and demonizenation of all side's must end as hard as it is we
all need to move on away from the past for a brighter future

51

Legacy or stuck in the past. There is a fine line and Northern Ireland needs to move forward rather
than looking back 40/50 years. We need to stop using the past as a reason to hate

52

It is important that we support those who have been detrimentally affected but those who have caused
the suffering must not be rewarded by the process.

53

But there must be a statute of limitations.

54

I dislike the idea of supporting politically based career victims, but I believe TRUE victims should get
all the support they need, whether it be financial or Emotional.

55

The sense of injustice never leaves you.

56

As long as everyone is included including those in possession of letters of Immunity issued by Tony
Blair

57

The legacy of what happened here will last centuries and we need to acknowledge what is currently
the horrifying living memory of thousands of us.

58

I Think it is more important to learn from the past but look forward. To constantly dwell on the past is
wasting life.

59

Where there is evidence then cases should be pursued,

60

We can't undo what's done. We should focus on the future

61

However, we should not take Terrorists into account.

62

We need to draw a line and move on. The GFA let a lot of terrorists go free but now that’s in the past

63

The legacy needs to have a defined end point

64

We cannot move in as a country until legacy issues are addressed

65

All those who caused death and injury must accept their guilt No mitigation is needed

66

Without legacy issues being resolved there can be no final reconciliation.

67

There’ll never be peace if it’s not. Though unionists have been cut of the deal and everything is
directed at PIRA in order to give them some legitimacy

68

Victims deserve support and criminals should not have amnesty

69

Need a truth and reconciliation process

70

Unless the issues are adddressed the resentment and bitterness will pass to future generations

71

But in a way that doesn't rely on false hope as to what can be achieved, nor stalling action because we
can't do everything

72

Yes, its fundamentally important to address the legacy and bring all, or as many as possible, that were
guilty of crimes and illegal acts to jjustice so that it can finally be laid to rest and people hopefully will
then find a way to move forward peacefully and living integrated lives rather than the still segragated
nature of most peoples lives still.

73

A difficult question. At some point we have to move on and reassure victims they are not forgotten.
However, we must get truth about the British/ Loyalist collusion.
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74

Yes. However. Protestants will never have justice from IRA and Republicans.

75

While it is important to address the legacy, and to provide economic and other support to victims, that
need not necessarily include seeking to investigate Troubles incidents.

76

Too much time has passed and terrorists have a get out of jail free card curtesy of the GFA

77

Government needs to fund victims services to meet clinical needs rather than compensation.
Compensation is of no benefit if your physical and mental health continues to be affected.

78

If lessons are not learned from the past it will be difficult to make the right choices in the future. Then
all the loss and and harm may continue. There should be a lasting peace only by fully addressing all
opinions.

79

But on an equal basis . The government have detailed information on instances but we cannot expect
the same on the IRA side

80

Yes, but there must be an end point. There must be balance and special interest groups and activist
lawyers should not dominate the public face of legacy.

81

I

82

Its time to move on.
Peace is more important than justice.

83

It is important to try, though it seems to me to be very unlikely to succeed

84

The current system or way of doing things is achieving nothing. It is orange vs green & there will be no
meeting of minds.
The whole subject should be dropped.
Prosecutions should continue if & only if new evidence that is substantial comes into existence.
This continual attempt to rewrite history must stop now.

85

Absolutely vital to ensure the rights of victims' families are vindicated and also to ensure a peaceful
and shared future for Northern Ireland.

86

Every victim, regardless of who the perpetrators were, deserves justice AND truth. It is an absolute
disgrace the way in which victim's families have treated in their pursuit of truth and/or justice. There
should NOT be an amnesty (essentially what the British government want despite trying to not call it
such).

87

We had 30 years of strife and after a further 20 years there has been no dividend for those who have
lost out.
Mental health provision is still appalling and we have the sickest population on the UK in no small
order due to the result of the troubles.
The victims need compensated, however there needs to be a realisation by them and their families
that there is little chance of getting to the root of each of the events that was the cause of their
particular issue. The republicans/loyalists will not admit to anything and the government will suppress
all efforts to try and pin some blame at their end.
Neither can there be an amnesty as any further conflict of this type will not allow this to form part of the
conclusion.
I'm afraid that we will just have to wait for the biological solution to play out and suffer the fallout for the
next x hundreds of years.

88

An amnesty is not the way forward, the law is the law.

89

Ones who created the terror
and ethnic cleansing.
Are now hero's
Rewriting the history

90

not British Armed Forces. Only terrorists should face prosecution. terrorist should not even be
considered for compensation if they injured themselves in action or halted by security forces.
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91

For truth and justice

92

When I answered yes, it is with a view that we need to address it, but not to be stuck in it and bound
by it to the extent that is constrains recovery from it.

93

It is a complex issue, but it's vital to have proper mechanisms so as to avoid intergenerational trauma.

94

Yes this is important as we can currently see the effect the unresolved issue has on this country and
island.

95

But the GFA/Belfast Agreement means that ""justice"" as such is no longer possible. That ship has
sailed - there is little point in pursuing these cases now when evidence and cop
operation on all sides will not be forthcoming. Simply a waste of time and money.

96

It would be prudent to investigate terrorist related activities and use dna evidence where possible to
secure conversations if not able to provide prosecution evidence then at least the people should be
named as suspects

97

The problem is that various organisations don't really want to address any problems.

98

But only if it is fairly balanced and not one sided like all the enquiries up to now.

99

Victims need justice

100

I can sympathize with people who have lost loved ones & who want answers & those responsible for
their loss to face justice. I can't however see how this will, for a large number of people, ever be
addressed.

101

Because of the nature of my employment few outside my family & colleagues realise what we were
exposed to, to deal with, the complete lack of support by our employers or the way in which our
families were affected. We were on constant alert for attack 24/7!

102

Every death should be addressed and laid to rest.

103

There are people alive today who are still suffering tremendously. It is not in the past for them.
However, if we always look back we can never move forward.

104

We need strong leadership to move forward. We do not need further focus on the past increasing or
creating the debilitating sense of victimhood.

105

If the issues are to be addressed, all sides must be completely honest and open. I think this could only
happen if those involved are not going to be prosecuted. The question is should someone get away
with murder to get at the truth or not

106

Extremely important and that all parties own up and accept their guilt

107

It is time to draw a line under all of this now, for all sides.

108

The past should be left in the past. We should draw a line under the troubles, stop commemorating
everything to do with the troubles, ban all mention of it in the media and move on.

109

Vitally important. Society cannot move forward without this.

110

We should have followed the South African model of a truth commision as part of the peace process.
The bigots of the DUP prevented this.

111

Very important

112

I would like to know who bombed my home

113

I don't think we'll ever move on until we do. That said, I think they're are groups and politicians who
use victims to further their own agendas and almost wallow in the past, citng incidents from before
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they were even born to push their toxic victim hood. The real victims are often dignified, quiet and
forgotten.
114

What would be the outcome. So many conflicting views. Those who are mainly responsible for the
deaths and injuries will never face justice; most have died anyway. There is not equality between
terrorists and those who served to uphold the law. Terrorists never kept reports and were under no
restaurants or codes of conduct like the police etc.

115

I think it's time to draw a line and leave it all in the past instead of raking it up constantly and until that
happens nobody will be able to move on

116

If address means find closure one way or other.

117

We need to move on but I know that is not possible for families that have lost and had no justice.

118

Yes but I am concerned about what I would perceive to be revisionist history attempting to just the
actions of paramilitary groupings.

119

It is an issue that traverses generations and if it is not addressed correctly it will continue to affect
future generations

120

Leagcy is an issue that is never going to go away here unless it is dealt with compassionately and with
dignity. Amnesty cannot be on the table, unless there is a meaningful truth commission which answers
all questions that victims may have, not this lazily populist attempt by the NI secretary Brandon Lewis
to shoehorn in to appease a loud minority in England.

121

Too many individuals and politicians have committed crimes that the PSNI brush under the carpet.
Too sensitive!

122

Are society can never recover otherwise and bullies win and parade put politically.

123

The Troubles are no different from the conflict experiences in many regions throughout the world, and,
though regrettable and unfortunate for those involved, do not merit the attention which has been
focused on them by largely western media.

124

Northern Ireland and its people suffered a great deal during the ""Troubles"". There is an ongoing
legacy of mental ill health and bereavement caused by cynical actors on all sides. This wrong cannot
be undone, but nor can it be ignored or dismissed.

125

As long as the murderers are not treated or regarded as the same as their victims!

126

For victim's only

127

This would help the healing processes and needs to happen!

128

Because we are unable to do this in a way that will appease the protagonists. Therefore, it will
continue to entrench people and drive them apart. Also, we cannot afford it.

129

We have to move on, it is so hard, but when do we stop looking back. We have to think of our children.

130

I feel it is important but it will be highjacked by certain elements and the ordinary survivors will be
overlooked.

131

Super important if we are to move forward

132

Every victim deserves an enquiry/inquest into the circumstances of their injury/death.
There is no ‘statute of limitations’ into some other crimes - e.g. sexual abuse of children;
hyponatraemia enquiry.

133

Yes it is important to address the legacy. I think on going legal proceedings in some cases dosent
really seem to be working. It will never bring the person back who sadly passed away through the
troubles and I don’t think it is fair across the board. Many victims and people have been left behind and
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young people have their own issues now with the public health emergency the last 2 years and are
victims to drugs, domestic violence, crime and many other areas not to do with the troubles.
Who is speaking for these type of victims today?
134

Yes, although questions and answers will be cyclical and blame game for both sides will continue.

135

I left NI in 1977 aged 18 vowing never to return, & spent years having mental counselling later. I paid
for the counselling myself, as no other country was going to help when NI wasn't even bothering to
address the legacy of 'The Troubles'.

136

In a balanced and just way - not to the detriment of some ie the Crown Forces whilts the terrorists
seem to be given a free pass.

137

My uncles murder has never been adequately investigated. My mum is now near 80 she has never got
over the unanswered questions
Legacy is so important to everyone who has lost a loved one.

138

Extremely important to address ALL parties concerned, no matter how big or small.
Justice must be given to everyone in N.I no matter who they are or where they come from. The family's
who's loved ones have, so cruelly been ripped from their lives, need and should demand Justice.

139

It can't be one-sided!

140

There is very little to the identity and meaningful essence of the United Kingdom as a country but for,
in constitutional terms, the prising of The Rule of Law and Due Process.
These constitutional rights give a rare, meaningful sense of identity to the country, under which every
person is equal before the law regardless of position or background and every person can expect full
rights of full redress of the law, no differently to anyone else.
I learned at postgraduate law college in London that these identity giving constitutional rights are
considered, legally inalienable (as with all of our scarce, very limited constitutional elements) and
overriding in law purely in national terms. To change this piece of British identity dating back to Magna
Carta rights and admirably developed since, would be more immense than I could put into words in
terms of law in the UK.
The United National also considers these rights to apply to citizens of its member countries and to be
inalienable, and illegal under treaties of International Law. Though our basic constitutional rights are
identity giving and highly prised, they are indeed actually amongst the most basic human rights which
any morally developed nation can have, and are rights similarly enshrined in law throughout most
modern, developed countries.
So that is the kind of extent of this rare aspect of our national identity in the UK. Take away that, and
what would it leave, exactly? Merely fried breakfasts and commemorative plates of occasions involving
a ceremonial, powerless monarchal family which is unable to hold political opinions?
Beyond the status of the identity of the UK in terms of the law and constitution,
this project very seriously increases the clear sense of the current Conservative administration's
apparent determination to downgrade Northern Ireland from an inherent part of the UK, as it has been
for over 200 years, to a subservient colony.
As a unionist, I feel very strongly that removing these scarce, identity giving rights which have always
been in a way definitive of the very character of this country, is likely to lead to the end of the UK.
I can't actually imagine in fact the UK existing where these rights have been taken away. I say that
especially in a case where Brandon Lewis (an MP elected by and to serve the people of a Norfolk
constituency) seems determined to destroy constitutional rights against more or less everyone with an
opinion in Northern Ireland.
Further again where, as it appears, Mr Lewis is going actually to extract the application of fundamental
rights of The Rule of Law and Due Process to Northern Ireland, yet with incomprehensible
Machiavellian rhetoric pretend that these constitutional rights would still be met, it becomes extremely
difficult for me to foresee much of a future for Northern Ireland within the UK. This is said by someone
who could never live in any Republic of Ireland, yet who would find it very difficult to leave Northern
Ireland should it become necessary.
The area of law concerned is not devolved, is within the remit of the national, central government. Yet
these are national rights which constitutional experts say must apply to all but are being removed from
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one region of the UK only, clearly strongly against the wishes of its people. It appears impossible to
reconcile this kind of practice with any ideas of democracy, whether thinking of national or devolved
politics, and in terms of the general idea of democracy.
I have never come across such a distant, severely out of touch, harmful Westminster government
including when Tony Blair was PM at the time of his extremely unpopular war (which more of the
opposition Conservatives voted for than Labour MPs) and including during the Miner's Strike era of the
1980s.
I am most concerned, not only regarding the future of Northern Ireland. Further, increasingly it can
appear a decision already made, with the Conservatives' ongoing attacks at what British people hold
dear, that Scotland will leave the UK within ten years, possibly five. Every move more distant from the
people of the UK and its traditional identity which this government makes is a step closer to losing
remaining unionist support in Scotland, Northern Ireland and increasingly Wales. The sad truth is,
which I can be reluctant to admit, that the closer any one of the three, outlying regional countries
moves towards leaving the UK, it brings the others further along the same route
I was a supporter of the UK leaving the EU. I can see quite clearly however that this government
seems to forget that, nationally, but also more importantly in the outlying regions of Northern Ireland
and Scotland, the coming ten years should avoid as much as possible strikes at what is familiar to
British people which will alienate those who support the nation.
To deny British citizens the fundamental, identity giving rights of their already very limited Constitution,
against the consent of every political representative of all and any political persuasions or backgrounds
in the region concerned, Northern Ireland, strongly against the United Nations, to the great dissent of
other national politicians, strongly, would be such a great harm.
Not only is this proposed law the most severe insult by deprivation of basic rights to each and every
British citizen wherever they live (for idealistically the removal of the Constitutional rights will be an
injury to all), even its very consideration is beyond foolhardy in terms of the future of the United
Kingdom.
141

Yes but not through lenthy money absorbing possess

142

Time to close the door and move on

143

Victim makers and perpetrators should not receive anything at all.

144

This is a waste of money. There should be no more inquiries through the judicial system either publicly
or civil. Most proper victims will never get justice as the victim makers got out of jail early, got OTRs
and even royal pardons thanks to Tony Blair

145

We are stuck if we don’t and cause more pain to those most impacted if we don’t

146

Acknowledgment ,admission and justice are fundamental to the healing process. Society can not move
forward buntil these things are addressed.

147

The legacy is, I am forgotten about, I received No justice and have no hope of justice, I still live in fear
and see those who attached me elevated to some sort of hero while I stay quiet without hope.

148

People who were guilty of crimes should be held to account,otherwise why have laws ,if it's good
enough to still try former Nazis from WW2 ,then the law should take it's course.

149

Address the past but don't let the past define the present or the future

150

Depends what legacy here means. One important legacy is political and this needs resolved one way
or another if a repeat of the troubles is to be avoided. Legacy meaning continuing to look backwards
should halt. We were all victims to some extent. The blame culture is a sad but debilitating mind set.
Apportionment of responsibility a task impossible to the broad satisfaction of all.

151

Any perpetrators who went out to damage other people and wreck lives should not be receiving any
financial benefit for their own stupidity. Victims are the innocent lives ruined not those who caused it.
Those people and their families should not get a penny as it was themselves or an immediate relative
that caused the pain to so many

152

It is vital to address the hurt and pain that was caused to innocent victims.
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153

The perpetrators need to pay for their actions

154

The truth has to be told

155

It is important that those who were victim makers are pursued with vigor and brought before the courts
for prosecution. These people should not be treated as though they are victims themselves.

156

We can’t just sweep it under the carpet. People are hurting.

157

In addition to the help to those who are affected by trauma from the conflict, the resolution of legacy
will help us all move on more quickly and more fully

158

We need to look to the future

159

It’s important to allow peopke to feel valued and validated, so their individual experiences are not
"swept under the carpet" it is also important not to throw money at the issue

160

It should be left to fade away like the 1921-22 Troubles and WW2
Nobody will tell the full truth, so let it be

161

Better to do so in some way, rather than to brush it all under yet another large carpet. The Truth needs
to be told.

162

By closure - and not making future generations pay for the past

163

But an independent commission, of people from a broad spectrum of people, should be established for
this, and not the British government unilaterally - they are a combatant in this conflict

164

People really do need to know what happened and who done what!

165

If we don't address the injustice, injury, trauma and hurt the problems will persist. You can see very
clear evidence of this in the current problems we face.

166

It is important to address the legacy of the troubles although that should not come at a cost for the
younger generation who have not lived through it.

167

It continues to be a millstone around the neck of political progress. A solution that allows progress is
required.

168

The past - or the exploitation of it by, in particular, Sinn Fein - is poisoning our politics and preventing
society from moving on.
When the main protagonist of the Troubles is pushing for a ""legacy"" process then something is wrong
with the process.

169

Address the needs of the victims, not the victim makers..

170

There is no justice from the really victims because the process has been hijacked by Sinn Fein, to
rewrite history.

171

I want to know who shot my uncle.

172

Otherwise it will just fester and postpone or prevent healing and reconciliation.

173

Im 62 and lived my childhood from 9years through fear and nightmares i still see pictures in my head
off scraping bodies of the ground and terrorised by bomb and bullet and fear of people.

174

Terrorists must be brought to justice

175

And it is PARTICULARLY important to distinguish between injured terrorists (who are perpetrators, not
victims) and the victims of terrorists.
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176

people's experiences / stories need to be acknowledged. It might be unhealthy for society just to
pretend it never happened or just too bad for the unfortunates.

177

Yes so we can learn, but there are vested interests from all sides who will not allow the truth be told

178

Under the Good Friday agreement no one can be prosecuted for their crimes

179

I feel the longer we spend on the past the less we spend on our future.

181

Very easy to slip into conflict but double hard to sort it out particularly the damage caused to the
people in the middle.

182

A revisionist narrative has been continually peddled totally distorting the truth and reality. The
perpetrators of murder and destruction are being portrayed as victims. When in fact they were the
causes of the death destruction and conflict. Their victims have been cast aside. The coroners courts
system, the office of the DPP, The criminal courts system have been subverted as a weapon to attack
one part of the community and those that stood between the terrorists and the terrorised. The victims
and those that tried to prevent the deaths and destruction have been deserted, zero resources have
been put in place to investigate properly. The focus has been solely on those killed by the security
forces. The victims of terrorist murders must have everything about the deaths of their loved ones
publicised. And those who are suspected of carrying out those murders or who are suspected or
directing those murders be held to account in an enquiry. If they are dead they should be identified.
Their commanders must be called to explain if they refuse to do so the enquiry should be allowed to
identify them giving the reasons why they are being named. The victims of the terrorists must get their
enquiry

183

Relatives of victims deserve thorough investigation as to how and why their loved one was killed. They
have to be assured that every avenue has been pursued.

184

Part of me thinks a line has to be drawn at some point if we are ever going to move forward. But this is
irrelevant while our 2 main political parties are so focussed on tribalism and division.

185

The only way is to close all actions, legal and criminal before a defined date

186

A lot of this needs to be let go. Commissions better serve those who sit on them. By all means treat or
compensate those who've been affected, but stop broadcasting painful memory

187

I feel we are continually going around in circles, money spent on these enquiries would be more useful
to our young people with the aim to stop repeating the past

188

I think victims must have the right and the support to pursue justice however the majority are unlikely
succeed The need to conceal collusion by the state and the silence of those who have information will
be too powerful and truth will not emerge for many generations

189

Needs left in the past

190

But it has to be fair and balanced,currently it is targeted against Loyalists and the State.

191

We need to move on. This country has not moved forward because certain political parties only use
divide & conquer tactics, not inclusive of all people.

192

While there is a spectrum of needs the voice of victims must be heard

193

Not going away. Passed down the generations in local chapter and verse.
Given that situation probably best that some formal/official historical record of factual events is
reported and archived. Otherwise there will continue to be minimum of 4 alternative stories on every
incident.

194

Some help groups have terrorists present so don’t go to them as it would cause me more health issues

195

Yes, however I feel that there needs to be a line drawn for both sides so as a country we can move
forward
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196

For those on both sides who were innocent bystanders yes. For those killed for being part of the
problem no. I do realise that it's not as easy to say one or the other

197

I did used to think it was but I honestly can't see our political representatives ever being able to
approach the issue in a fair and balanced way

198

To move on, every person in NI needs to understand what happened and why. Appropriate
accountability and justice for families, especially those victims who were never found/recovered and
their fate remains unknown.

199

People deserve to know that the person responsible has been identified

200

An amnesty is not the answer. An international, independent truth recovery process is the solution

201

It is more important to build a collective and peaceful future

202

All parties including the British Government need to acknowledge their role and give the victims and
their families some closure

203

I believe there needs to be a space where those impacted by the conflict could record their stories;
For future generations that they won't make the same mistakes
To validate those impacted by the conflict

204

It should be addressed in an equal manner or not at all

205

I disagree with grouping the army with terrorists. Terrorists should still be answerable for their crimes.
Former soldiers were here to keep the public safe, they are totally different to those who went out to
commit murder. Blair has a lot to answer for including the 'get out of jail free' letters.

206

But not to the detriment of future generations. Most if not who will avail of this scheme will already
have been compensated or in receipt of financial assistance.

207

A line has to be drawn at some stage to bring an end to it all.

208

In an appropriate and humanitarian manner not glorifying the troubles or stirring up hate

209

We need to move on from it

210

Of course it is. I am not biased in anyway, but imagine you where the family of one if the victims?
Would you not fight everyday to get justice for your loved one? It’s basic human rights which are being
denied. It’s sickening

211

It's time to draw a line and move on.

212

Yes but not to keep going over and over it year after year .

213

Yes because terrorists and their supporters are attempting to re-write the narrative

214

Until the legacy of the troubles is dealt with, there can be no just peace. Victims should and must be at
the forefront of government thinking

215

I see some areas particularly in Fermanagh getting access to support.Living in a predominantly
republican area I haven't reached out for any support.

216

The operative word here would be to ""address""...discussion needs to take place on how that should
happen and WHO the outcome is for...i.e. for political gains, certain sections of the community but not
others. who is a victim.

217

We ALL need to move on from the past and look to the future, vengence will only eat at us .

218

Truth and reconciliation committee - follow the South African model
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219

The fact the British govt wants to draw a line under the conflict now rather than earlier shows that they
are only interested In protecting Members of armed forces, who were involved in conflict. Many
republicans and loyalists have served jail sentences however few from stare forces have had to face
the judicial system

220

We have addressed nothing. We need to focus on building safety without the police. Funding free
counselling for everyone. Recognising the long term physical impact that stress from fear of violence
has on the physical body and the mind. Without addressing it we merely hand the next generation our
trauma as unhealthy coping mechanisms.

221

It’s important that legacy is dealt with in a way that truth can emerge freer than it has thus far been
able to.

222

It must be done in an even handed way. Over the past 23 years it was done in a piece-meal way
focusing on those who made the most noise.

223

There must be a truth and reconciliation process we must know why our loved ones were murdered
and why the state facilitated it

224

But not in current standards, victims should choose whether they want legacy addressed

225

I feel that it is an intractable problem, no solution, policy or programme will meet the needs and
demands of all voices. Unlike other issues where compromise is possible with each side getting
something they wanted, legacy issues seme to be zero sum.

226

If we don’t address it - it will never be dealt with

227

But our politicians are not mature enough to sort it - bring in an outside practitioner

228

We need to find a balanced way to help victims and survivors and stop letting politicians use it for
political point scoring

229

The GFA was a very positive step, among others. There is no denying the progress NI has made in 30
short years

230

To address it well, to keep going over it as a live political debate, without any sense of truth,
reconciliation, opportunity to tell your story or closure doesn't feel helpful though

231

No future in the past

232

It is critically essential to address the legacy of the conflict / Troubles.

233

Of course it is important. The continued glorification of terrorism is causing hurt and pain and suffering
that are avoidable. Sinn Fein needs to change its attitude toy the past before society can move on

234

The greatest amount of truth needs to be brought out and an option for justice there.

235

The views of the two communities regarding the conflict: all factors leading to it, the legitimacy of the
conflict and partition itself, prosecution fears from combatants if truths were revealed, collusion and
coverups. No one will agree, draw a line and move on.

236

I believe people needs to hear the truth. The names of the dead to be acknowledged. That there death
couldn't be prevented.Being a Catholic living in working class areas made you a higher risk of being
killed.This also effected your eduction, stopped you from getting better paying jobs, that would of
helped to determined your furture to move out of the turmoil that so many people had to face each and
every day.

237

close it out and move forward in a collective way

238

Addressing the legacy can go on for ever and we will never satisfy all of the victims.
For example, delays on the part of the Government and the judiciary have made it impossible to ever
uncover the truth and [pove anything beyond reasonable doubt in cases such as Bloody Sunday and
the Funucane murder.
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QUESTION 4 – Establishment of organisations?
QUESTION 4:
Do you support the establishment of any of the following?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.

YES

I don't
understand
or I don't
know what
this means

NO

Not Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Historical Investigations Unit (HIU)

63%
(1,331)

4%
(86)

23%
(474)

10%
(209)

2,099

Independent Commission for Information
Retrieval (ICIR)

62%
(1,302)

12%
(252)

18%
(383)

8%
(164)

2,099

Implementation and Reconciliation Group

55%
(1,164)

16%
(328)

19%
(394)

10%
(214)

2,099

Oral History Archive

67%
(1,409)

7%
(144)

15%
(323)

11%
(224)

2,099

A general 'Information Recovery Body'
(replacing separate HIU and ICIR
organisations)

36%
(746)

16%
(339)

30%
(639)

18%
(375)

2,099

Statute of Limitations - referred to as an
'Amnesty'

20%
(421)

2%
(38)

70%
(1,475)

8%
(166)

2,099

58%
(1,227)

8%
(162)

21%
(439)

13%
(272)

2,099

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Truth Commission

Commentary: There is broad support for the establishment of all the provisions except when asked about a
Statute of Limitations - referred to as an 'Amnesty'. There was an overall NI negative score of 70% against
this proposal. When this is analysed by Council area, we find that those nearer the border are more ‘against’
i.e. more ‘No’ to a Statute of Limitations. Some key Council area results for Question 4.6 by Council area
(‘No’ scores only) are as indicated: Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon – 78%, Derry City and Strabane –
76%, Mid-Ulster – 80%. This compares to other councils with relatively lower ‘No’ scores for this question
(and hence higher ‘Yes scores): Antrim and Newtownabbey – 61%, Ards and North Down – 56%, Mid and
East Antrim – 57%. It’s also noteworthy that there is a tendency for council areas with higher nationalist/
republican residents to have higher ‘No’ scores for this question e.g. Newry, Mourne and Down – 76% ‘No’.
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Matrix Charts
Response Response
Percent
Total

1. Historical Investigations Unit (HIU)
1

YES

63%

1,331

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

4%

86

3

NO

23%

474

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

10%

209

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.78 Std. Deviation 1.11

Maximum 4 Variance 1.24 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

25.97

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

2. Independent Commission for Information Retrieval (ICIR)
1

YES

62%

1,302

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

12%

252

3

NO

18%

383

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

8%

164

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.66 Std. Deviation 1.01

Maximum 4 Variance 1.02 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

22

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

3. Implementation and Reconciliation Group
1

YES

55%

1,164

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

16%

328

3

NO

19%

394

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

10%

214

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.71 Std. Deviation 1.03

Maximum 4 Variance 1.06 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

23.74
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Response Response
Percent
Total

4. Oral History Archive
1

YES

67%

1,409

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

7%

144

3

NO

15%

323

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

11%

224

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.58 Std. Deviation 1.02

Maximum 4 Variance 1.04 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

19.35

0.02

5. A general 'Information Recovery Body' (replacing separate HIU and ICIR
organisations)

Response Response
Percent
Total

1

YES

36%

746

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

16%

339

3

NO

30%

639

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

18%

375

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.29 Std. Deviation 1.15

Maximum 4 Variance 1.33 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

42.85

0.03

Response Response
Percent
Total

6. Statute of Limitations - referred to as an 'Amnesty'
1

YES

20%

421

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

38%

38

3

NO

70%

1,475

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

8%

166

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.65 Std. Deviation 0.91

Maximum 4 Variance 0.84 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

54.9
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Response Response
Percent
Total

7. Truth Commission
1

YES

58%

1,227

2

I don't understand or I don't know what this
means

8%

162

3

NO

21%

439

4

Not Sure/No Opinion

13%

272

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.75 Std. Deviation 1.1

Maximum 4 Variance 1.21 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

25.07

0.02

Comments (optional): (234) – QUESTION 4
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 4.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

I want a proper investigation, which is independent. I believe I have a right to that

2

All of the suggested bodies are / will be one-sided with continued vilification of veterans
The best way to stop that is an Amnesty however unpalatable

3

It's easy for me to agree to an Amnesty when I haven't lost anyone in the conflict. But ""both sides"" are going to be so
enraged at the thought of the other side getting off lightly, as they see it, that I see no hope of its actually happening

4

Sinn Fein would not know the truth if they tripped over it

5

international & independent

6

Amnesty but only in conjunction with truth process. Anything found to be omitted from truth process should not be
subject to the Amnesty.

7

No statute of limitations. It is only designed to provide immunity for state actors

8

Only one side will reveal most of the truth. SF/PIRA and loyalist thugs will not and never will.

9

I don't believe that as state bodies are the only ones to have kept records then any such system will be biased against
the state forces and I do not trust the terrorists from either side to tell anything approaching the truth!

10

All of the above options will only provide "jobs for the boys & girls" but will not provide the required information that
most victims’ families may seek.
Better to move on rather than allow wounds to be possibly reopened.

11

I might support the above if more emphasis was placed or seen to given to the 90% of incidents not committed by the
state. There is enough time and resources already devoted to state involved incidents and this creates a perception
that terrorist related incidents do not have the same importance

12

Eames Bradley should have been implemented and we would have been through this.

13

Amnesty provided only after the combatant comes forward with information covering who, how and why.

14

It's not that I actually support an Amnesty; however the reality of the appeasement written into the GFA, which gave a
de facto amnesty to many many terrorists, make me believe that, in fairness, if some have received an Amnesty, then
all should.
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15

There has to come a time to move on to build a new N. Ireland without rewriting the troubles history. This may be hard
for survivors of a wrong committed on them.

16

Let's have justice

17

Need any enquiry to be chaired by person
not connected to British government. State is a party to the wrong doing. There is a desire to sweep state actions at
highest level under the carpet.

18

In my opinion information and truth must come from all sides. I believe that ALL terrorists should be held to account
including all OTRs and those pardoned they should not hold government positions. Any soldiers that have carried out
wrongdoing should also be held to account but it must not be one sided.

19

Enacting any of these will only reopen old wounds with primarily crown forces being the focus. Terrorists didn't keep
very good records

20

I think all efforts to prosecute should end. I think all focus should turn to truth and information recovery. Open all the
files. Share all information. Give space for paramilitaries to provide information on their activities.
There must be complete transparency and access to as much information as possible, as soon as possible.
Without transparency, there can't be interaction between all involved, without this interaction and understanding of
what we collectively suffered, I believe we are doomed to eventually repeat mistakes of the past.

21

No amnesty should ever be given

22

Amnesty in return for honesty - from all parties concerned

23

I fully support anything that may provide closure for anyone affected by the conflict . I oppose anything that will try to
hide the truth of what took place during the conflict especially where the state or their agents were involved

24

Truth Commission, only if lie detectors and/or Truth medication is in use.
Sole focus will be on alleged British Government actions, with little on Republicans and the Irish Government!!

25

I do not support an amnesty for the troubles. Everyone is equal under the law. Also it’s discriminatory. There isn’t time
limitations on say for instance child sex abuse- why should there be in troubles related murders & injury.

26

The legacy of the troubles can only be resolved by terrorists being jailed and stronger antiterrorist laws. Oral history
archives etc will help terrorists rewrite history.

27

I believe that a statute of limitations should be implemented, but in a limited way. 'Foot soldiers' who just carried out
orders of superiors (both in paramilitary groups and the British armed forces) should not be prosecuted, but there
should be investigations into, and ideally prosectutions for, those who gave orders for killing of non-combatants.
Charges should not be pressed for killings of active army/paramilitary members, as this is normal and acceptable in
war.

28

Only thing that hasn’t been tried - look at South Africa did it help there??

29

Amnesty must apply to all or none. NI needs to move on from the past.

30

I support all efforts to give people a voice and record.

31

any voluntary information seeking project/truth commission is unlikely to provide any actual truth especially from
terrorists

32

No amnesty for anyone, from any side or background.

33

Don't believe in an amnesty, there are criminals on all sides who need to answer to their crimes. Some still are holding
communities to ransom

34

Support contingent on understanding the remit of these bodies. I would not support a process that gave broad moral
equivalence to the actions of republican or loyalist terror groups and those, in the main, of the security forces
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35

I feel that many consider that an amnesty has already been issued to all those republicans who received ""Letters of
Comfort"" from the Blair Govt.

36

It will never happen Sinn Fein are all talk they back the IRA and all it has done.

37

I’d like to add to statue of limitations. I believe our Security forces shouldn’t be prosecuted. What we have now is a
bloody joke. Suspected IRA terrorists are getting of free yet former security forces are being hounded. The IRA would
never reveal all in a truth commission. They don’t know what the word truth means

38

Too much money has already been spent of troubles related issues and it has created more disharmony than benefit!

39

No one should go to jail now, but the truth needs to come out

40

But the British Government/Special Branch etc. must release details of their involvement in murder and dirty tricks or
its all pointless.

41

British records should be released immediately so that families of state murder should be able to know what happened
to their loved ones. If this does not happen Britain should be referred to The Hague for war crimes.

42

All victims and their families deserve to know the truth about what happened to them, and why.
As time goes on, memories fade and those involved succumb to old age and death, meaning that the facts will be lost
forever, unless the process begins immediately.

43

It’s done, it’s over - let it rest

44

Statute of limitations concerned me but for the truth to come out I choose yes

45

proper police investigation should continue

46

I don't know about the remit of some of the organisations suggested but there should be no amnesty.

47

Truth based on who's truth. It's just perpetuating the problem as some will never agree with some issues regardless of
which side of fence they are

48

The statute of limitations is like telling people their loss doesn’t matter any more - cruel and inhuman

49

A Truth Commission is a worthy idea but it will never get at the truth.

50

Victims are entitled to justice. The state deliberately delaying justice for decades should not be used as an excuse by
the state for denying it entirely

51

Those who delibertly went out to bomb & shoot people should be held accountable

52

What would truth commission look like?

53

I support an an amnesty because it is unlikely that any soldiers or police will ever be prosecuted for their wrongdoing
so at least we could have some truth about what they were responsible for

54

Justice through trial and conviction

55

The HET lied & withheld information, it was like getting blood from a stone, then their report whitewashed the entire
'findings'. That in itself was more traumatic gaslighting & more damaging to my mental health.

56

for victims an security forces only

57

The state wants to hide behind amnesties in order to deprive victims of the truth about its complicity in the conflict.

58

There is no way to get the truth. There was not at the time and the passage of time has made it all but impossible.

59

A truth commission is a waste of time; the amnesty for British soldiers, leading to one for terrorists, is insulting.
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60

No terrorist should ever be given amnesty. Security forces however were sent to do a job and fight a war against
terrorist hiding within civilian populations. And civilians killed or injured as a result of security operations falls directly at
the feet of terrorists. Unless direct and intentional

61

There should be no Amensty for Terrorists but Soldiers who put on their uniform to protect other people, yes.

62

I would support a Statute of Limitations if it was linked to providing truthful substantiated evidence to a Truth
Commission

63

The longer that this goes on the less chance of closure and it is then passed down through generations

64

Nothing that lets one side force the other into a corner is acceptable. Nor is prosecuting soldiers and police officers
when everyone know the PIRA got away scott free. It must not be public and it’s findings must be confidential. There
must be no discussion in the press and an embargo on politicians discussing it

65

As I understand it, most people want to know the truth whether or not it leads to conviction. However if there is clear
evidence for prosecution then it should be allowed

66

Achieve the maximum possible, not permanently stalled because we can't solve this by everyday judicial means.

67

As far as i understand it an amnesty/statue of limitations only serves to help the perpetrators of crimes escape from
justice and deprieve the victims and wider society of justice and inflame their wounds further. it feels to me like the
defendant in a court case realising how much evidence and information the prosecution has against them and
deciding that they dont want to be exposed so walk out of court . This is obviously not allowed to happen the average
person accused of a crime so it most certainly should not happen murderers, terrorists or the people at the highest
echelons of power in britain and here. I feel the british government, MI5 etc as well as elements within northern irish
government, PSNI, etc are interested in pushing this 'amnesty' idea because they serve to benefit most from it, as
inquiries into bloody sunday, ballymurphy etc show the levels of collusion and criminality commited by these
institutions while pushing the narrative that only 'Terrrorists' were causing the troubles. Therefore any attempt to worm
their way out of justice being served will only cause the same issues to rear their heads again in the future.

68

None of these will work for Protestant people. Republicans will never tell the truth. The only official records are those
owned by the government. They dhouy have been buried with the IRA guns.

69

Hard as it may be for victims and their families, I believe NI is best served by looking forward rather than backwards.
Trying to find out what happened may provide some help to victims. But seeking legal redress for all past wrongs will
prolong grievances rather then helping communities to address the future together.

70

Republican terrorists already have 'on the run letters', didn't keep records and will never tell the truth. I am disgusted
at treatment of veterans, who didn't set out to kill anyone, unlike the terrorists, the witch hunt has to stop

71

Action on these matters should have been taken 20 years ago

72

IRA would not be honest

73

Draw a line under the past

74

We have an amnesty anyway the comfort letters plus the release of prisoners created a virtual amnesty Even if
information comes forward the most a terrorist can expect is two years.

75

Everyone has a different version of the 'Truth', and each is valid.

76

The truth needs to be established without prosecutions as these will only prevent the former.

77

There should be no amnesty for perpetrators of terrorism however the witch-hunt against security forces must end.

78

There is no evidence that either side will ever tell the whole truth

79

The Historical Investigations unit must only be manned by Police Officers & the budget should only come from central
government.
There must be no involvement of any political party & must be totally impartial.
We cannot carry out prosecutions from the seventies by todays standards. This was a totally different era
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80

A truth commission is a good idea in theory. Some protagonists though are more likely to use it for propoganda
purposes rather than establishing the truth

81

There is no value whatsoever in establishing any truth recovery process that does not have access to all
documentation with legal force. It MUST be compliant with Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights. It
MUST be fair to all communities and all individuals whoever was the perpetrator and the British government should
fund it in total as it was in power during the conflict. Any truth recovery process must be completely independent and
have full access to government files irrespective of ""national security"" considerations (although reports for families
may take this into account).

82

Healing and closure is more likely with a full and truthful disclosure without the person fearing prosecution.

83

All options bar the amnesty have to be on the table .
However it will be incredibly tough to achieve any agreement on an outcome because the are pitifully few/any leaders
who are willing to invest in this process as it will at some stage point the finger back at their own and theses will not be
able to be blamed on themmuns

84

I do not trust the British Govt.

85

Ones who went out to.commit.murder explosions of which many of these crimes are against humanity
Claudy
Bloody Friday
Enniskillen
Omagh
Birmingham
Warrington
Where innocents murdered, live changing injuries
Are not victims

86

It is very easy for me to support a general amnesty since I have no skin in the game, but that makes it easy for many
of those making the decision. Ultimately, it should be down to the victims on all sides to make that decision.

87

Politicians are never going to agree on any outcome. All the victims will be gone before agreement is made so we
might as well draw a line under everything now and move on to the future. There never was any enquiry into earlier
troubles and there won't be into the recent ones.

88

I believe that justice, no matter how remote that may be, should remain open to innocent victims

89

Unfortunately there is no funds to support any of the above and we simply cannot afford to continue as we are. I would
like to see all parties, government , victims etc, to sit down first and find where funding is going to come from and then
decide how best to use it

90

Yes everyone should be punished for crimes regardless of their status, nationality, religion or job. A truth commission
may help those affected move on and be at peace. It may also help close societal separation.

91

The establishment of any ""Truth Commission"" must not be predicated upon the approval of local political parties, &
they must not have any role in such a body.

92

Victims and their families deserve to know what happened and by whom, but justice as such is no longer possible.

93

For me this is a very simple equation.
There are two options to deal with legacy
1) There is total justice with no exceptions and that means republicans, loyalists and the state all held to account
Or
2) We park legacy in its entirety we apolgise for the hurt/pain causes and vow to never repeat the sins of past in
present and future.
I don't say this in disrespect but because as I understand it the Unionist/Tory preferred option is to give the British
state and security forces a free pass whilst still pursuing republicans in particular so how would it be fair to say to an
ira victims fill your boots with justice but if you were a victim of the state sorry your out of luck
Such a policy will only cause more resentment, more pain and lead a new generation to be sucked into a cycle of
violence as dissident would pray on such anger and resentment for there own ends.
I equally believe if you are going to go after Libyan assets to compensate mainly unionist victims of the ira then those
that were victims of loyalists and state should have same recourse which means the UK pay up and other countries
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who supplied loyalist paramilitaries such as South Africa and Netherlands and UK again a two teir approach where an
ira victim mainly unionist gets compensation but a loyalist or state victim is denied will have the same impact on the
nationalist republican community as denial of justice for a state victim would have whilst a republican is still pursued
94

It all costs money which could be better spent elsewhere
After all these years I really feel will you get the truth but also feel we need to draw a line in the sand and move on

95

State police or army doing their roles should not be prosecuted in these circumstances the same as terrorists

96

Again the problem is that one of the contributing groups is at present trying to rewrite history, so therefore their version
of the truth probably differs from everyone else.

97

The UK Govt. Amnesty proposals are immoral and repugnant

98

Unlikely to be meaningful in the absence of an amnesty

99

Do not agree with justice sought in the name of revenge, which is very common.
Better to move on.

100

No amnesty, no get out clause

101

Statute of limitations for security forces and RUC yes. Amnesty for republican terrorists absolutely not. Tear up the on
the run letters and pursue the IRA to the end of the earth.

102

I support an amnesty only because members of the IRA have already received one through their ""comfort letters""
from Tony Blair and has left any sort of proper justice removed already.

103

Justice for victims, prosecution and civil claims against guilty

104

Although I've said I don't support an amnesty approach, I can't help feeling that when those convicted of terrorist
crimes were released early, surely this was a form of amnesty?

105

I'm not sure what the best way to deal with the complicated issues is

106

It's unfortunate but the only 'truth' revealed will be a distorted version.

107

It’s a bit late now! I’m 73 yrs old and was exposed to over 80 serious incidents not counting those of a non conflict
nature. Many of my colleagues are dead or soon will be.

108

We will never reach the truth because of political interfering.

109

How do you verify statements from witnesses who appear 40 or 50 years after an event but who never came forward
at the time?

110

Truth is the only solution.

111

No amnesty for terrorists

112

The terrorists will never tell the truth and are determined to rewrite history so that they are not held guilty/responsible

113

I am not certain about the oral history archive. The problem is that it is likely to be used by various protagonists in the
conflict to perpetuate the type of legacy conflict which we have today. I also do not trust that those responsible for
administering the archive could approach their duties in a neutral manner given my past experiences with other
archives in NI.

114

I think all avenues of historical information should be explored

115

We have to create a future but the hurt of the past lingers on

116

Different options will work for different people, think everyone needs to move forward
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117

All murder cases or suspected murder cases should be kept open as new evidence could come to light.

118

Time to move on

119

Amnesty would be dependent on other provisions and could not stand alone

120

We have to move on

121

There has been an unofficial amnesty for terrorists so why not one across the board.

122

I support the statute of limitations because we need to move on. There is a suggestion that the amnesty is to stop
former security force personnel from being called to account. I do not subscribe to this. I believe that anyone,
regardless of whether you were state forces or paramilitaries, should be accountable for your crimes. However, the
system is unintentionally biased because the security forces have an audit trail and comprehensive records making it
easier to pursue such personnel. On the other side, there are the paramilitaries who, despite knowing who was
responsible for committing their atrocities, refuse to cooperate. If there is to be justice, it should be for all and not
geared to one side only. Everyone or no one!

123

Itbis important that everyone has a chance to speak about and listen to the experiences of those on both sides of the
conflict...if it is done correctly, using examples from other countriesand adapting/implanting change that is all inclusive
then hopefully NI can move into a future that remembers a history that encompasses everyone's background.
And get rid of all paramilitaries...let none remain for 'historical purposes

124

A truth commission submission cannot be a back door to an amnesty for the person giving testimony.

125

Not sure how much some of these things would achieve. I have little trust in governments doing anything meaningful.

126

It’s clear that terrorists have been given a pardon and that any truth process is utterly meaningless

127

Truth Commission sounds totalitarian, Stalinist . Could a government body , or should it be , be the ones to say what
the "truth" is ?

128

There needs to be a declassification of ‘all’ state documents (what they call today secret or classified for state
security). All state evidence should be on the table in the search for the truth.

129

Give people the opportunity to talk but scrap all the bodies that just go on and on and never reach a resolution. Draw a
line in the sand and move on.

130

I don't believe the truth will ever come out from the illegal activities carried out by terrorist groupings on both sides and
therefore any investigations will continue to focus os the legal security forces of the time as their activities were all
logged in some shape or form as this is the easy touch to find fault. I therefore find it difficult to support any of the
above questions but believe anyone found to be involved in criminal and/or terrorist activity should be brought before
the courts and do all of the relevant time imposed.

131

All victims deserve justice

132

The law must be allowed to take its course. Those guilty of crimes must be pursued and made subject of prosecution,
regardless of age, gender, politics or community.

133

I don't believe truth or justice is possible. Republicans see the ira as heroes and will distort the facts that the ira were
terrorists as were uvf uda etc

134

Agree with statute of limitations but not for terrorists of any kind, loyalist, Republican of other

135

State kept Records, Terrorists didn’t. Forensic evidence was lost, on decommissioning of Terrorist Weapons.

136

This appears a complicated set of bodies .. will any of it work .. on all sides who is going to put the truth out there
unless there is an amnesty. These are difficult issues and is there a Victims Commissioner currently in place
advocating and explaining these things to people?

137

Doubt anything useful will happen frankly, as long as UK Gov are determined to continue to lie & deny what actually
happened in NI, as they still do about all their former colonies. Used to be more hopeful that with the passage of time
the truth would out, but now doubt that will ever happen in my life time.
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138

I think any democratic society has nothing to fear from the truth. An independent international truth commission could
be created Only by coming to terms with our past openly & honestly can we expect a good future

139

While I appreciate the hurt & trauma caused to many people by the troubles I do feel that there’s little point in trying to
pursue convictions against the perpetrators given the tine that has past. I feel people need to know the truth rather
than see convictions

140

Victims need consulted and heard

141

I do not support any of these because I do not trust any statutory bodies as in my opinion they are biased against the
victims of terrorism and are more likely to support terrorist groups who are out to vilify the law-abiding victims and
veterans who were doing their job protecting all of our society against murdering terrorists.

142

Truth commission relies on the truth, Sinn Fein will never tell the truth.

143

All of these organisations should be independent of any government control but funded by the taxpayer, i.e not run by
the British Government, perhaps run by an unbiased international organisation

144

how do you get to the truth when repulican are changing history to suit there naritive .

145

I’d like to see all families affected by the Troubles through bereavement to have equal access to the truth but in all
probability that is nigh on highly unachievable. The bigger atrocities appear to get all the attention. Who is ever going
to come forward from within the old paramilitaries on both sides and of all varieties to tell the truth.

146

I support thorough investigations into alleged British collusion with paramilitaries.

147

Time to close the door-otherwise this will go on forever

148

Sinn Fein/IRA want the truth from everyone else, but they will not tell the truth.

149

All these depend on those involved cooperating- see Bloody Sunday enquiry

150

I didn't vote for the gfa. Because I did think the terrorist should of got out of jail. Because they let them all out and give
them mla jobs and let them run our country. Into the ground and very badly. All the while victims got nothing, no truth
,no compensation, and no justice. It sounds like a sick joke. Truth is its our sad reality here in NI

151

Justice is justice, and lady justice should be blind. We have elevated the terrorist criminals to sainthood and now those
that attacked me and killed my friends now govern me and make rules for me.
If I did wrong I expect the full weight of the law, now we have a political system that protects and has no will to arrest
and charge certain people because it might bring down a process that empowers the same people.

152

Address it or let it fester - there are no other choices

153

Ar this point I think we can all see who the terrorists were and more shockingly that the state engaged as a terrorist.
While this is unacceptable I wonder about the use of more limited resources for legacy issues when we really need
them to move forward.

154

Any amnesty must be attached to a compulsion to testify to a Truth Commission under full legal oath with full
disclosure. Any obstruction or perjury should void the amnesty. Without that attachment I couldn't support an amnesty.

155

All on the run letters need to be scrapped so a fair trial can be held to hold everyone accountable for their actions no
matter who they are.
Can't go after armed forces for being here when they didn't choose to be and not go after those already known guilty
people who where given a freedom letter no matter who they are

156

Whether or not the perpetrators ever search their consciences and decide to tell the real truth I doubt if this would ever
really help the innocent victims. Too much hurt, deceit and lies have been peddled by republicans and clearly there is
no honest appetite on their part to reconcile.

157

Any process set up must always have a built in facility to follow up with prosecution of victim makers.

158

While I'm supportive Bournemouth commission without the legal powers to compel witnesses it's useless
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159

No amnesty - there has to be consequences for breaking the rule of law no matter who/what you are. The families also
deserve to know the truth about to their relatives.

160

Historical Investigations Unit has been a waste of time.

161

The well funded terrorist groups can tell blatant untruths as no on can verify their statements

162

The budget for the HIU should be limited and be set to tail off over time. Could partly be proportionate to prosecutions,
but could also be conditional on the co-operation of former perpetrators in a truth commission, as PIRA were trained to
hide stuff while security people were not..

163

It is critical that civil justice and inquest processes are allowed to proceed unhindered

164

There has to be some sort of holding to account before we can move forward

165

There needs to be an ethos of moving forward not sitting in trauma. Stories need to be told but not used as a
crutch/money making opportunity

166

I think reconciliation can only start when all actors in the conflict are forthright in release of information. I do not believe
the UK government will ever willingly release information which may show their involvement. Unless they do so the
other participants/paramilitaries will not take part in good faith.

167

Telling the Truth...Will allow victims to at least be reassured they are being listened to and not totally ignored.

168

both side lied and will continue to do so. The truth will not come out and people need to be able to move on and heal
instead of fighting for truth and never getting justice.

169

Victims continue to be injured when they see representatives if organisations involved in wounding them make
decisions to appease agents of the conflict

170

I feel that we must try to move on, but I hink that people who were injured/killed no matter who, is a victim.

171

On the bases that terrorist organisations still should face the weight of the law regardless of political positions.

172

The amnesty proposals by the UK govt are a disgrace but in keeping with their long history of denial and cover up.

173

Truth Commission would need to be fully independent and have access to all information available

174

The only people who hold accurate records are the security service. Therefore it would be inherently one sided

175

Truth commission only as good as the testimonies it receives as some contributors are economical with their truth

176

No amnesty, but no special investigations.

177

Getting the truth would only work if all concerned tell the truth. But we see on a daily basis how the victim makers
continue too tell lies and try too rewrite our history in order to make themselves more acceptable to society..

178

However based on the last 50 years experience I have no trust in Sinn Fein or current members of the IRA to provide
the truth about what happened that most victims need.

179

I think an amnesty is far too premature. There may indeed be a case for ""drawing a line"" i.e. an amnesty after the
above bodies have done their work . An overarching Legacy Commission as proposed by Eames/ Bradley could
recommend an amnesty oxf sorts. However, on balance relatives should if at all possible see the kilkers/wounders of
their loved ones in Court, however slim the liklihood.

180

I fear that hurt human beings calling for 'justice' are often seeking revenge. I would like to see us addressing the
emotional and material needs of hurting people rather than perpetuating conflict in the courts of right and wrong. Many
people's actions were affected by the context of the times they were in. The justice system is about the past, I would
like resolutions that are about the future.

181

I don't know how to deal with it but I feel amnesty without conditions is not the way
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182

I could never support a truth commission as terrorists will never admit the truth. The state held documentation
whereas terror gangs such as IRA, UDA, INLA never kept records. It would be totally unfair

183

Everyone who has had a close family member murdered or injured by a citizen who operates as part of a terrorist
organisation should be entitled to an investigation to bring about justice. Those in the armed forces who defended and
protected the people of NI from those citizens in a terrorist organisation should be exempt from all forms of
prosecution. We cannot give terrorists a platform (such as a 'Truth Commission') to try to rewrite their part in the past.

184

I don't think we need multiple bodies just to be seen to be doing something to address legacy issues or working
independently of each other. We need a single body that will deliver.

185

The pursuit of those who broke the law is vastly more important than all of the above mumbo-jumbo nonsense.

186

Not sure about what some of these would mean in practice. Whatever needs to be independent maybe with help from
neutral outsider.

187

Families and victims deserve answers and convictions if possible, as far as i am aware there was no amnesty for
world war 2 perpetrators of crimes so why should N.I be less important,

188

Lots Of the above will not gain the truth and will be used particularly by terrorist groups and their political side kicks to
try and skew the truth. As for an amnesty!! We have them already (on the run letters) for a few, if you committed a
crime regardless of your background you should be brought to justice

189

The only system to give information would be the British government, not the terrorists who did more harm. They wont
release info about their own crimes.therefore if it’s only one side it should be no one

190

If all participants willingly give their testimony how a crime was planned who carried out the intelligence and who
ultimately carried out the crime and who in the legal system helped cover for people

191

Amnesty with truth

192

A truth commission would be ineffective. The various armed groups including state forces/British government will not
be fully forthcoming.

193

There has to be a totally indipendent commission created to retrieve all the information. They should be able to call
people such as veterans to come and explain the context of information. There must not be any influence brought to
bare on them from former republican or loyalist terror groups. The like of Sinn Fein and any solicitors firms associated
with them or any loyalist groups or their legal teams should be allowed to have ANY contact with them. There must be
a legal block to prevent these groups from influenciing them. Those who were known to be in terror groups or sinn fein
can obviously be asked by this commission to provide factual information such as answering a question. And they
must be confined to just answering those questions. And being prevented from twisting and trying to distort the
meaning of evidence and information. They must NOT be allowed to manipulate this commission. The historical
investigation group. Should be totally independent from Northern Ireland, the UK, Ireland, the Republic, or any country
that may have been involved in supplying arms or support to terror groups. They must be required to investigate each
event in chronological order. And only recommend prosecutions based on true realistic evidence. HEARSAY MUST
NOT BE ALLOWED TO TAINT ANY INVESTIGATION. As it has been allowed to do in the coroners courts. A truth
commission should allow terrorists to record what they did. And admit to the crime. They must give ALL details of who
was involved and who commanded and directed any attack they took part in. If not then they would not be able to
benefit from any amnesty that would be on offer. There should NOT be any amnesty for terrorists who refuse to tell all.

194

I understand that you need a truth commission would have to go hand in hand with some sort of amnesty to those that
actively participate in a meaningful way

195

Truth commission worked in South Africa

196

At this remove it will not be possible to get full closure because evidence has been lost or destroyed. In addition some
of those involved in murder are now deceased.

197

So much depends on the interpretation, meaning and implications of any of the above

198

It would be important to build on existing work by the H I U, Healing through Remembering, WAVE, Towards
Understanding and Healing, and other groups in the Victims and Survivors sector. We would not be starting from
scratch, and there must be an understanding of the transgenerational nature of trauma, and give adequate time for
information retrieval and the building of reconciliation.
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199

Statute of Limitations should apply, but not for acts of sectarian or civilian murder.

200

An neutral International Commission

201

All of the above will be difficult and risk retraumatising people and deepening divisions.
Truth recovery requires amnesty from prosecution which potentially denies justice.Any truth process will have to carry
this conflict on a case by case basis

202

One will never get the truth from terrorists

203

Truth from MoD would be considerably difficult given its proven previous cover ups

204

As the paramilitary units would not keep records, it is very one sided

205

All parties to the conflict have to be on board for information retrieval. The British govt refuse to make available info
they have related to troubles and until they do any process of info retrieval and truth commission cannot happen.

206

Whilst existing architecture is much maligned. 80% of the missing have been retrieved.
That establishes certain credibility and acknowledgement of good will to solve problems on all sides.
Slow, painful, unglamorous but it works.
No easy answers - no shortcuts. Success will be imperfect, unacceptable to some. But ultimately within framework
limitations programme when allowed to work. Has generally been successful and given great relief and succour to
families directly involved.
This is where huge dichotomy arises. Those directly involved can live with imperfect provided it delivers on whole. As
opposed to political talking heads who critique existing modes of operation. From Stephen Nolan, thru various political
leaders to individual troubles victims afforded icon and celebrity status.
Somehow we have lost 'everyone is equal status'. From Pat Finucane family and. Bloody Sunday relatives on one
side. To Omagh and Shankill Bombing victims on other. Must and can be no hierarchy in death.

207

This would have to include all parties to the troubles

208

Could not have a group with terrorists present, they need to be in a separate group!!

209

Like any other country in the world a small team will look into cold cases. This should be the same in NI. I do not
believe in limations as people should be held accountable especially unionist and republican paramilitary members. I
do feel slightly different for British army members as I believe in most cases any innocent lives taken was by mistake
but should be investigated

210

The Green Book does not allow PIRA terrorist's to admit to anything. So it's a non starter

211

There needs to be independent and balanced frameworks established to investigate, understand and process the
establishing of truth. I fear establishing a Truth Commision could be twisted easily into a ‘witch hunt’, where as
separate bodies collaborating under a single objective would present more opportunities to demonstrate checks and
balances are in place throughout the process and it is being carried out fairly for all of the community

212

A line should be drawn under all of this stuff.

213

I don't trust the British government to tell the truth. I also expect Sinn Fein to obscure everything their members did.
Loyalists are thugs with police protection. So yes, in theory, but I reith I don't expect any meaningful rest for the
innocents caught in the dirty war.

214

Too many proposed bodies complicating the real issues. Track down the people who carried out these treasonous
acts, convict them and jail them.

215

Limited use

216

Too many people have been damaged by troubles to brush it all under the carpet. There is more damage than Bloody
Sunday that needs investigated.

217

The issues are multifactorial and the solutions must therefore be complex and overlapping to meet a diverse range of
needs.

218

Code of Practice Needed
Any governance models must have statutory independence
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Process needs to be ‘Article 2 compliant’ in reference to the provision of the ECHR that requires that investigations
into such killings are both ‘independent’ and ‘effective
219

It’s neither possible or morally acceptable to brush painful history under the carpet. We are who we are because of
what has happened to us. We need to try to understand what happened and what enabled it to happen, accept the
reality of our situation and make moving onwards part of a healing process for everyone in the community.

220

Truth, terrorists don't know the meaning of truth. The police and army have records and those records are being used
to make money for solicitors.

221

The HIU is only really able to successfully investigate armed forces, this is not a viable option as it only causes further
hurt and division.

222

HIU and ICIR should not be combined. Their findings must be kept separately and submitted to a truth commission for
collating. The truth commission should then combine oral statements with the findings of both bodies and any other
evidence for a final judgment on each case. All cases should be addressed and satisfied by stakeholders on an
agreement or disagreement position. Either outcome should still bring closure to each case as a final step to close the
case.

223

We cannot live in the past and honestly about the lack of possibility of prosecution is better for all of society

224

We need to move on , the past is the past

225

We will never be told the truth by either side.

226

Not for terrorists.

227

I believe that all unresolved troubles incidents should be investigated and those involved brought before the courts.
Including members of the security forces who broke the law. Comfort letters given to terrorists like John Downey
should be revoked.

228

The needs of victims must be put before perpetrators amnesty or any statute of limitations cannot be tolerated for
murder. The British government cannot be allowed to hide from the truth of their soldiers actoons

229

No longer care to make money for civil servants working from home because the public will never see it

230

All these references are laden with baggage and I'm not sure what would help.I do see 4he significance of
organizations such as seff

231

We have had these agencies for years and are considered to be ""ineffective"". If we are to progress with bringing this
issue to a conclusion then we MUST employ people who fully understand the issues and not led by political rhetoric.

232

I have only lived in NI for the past 18 years.

233

I lived thro the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa and it was horrific! It only opened up old wounds
and revived old hatreds.

234

SA style truth commission has not been properly explored. Also we need independent or an international led body in
place to aid the reconciliation of all the people here as govts are not trusted by either community

235

All such bodies such as truth commission is unlikely to work as terrorist organisations are unlikely to tell the truth. It
would mean a biased outcome.

236

There is probably a later question on this but everything will depend upon the money and skills available.

237

None of these are true repair without also commissioning Mental Health supports, these are all carceral solutions to
state and paramilitary violence. There is zero point in digging up the pain of the past without also offering everyone the
tools and structure to feel safe and mentally well doing it. Instead all this achieves is a retraumatisation, sickness,
suicide, drug and alcohol problems and interpersonal violence.

238

Amnesty must happen in order for truth to emerge.
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239

The Consultative Group on the Past report by Eames-Bradley should be the basis for dealing with this conflict, this
should not be bound by the political instutions.

240

It has to be remembered that in 2006 the S.O.S (Peter Hain) did declare a one-sided amnesty which has been largely
forgotten.

241

I would rather a Historical Memories Commission rather than Truth - as one person's truth is different from anothers

242

Believe justice through courts is now impossible - time lapse, stringent evidence requirements etc. Arguing for this is
giving false hope to victims famies

243

It is important the NI move on and not to spend the next thirty years looking back.
Those still alive and their family’s effected directly during the troubles should be compensated both financially and with
information.

244

I accept the Conflict/Troubles was a war (the British Army probably accept this too, though not HMG. As a corollary,
prisoners should be released and a 'line drawn' - difficult as this may be for victims seeking justice through the courts.

245

Hard to know if information given is true or genuine.

246

O have no faith that paramilitaries would be honest & truthful and we would just have to accept their version of events.

247

While it mite not be able to happen all victims deserve a chance for Justice. The past should be left in the past

249

The police should be resourced to fulfil its duty - investigate crime. There is no need to invent another body to do its
work, just resource it properly and ensure it does so without delay

250

An amnesty of any kind is not acceptable.
However, I am open to the 2 years sentence for pre-1998 crimes becoming a suspended sentence.

251

There should be NO statute of Limitations on murder no matter who the victims or perpetrators are. Murder is murder.
If the evidence is there, prosecute.

252

I believe that those who set out to murder or injure should be prosecuted and the letters from T Blair rescinded.
Veterans who did not set out to kill but may have done so in line of duty should be allowed to tell what happened
without fear of prosecution.

253

We need to acccept what has happened, learn, and move on. The endless ""digging up"" is just dragging people back.

254

would perhaps support an amnesty for local actors in the conflict, not state murders or incidents of collusion as this
allows the british government to get away with no responsibility for their role in the conflict

255

There should be an amnesty, ofyen victims families want the truth more than prosections. If all paramilitary and
military personnel had no fear of jail time, they as individuals or their group/organisation would hold less secrets.

256

Living and growing up through the troubles has being a very tough time, as a lot of things were covered up and the
Birtish Army and police of NI eg.bullied,treated and beating people. I'm very sceptical of Victims and there families
getting justice.

257

None of above - those responsible are members of the Republican movement who are not to be trusted - are
murderers - are liars - are vile evil people who committed atrocity after
Atrocity and have been rewarded by places in government -shameful

258

Any post conflict reconciliation needs to be holistic in its approach, and this includes affording families the opportunity
to move for a prosecution, if that is what they want.

259

I support the establishment of a Truth Commission as a matter of principle as well as a General Information Recovery
Body for those cases where it is still possible to obtain valid evidence and while there are still credible, living witnesses
who can testify.
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QUESTION 5 – Oral History Archive?
QUESTION 5:
If there was an Oral History Archive of the Troubles/Conflict, who do you think would use it? Please
tick all that apply.
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

You or your family

37%

780

2

Your family

19%

397

3

Victims and/or Survivors

72%

1,506

4

Schools and Universities

71%

1,491

5

School and university academics

70%

1,476

6

Tourists

52%

1,083

7

Media

66%

1,392

8

Politicians and political activists

65%

1,373

9

International stakeholders

40%

835

10

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

10%

203

11

Other group? (please specify):

5%

112

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

5.37

Std. Deviation 2.4

Maximum 11 Variance 5.76 Std. Error

0.02

skipped

Commentary: Unsurprisingly 3 - Victims and/or Survivors, 4 - Schools and Universities, and 5 - School and
university academics, came out top in terms of who would use an Oral History Archive. When we do a border
area analysis of this question, we see that people within the border area (i.e. 5 miles of the NI/ROI border)
say themselves, and their families, would use an ‘Oral History archive’ more than people who do not reside in
a border region. For 1 above, ‘You and your family’ its 49% ‘Yes’ from those who live within the border area,
compared to only 35% ‘Yes’ to those who don’t live in a border area. For No. 2 above, its 31% ‘Yes – inside
border area, vs ‘only ‘17% ‘Yes’ from those living outside the border area.
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‘Other group’ – please specify (voluntary): (77) – QUESTION 5
1

Future historians

2

Perpetrators anonymously

3

Good Relations practitioners

4

It depends on the contributors who present the information

5

Security forces and paramilitaries

6

Irish Republican Propaganda Machine

7

Future generations

8

Anyone who wants to use it, to further their political aims and agenda

9

Anyone who has an interest in establishing the facts

10

Lawyers

11

Community groups.

12

Terrorists

13

Terrorists and murderers from both sides of the political divide who would seek to use it to justify and glorify their
behaviour and the atrocities they committed. If this were part of an oral history archive it would effectively legitimise
what they did.

14

Unless British Gov. Special Branch etc own up to their deeds NO ONE ELSE will take part.

15

Liars

16

combatants

17

Victims not perpetrators

18

Lawyers

19

Future generations

20

Sinn Fein to make political gain

21

paramilitaries

22

It would be used against protestants and military.

23

Republicans would want it written their way

24

If such a thing did exist then it would have to be a factual record and not just opinion driven.

25

Those who were displace during the conflict

26

Terrorists seeking to be victims.

27

Museums
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28

anyone should be able

29

Oral history is in itself controversial due to the those groups who represent terrorists twisting the facts

30

This could be a very valuable resource information many uses and users

31

Any oral history archive must clearly state that such recollections are not necessarily true

32

People looking for 'revenge'

33

Those wishing to rewrite history

34

Future generations post conflict

35

Ex terrorists glorifying their actions

36

Terrorists and their apologists

37

We should aspire to be a benchmark for others to see how to manage the post conflict situation & secure reconciliation.

38

Local community groups

39

Authors

40

Those who are rewriting the truth of what really happened and are whitewashing the actions of terrorists.

41

I would certainly tell my experiences on an oral archive

42

All of the above

43

Terrorist groups in order to facilitate their rewriting of historical facts in order to erase the atrocities they perpetrated.

44

Troubles actors

45

should not be established

46

Terrorist criminals

47

Teh truth of all events should be recorded so future generations can learn from mistakes made. It needs to be the
honest truth and not whitewashed though

48

So long as it is used correctly and in there lies my concern.

49

Republicans

50

This is the type of facility which would be exploited by Republican terrorist groups such as SF/IRA etc. It would be
abused for the purpose of rewriting history.

51

Terrorist organisations e g IRA

52

The problem with any oral history group is what happened to the Boston College archive. Why would anyone trust
something similar here?

53

Republicans would try to use it in their favour.

54

Irish and British schools

55

Very few people. What would be the point of using statements of the present time to account for something that
happened 30+ years ago?
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56

Terrorists playing victims

57

Don’t care, not for me

58

Any interested party

59

Governments

60

Academics, activists, politicians from other countries affected by conflict

61

Those who would want to manipulate the information to attack veterans. Solicitors firms ambulance chasing and
solicitors firms that may want to take civil prosecutions of terrorists

62

Far to open to abuse and subjectivity and political abuse

63

Community and voluntary organisations

64

Immense resource - akin to Military Records in Dublin. Almost 50 years later before began to be fully utilised and true
worth appreciated

65

PSNI

66

I believe many people would have a keen interest in an Oral History Arhive. The opportunities it would facilitate for
academics and progress into conflict resolution research that could be applied globally

67

All interested academic parties

68

More tax payer money squandered

69

People trying to stir up trouble.

70

Historians

71

Government

72

Future historians

73

Rewrite of history and stats

74

I'd personally be wary of putting anything in my name, as a Protestant working in local government there would be
many implications for me

75

Trauma-based mental health professionals

76

other trouble zones

77

Those seeking to blame the state for the murder and mayhem inflicted by terrorist groups
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QUESTION 6 – Victim/Survivor support?
QUESTION 6:
What victim/survivor-tailored support do you think should be delivered to the following people?
Please tick all that apply.
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
People
People whose
and
lives were
families
Immediate
affected by the
of those
relative(s) of
2nd, 3rd, or
Troubles/Conflict
displaced
someone who
subsequent
Don't
through their
or exiled
witnessed, or
generations of
Know/Not Response
professions or
e.g.
provided support
victims and
Sure/No
Total
vocations e.g.
moved
at, a
survivors of the
Opinion
religious
from
Troubles/Conflict Troubles/Conflict.
leaders,
specific
related incident.
teachers, bus
areas,
drivers, etc.
interned,
etc.

Health or wellbeing
support

84%
(1,766)

78%
(1,627)

33%
(690)

50%
(1,052)

7%
(149)

2,099

Advocacy (legal)
support

67%
(1,411)

60%
(1,270)

23%
(492)

39%
(826)

17%
(364)

2,099

Financial support

65%
(1,361)

52%
(1,100)

14%
(299)

33%
(686)

20%
(417)

2,099

Family Therapy

70%
(1,475)

75%
(1,582)

39%
(809)

45%
(953)

12%
(259)

2,099

No victim/ survivortailored support

15%
(305)

13%
(283)

29%
(618)

22%
(465)

57%
(1,188)

2,099

Other (please specify in
the comments box
below)

10%
(200)

8%
(166)

5%
(97)

5%
(114)

64%
(1,351)

2,099

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Commentary: The big factor across all options with this question is the difference in attitudes between the
younger age-groups and older age-groups. Older age-groups tend to be less supportive within all the groups
referenced (across the top of the above table) getting the various types of support (referenced down the lefthand-side of the table). As an example, Q6.11 People whose lives were affected by the Troubles Conflict
through their professions or vocations e.g. religious leaders teachers bus drivers etc. – we see that in terms
of ‘Health or well-being support’ for this group, 86% of the 18-44 years age-group say ‘Yes’ to this, whereas
‘only’ 75% of the 65+ age-group say ‘Yes’. Similar age-group patterns can be found across this question.
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Matrix Charts
Response Response
Percent
Total

1. Health or wellbeing support

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

84%

1,766

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

78%

1,627

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

33%

690

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

50%

1,052

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

7%

149

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.32 Std. Deviation 1.22

Maximum 5 Variance 1.48 Std. Error

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

2. Advocacy (legal) support

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

67%

1,411

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

60%

1,270

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

23%

492

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

39%

826

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

17%

364

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.46 Std. Deviation 1.34

Maximum 5 Variance 1.8

Std. Error

0.02
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Response Response
Percent
Total

3. Financial support

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

65%

1,361

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

52%

1,100

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

14%

299

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

33%

686

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

20%

417

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.49 Std. Deviation 1.43

Maximum 5 Variance 2.03 Std. Error

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

4. Family Therapy

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

70%

1,475

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

75%

1,582

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

39%

809

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

45%

953

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

12%

259

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.45 Std. Deviation 1.25

Maximum 5 Variance 1.56 Std. Error

0.02
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Response Response
Percent
Total

5. No victim/ survivor-tailored support

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

15%

305

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

13%

283

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

29%

618

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

22%

465

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

57%

1,188

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

3.72 Std. Deviation 1.39

Maximum 5 Variance 1.93 Std. Error

0.03

Response Response
Percent
Total

6. Other (please specify in the comments box below)

1

People whose lives were affected by
the Troubles/Conflict through their
professions or vocations e.g. religious
leaders, teachers, bus drivers, etc.

10%

200

2

Immediate relative(s) of someone who
witnessed, or provided support at, a
Troubles/Conflict related incident.

8%

166

3

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations
of victims and survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict.

5%

97

4

People and families of those displaced
or exiled e.g. moved from specific
areas, interned, etc.

5%

114

5

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

64%

1,351

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

4.18 Std. Deviation 1.41

Maximum 5 Variance 1.98 Std. Error

0.03
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Comments (optional): (186) – QUESTION 6 + ‘Other’ suggestions from Q6
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 6.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

After initial generation following generations should not be entitled

2

No support for the terrorists who carried out any form of criminal act

3

I have treated the 2/3 or subsequent generations of victims and survivors the same as the other
categories as I believe that the epigenetic effect of the troubles needs further investigation and that the
generational gap is redundant in this case as the environmental affect of victims has also been altered
by their experiences and affected subsequent generations.

4

I don’t think we should do this. Mental health services are already busy enough. I have said don’t know
as it won’t let me progress. But in fact I have an opinion. And it’s no. Seriously. Enough with trying to
offer support to everyone. Services are on their knees without adding mental support for people who
maybe perhaps heard a gunshot

5

Medical and nursing staff, police personnel, journalists

7

Last question didn't appear just answers. I answered don't know to two other questions as there was
no option to say no or none

8

lots of words when practical help is required for those who loss people or lost their own health

9

Any support should not be applied to those guilty of or involved a perpetrators of Terrorist incidents

11

I have ticked ""Don't know etc"" when I mean NO such support should be offered to any of the
categories. I do not see the need for any specific help for ""Troubles"" victims/survivors beyond that on
general offer. Bad things happen - there is nothing special about their being Troubles-related.

12

Unless it's really necessary.

13

It should not be a free for all compensation culture

14

People who have suffered as a consequence of poor governance and state breaches of human rights
regardless of who they are should be given as much support as any other group, just as they would
had the state acted in the same way in England.

15

Poorly structured questions.
How do I indicate that I don't support delivery of advocacy to any group ? I'm not allowed to leave it
blank and ""don't know"" isn't appropriate

16

Who pays for this??
How about not just The Brits, but Irish Government, The Republican Movement, The Churches, Libya
& America.

17

The victims sector has became an industry, where victims are kept in groups for a headcount and
political agendas are promoted especially when terrorists are regarded as victims

18

Only support subsequent generations,if they are looking after a badly injured relative

19

Financial support, if any, should be directed to those directly affected, being it physical or mentally. But
not whole families or relations

20

Wary of perpetuating a culture of victimhood. We need to move on.

21

Nobody who was involved in terrorism should get nothing help or money.

22

Don’t know option picked because ‘none of the above’ isn’t an option
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23

Poorly worded answers there. Should be an option of ‘immediate relatives of troubles victims’ ie the
bereaved. The above options don’t seem to cover that!

24

Financial support not needed after all these years.

25

Everyone who was injured should receive support irrespective of their background or role.

26

Direct and indirect victims, and their families deserve the support they need to cope physically and
emotionally with the consequences of the events in which they were involved.
There have, however to be limits, otherwise the risk is that the process simply becomes a dash for
cash.

27

Money needs to be spent on future integration of communities not dwelling in the past and
perpetuating the hatred.

28

I ticked all the four boxes which apply and no others (no delivery of support). You told me there is an
error in my responses.

29

Support for health and wellbeing is needed but should be provided by a properly resourced NHS
mental health service.

30

No terrorists should be allowed any state support.

31

The majority of people in NI, I think, suffer from PTSD. We think we're ok but seeing old tv footage or
hearing loud noises, or going to certain areas can induce anxiety and raised stress levels. I'm 64 and
remember the start of the troubles - I lived on the front line - I think it would be too late for me to try
and repair the damage I have accumulated through my life.

32

Use resources for the health service instead

33

No terrorist or their families should get any help or support if they were involved with Terrorism.
Victims should be treated differently.

35

There are communities who receive a lot of funding for rehabilitation Community workers funding for
trips swimming pools etc Other more affluent areas are ignored They are expected to just get on with it

36

Whatever is offered must be restricted to stop hanger’s on and people making gain out of it. It must be
for victims and their immediate family. No 2nd or 3rd generation chancers

37

Don’t have the answer, but needs to be based on a case by case system.

38

Easier access to further & higher education and job opportunities

39

Hard to generalise by group - would also have liked to see therapy as a specific, including
reconciliation - some exists through victim groups but is too narrow

40

It is hard to generalise within these categories as the need for support is personal and some people
are more resilient than others. Some can accept and move on, for others that is impossible

41

This question does not make sense and is badly framed and written - not clear what it is asking ,
offering or why !

42

For most of us, acknowledgement is all that is possible or required.

43

Research has show that the conflict continues to affect generations who were not born during the
conflict. There needs to be innovative approaches to supporting the whole of society to overcome
trans-generational trauma in all aspects of society. Removal or paramilitaries from society needs to be
a priority.

44

It's over. Really sick of republicans milking it. The current system is a money making industry for the
terrorists and their families.
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45

This question is difficult to answer.

47

Resource allocation should be linked to outcomes ie mental and physical health improvements.
Handouts achieve nothing other than resentment and help define a hierarchy of victimhood which will
be divisive

48

Reconciliation work

49

Don't understand this one

50

Those directly affected only By bring 2 or 3 generation into this will ensure that the troubles
atmosphere will continue throughout the generations

51

The truth about what happened.

52

Should exclude people who were members or substantially affiliated with Loyalist and Republican
groups

53

Terrorists (IRA, UVF, UDA, INLA etc) should receive absolutely no support of any kind, especially
financial.

55

Anyone who was a member of any group such as IRA / UVF / UDA / INLA should receive minimal or
no help as they are victim makers.

56

People affected by the conflict should receive offers of support from counselling, solicitors etc through
non-government organisations and statutory bodies, whichever is their choice.

57

Trauma has an impact on children of the victim and subsequent generations. Support in the early
years is essential until the cycle is broken

58

Inquests would be a start

59

Paramilitary members should not receive any help

60

No help support for those who inflicted the terror they are not victims they made the decision to make
people victims.

62

Why is interned and exiled included in this:
People and families of those displaced or exiled

63

There must be an end point set. This can’t go on for generations There must be a collective will to find
funding and a way to sort this out

64

I wouldn't give any support, whatsoever, to ""religious leaders"", as they 1) don't pay taxes and 2) are
charlatans.

65

If any person is disabled or not able to work as a result, they should be financially supported by the
state

66

It depends on the type of support provided and whether it is beneficial to the recipient.

68

Provide self support groups

69

The question is a little leading, and doesn't provide a box to say 'no support should be provided'.
The columns are also very vague, mentioning bus drivers but not clearly identifying those who were
personally affected by terrorism- e.g. the maimed, bombed, or the immediate family of those
murdered. Very odd categories.

70

There appears to be missing categories in the lists provided, therefore I had to tick the ""don't know""
box
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71

No support for illegally active participants

72

What about the Police & Army & medics & Ambulance workers. If you think we were looked after by
our employers you need to think again

73

Only those directly effected should be supported.

74

None of the above for terrorists

75

Exiled and interned should be separate options

76

Poorly constructed question. Where ""Don't know is marked, read as NO.

77

I ticked every box that I thought should apply but the website wouldn't let me move to the next
question. I only ticked the don't know boxes to see if I could move forward.

78

I do not believe that support should be provided to anyone beyond actual victims of the conflict and
their immediate relatives.

79

Financial support should be available to all of the groups above depending on the individual case and
the victims/survivors needs

80

I worked with refugees of terrible conflicts who seemed to have better ‘coping skills’ than ‘victims and
survivors’ here, perhaps because those refugees had left the conflict behind, literally, and faced
enormous challenges to adapt to their new country. Their former foes (also refugees) sometimes
became their friends in exile. Too many here in (NI) feel no need or have no incentive to move
forward. Nor do many accept that to live successfully in proximity to a former enemy understanding
and forgiveness are required.

81

Any financial, legal,or mental health support should only be to those who were personally injured.

82

Victims need support

83

The survey does not allow me to move forward ticking the no support buttons only

84

I believe everyone has the right to know circumstances and truth of the incident that has affected them
no matter if it was state /state sponsored or an illegal organization

85

Families who have lost loved ones on both sides of the religious divide need to feel they are getting
some justice and also emergency services who had to deal with bombings or killings should get the
support they need financially or for their mental health

86

The victims might have difficulty trusting anyone or going for advice. That said, it should, we widely
make known that help is available.

87

Face-to-face victim/perpetrator

88

Payments. Some of those affected by the troubles are to this day struggling financially as a result of
the toubles be the by their own hands or by others. These people need support so that they are able to
transition away from the trauma the troubles had and to a better future where future generations aren't
going to still bare the brunt of trauma

89

The Intergenerational Trauma that exists in NI is huge. We need to break the cycle and have a
strategy for healing trauma on a community wide basis rather than focus solely on the individual.

90

iIf they are not victims they cannot expect support

91

None, the only thing I see is people seeking a cash cow to milk dry

92

We need to draw a line & move on

93

Not qualified to say what others needs are never mind my own.
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94

Not sure what this one means?

95

No other support.
Flawed question, had to click don’t know for 2 boxes to move on. Financial support no longer
necessary after so long

96

Give health and we’ll being support but leave it at that.
This question is flawed and I’ve had to tick no opinion so I can move on
However, I do have opinion and don’t want them to receive these.

97

People were displaced from all areas across NI, some through choice, others through threats, others
through ethnic cleansing, so I think the terms discribed above are too vague to make any comment on.

98

Youare asking me to say ""no opinion"" rather than ""no-one"" - you are forcing responders to allocate
support for each group mentioned.

99

Victims of terrorists should receive support. Victim makers from the ira or uda should not and should
not be seen in same light as innocents

100

I found the format/layout of this question confusing and I wasn’t clear about what I was being asked. I
opted for the "Don’t Know " column to get past the error messages which kept appearing.

101

It’s all for Solicitors and Barristers. All about Money, definitely NOT Justice.

102

Do not think there should be specific 'victim/ survivor's tailored support.
If individuals require help of any sort it should be provided under existing arrangements.

103

PTSD in first-responders/medical disciplines.

104

It won't let me submit my choices

105

People who were directly affected by the troubles should be looked after including financial support for
raising their kids if they lost their mum or dad.
Again where does this support start and end .. what about other victims to crime, domestic violence
(both men and women), drugs, road victims .. who is advocating for these victims and speaking for
them?
Should the Victims Commissions not be supporting all victims not just the troubles?

106

Never going to happen I know, but archives of politicians, civil servants, police & security services
should be opened up & not hidden behind 30/100/'forever & a day' rules. It's the endless lying by state
bodies that perpetuates the mental health damage across the generations.

107

suspected or convicted terrorists must not benefit from their crimes in any financial way.

108

I don’t believe that financial support is either needed or helpful

109

People and immediate family of those killed or physically injured in the troubles unless they were done
so in the act of trying to harm others.

110

I cannot answer because the definition of a victim in Northern Ireland equates the victim maker equal
to the victim which is abhorrent.

111

No aid whatsoever for Republican terrorists and their relatives.

112

Very confusing options for responses. Direct victims should receive primary financial and wellbeing
support and those that cared for or witnessed such incidents should also receive well-being support.
No paramilitaries should receive any support of any kind.

113

There were no services offered to people in the 1920's when Northern Ireland was establishedThere was no legacy process in the 1930's 40s 50s or 60s to deal with people who survived events in
the 1920s
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114

Victim makers should not be included in anything

115

Only a true victim and their families should recieve help. It should not go to those who where out
rioting and causing mayhem or those that died or got injured by their own hand causing grief to to their
families through actual participation or association of terrorism

116

It should be judged on merit and need

117

Can victims/survivors not define what support they need?

118

Don't understand what is meant by 2nd generation - is this children or grandchildren of victims.
Children should be provided support above. However it should cease for grandchildren and beyond to
stop exploitation of government compensation ad infinitum.

119

Not one penny should be given to those perpetrators who carried out, or got injured trying to carry out
any atrocities in Northern Ireland

120

The definition of an innocent victim need to be amended to exclude those who knowingly planned,
plotted and executed innocent people, innocent members of the security forces who were dedicated to
preserving peace. We cannot equate the actions of a terrorist with a law abiding member of the
security forces or other innocent victim. There simply cannot be any correlation.

121

There should be no help offered to those families of terrorists.

122

Care should be taken to reach out beyond networks connected to former or current paramilitaries.

123

Whilst the stories and incidents may be archived as a general overview of the time individuals need all
different kinds of support. Anybody should be able to access support as a lot of trauma is not obvious
and just living in the conditions of the troubles can bring about issues but "ordinary" people can easily
slip through the net

124

I think it is difficult to generalise to specific groups as in this question. I think any support should be
based on the assessment of the individual need not on which sub group they belong to.

125

All people affected in any way should have access to medical/counselling support.

126

Everyone needs therapy/CBT/talking support to help heal. Money is not the answer but it is needed to
provide help to move on

127

Experienced groups delivering group processes re. Family legacy

128

Recognition of what was endured. Those of us who lived through ""the troubles"" will always remember
horrendous acts as well as the consequences for people injured

129

The right to the truth about what happened, not defined by the state or any of the combatant
organisations or their successors. None of those involved in inflicting violence, including the state,
should be in control of it and they should be legally required to co-operate fully with any investigations
or truth recovery process.

130

I do not believe that terrorists should receive anything.

131

The truth

132

Active terrorists or members of prescribed organisations

133

There needs to be proper community peace and reconciliation work carried out and education
programmes for young people which help to develop social and emotional learning competences,
which would directly impact on citizenship and community responsibilities being owned by those who
reside there.

134

If people need support it sbould be provided on the basis of need, not just because it is related to the
Troubles.
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135

People who as terrorist took part in actions carried out against ordinary citizens or members of the
security forces. Should not in anyway benefit from any help financial or otherwise.

136

We have to draw a line in terms of support. Otherwise it never ends, is open to abuse & it never ends.
Support you itemise should be restricted to victims and survivors as defined in law and their carers and
or dependents.

137

Financial support should be available where appropriate but it may not always be required.
I may believe that those who are supposed to uphold or enforce the law should be held to an
extremely high standard in terms of their own conduct. There is simply no excuse for collusion or
worse.... In such instances, I believe they should be prosecuted and full financial support provided to
allow victims and their families to do so.

138

The past is past let’s moveon

139

Financial support only where the breadwinner/s was/were impacted by the incidents that impaired their
capacity to earn.
I would like to see substantial investment in education/employment and creating worthwhile futures for
those living in areas most severely impacted by 'the troubles'. I would like people to be able to create a
new story for their lives.

140

The four main areas of support above should be provided to those who had a close family member
murdered or injured by citizens acting as part of a terrorist organisation. I'd champion halting all
support after the 3rd generation as you approach a new century so you must move on by then.

141

Convicted terrorists or their families get nothing

142

Free legal support and additional fast-track support re social welfare support

143

The reference to ""interned people"" should not have been slipped into Column 4 juxtaposed with
those who have been ""displaced or exiled."" Internees may have been terrorists. People forced out of
their homes are victims.

144

I think for many people they just want to know the truth about what happened to loved ones/why
certain events happened due to the lies and cover ups that are now coming to light many years after
events. I think this is the very least these people need and want - money isn't going to bring their loved
ones back.

145

Don't understand this question or the options given for answer

146

Perpetrators should not receive services

147

I don't really understand this question. None of the categories seem to. Meet the definition of victim.
And what does it mean to be affected 'through your profession'?

148

internment and being driven from your home are different things. Internment was necessary in some
cases.

149

Support should be provided in the first instance to those directly impacted by terrorism.

150

There are people who have suffered greatly who were not at a terrorist event. They may not have
physically witnessed the event. They may not have been there to provide any physical aid. But they
have been associated with the event, before and after. Even had to deal with the aftermath of one or
multiple events though not having physically been at an event who have been severely effected. Their
lives destroyed.

151

I don’t think these broad and self defined groups should get state support
The fields forced me to tick the no opinion box

152

Generally speaking the health service in Northern Ireland is really struggling with even providing
emergency care and is underfunded the consequence is that mental health provisions in this country
are really poor.
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Soldiers who served a 6-12 month tour here are getting treated for PTSD while people who have lived
their whole lives in these areas get nothing.
153

Any support should be determined purely on a needs related basis, bu professional expert opininon,
not categories that leave things wide open to abuse and manipulation

154

Please may we move on?

155

Only in consultation with medical or mental health professionals can it be determined how an individual
or group might be affected or exactly how best they can be helped, with either health or financial
support. The categories above are too broad. Object to use of word 'victim', it should not apply to
anyone not the target of, or directly affected, by a Troubles incident. Statute of limitations should apply
here for all but the most severely affected. And if they haven't been assisted before this, why not?

156

While there is financial gain for those who feel they are victims they won’t move forward. That money
should be spent on counselling or group therapy

157

People who are currently suffering from long term health impacts of the troubles and who can self
identify

158

Omission is actual victims

159

Support to combat PTSD should be universal. Suffer from it, however late in life/after actual event.
Assistance must be provided by state.
Legal recourse should be available those who can clearly demonstrate financial loss.
Anyone demonstrating financial loss is entitled to compensation

160

The victims - not the terrorists - need supported. Financial help is difficult as it could get into the hands
of terrorists so would need a lot of policing - health and well-being could be financed.

161

We need to stop living in the past. People need to move on

162

There is no reason that in this day and age, our health & social care infrastructure should be
adequately funded to provide all of this support to anyone impacted by the conflict.

163

There should be an option for none in these questions.

164

It is so hard to classify. Every situation is different.

165

I didn’t understand the last 2 questions

166

Only the real victims of terrorism should receive help. Terrorists and their families are not victims.

167

There is no option to say none, either that or your questions are so badly worded to not make this
apparent as an option

168

Sometimes life throws shit at us, no matter who we are or what the circumstances. This is reality.
Mostly we just have to pick ourselves up and get on with it. This is reality. A lot of the time friends and
family and charities support us through the bad stuff. This is reality. Sometimes we need a better,
more structured type of help from experienced and professional organisations. This should be a valued
reality too.

169

I had to pick not sure or no option when I wanted to click none. This will lead to a skewed result, is
there some bias for not having this option?

170

2nd, 3rd, or subsequent generations of victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict should receive
some form of compensation determined at agreeable levels as to the amount of support provided.
Determining which level may only become apparent upon the conclusion of any truth commission
judgment. Compensation / Pensions may be awarded and their levels may be adjusted depending on
commission findings. Commission cases may overlap and as truths are realised, this may result in
having to change or update a judgment. It is important to allow these processes to find closures. Many
will overlap and that will be a challenge for the final judgment body to achieve.
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171

I am ex clergy, worked with police and army and became a prison Chaplin. Those innocent victims
with health irectly damaged and Thier families should be the only ones to receive appropriate help.
Financial help and councilling should be limited to worst effected only. Society should not have to pay
through taxes.

172

In this case I have answered don’t know to three answers as I didn’t have a "none of these" option

173

I Don’t take money from the state but don’t like employing do Gooders from home with my tax
Money,

174

No support for victim makers/terrorists or their immediate relatives

175

The definition of a victim needs to identify genuine victims and exclude those willingly engaged in
terrorism or illegal activity.

176

A strategic and well funded mental health plan, using trauma-informed practices and community
building for repair.
We do NOT need any more money going to community leaders or state actors including the police
who were part of meting out this violence.

177

No option for none

178

Not sure about subsequent generations. Until when?

179

former Police Officers & their immediate families, they're a forgotten group

180

One way of providing support eould be better mental health, trauma and social support to everyine in
NI, not specifically to victims.

181

I do not feel qualified to give an opinion on health needs.

182

I think members of the security services (police, army, part-timers) should be included in the group of
professional/vocational people affected. They should not be viewed as part of the problem. They have
continually been seen as a third section of the community. Protestant, Catholic, security services.
There are few of them that have not been directly affected

183

I also believe that everyone is unique. One therapy doesn't suit everyone.When opening up a can of
worms!! You need to have the right professional person to help you to look at it safely and be able to
close it up again.
I for one have had therapy and have not being able to excess the right professional services that suits
my needs.
I believe there is such people who are experts in these fields but the costing is out of reach for working
class families.

184

These questions are framed in such a way answers could be used to justify including perpetrators of
terrorism. As "victims" - shame on you

185

Not enough understanding of service provision to comment

186

I find it impossible to answer these questions without asking -for how long? Is money always the
solution if there is no financial disadvantage? There are so many cases of mental distress among
young people and those affected by lockdown that the question of therapy is a nonsense with the
shortage of expert, adequate mental healthcare.
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QUESTION 7 – Influence on children and young people?
QUESTION 7:
In your opinion how do the following influence children and young people related to victims and/or
survivors of the Troubles/Conflict?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.

Positively

Neutral Neither
positive or
negative

Negatively

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Wall murals/Kerb painting

7%
(152)

19%
(397)

68%
(1,419)

6%
(132)

2,099

Flags - regulated e.g. on Government, Council,
and other official buildings etc.

22%
(453)

37%
(780)

38%
(790)

3%
(76)

2,099

Flags - unregulated e.g. on lampposts etc.

9%
(179)

14%
(290)

75%
(1,565)

2%
(65)

2,099

Memorialisation and commemorative artefacts
including plaques, statues, and gardens

26%
(540)

34%
(705)

34%
(712)

6%
(143)

2,099

Separate schooling

8%
(164)

19%
(399)

70%
(1,479)

3%
(57)

2,099

Segregated housing/communities

6%
(122)

16%
(328)

76%
(1,588)

2%
(62)

2,099

Interface barriers and Peace walls

6%
(132)

14%
(293)

75%
(1,580)

5%
(95)

2,099

Community leaders (unelected)

18%
(378)

27%
(564)

45%
(947)

10%
(210)

2,099

Films and TV/Radio programmes about the
Troubles/Conflict

25%
(524)

40%
(844)

27%
(573)

8%
(159)

2,099

Bonfires

14%
(291)

19%
(390)

65%
(1,357)

2%
(62)

2,099

Parades

19%
(391)

22%
(468)

55%
(1,150)

4%
(92)

2,099

answered

2,099

skipped

0
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Commentary: All the options in this question were viewed as having a negative impact on young people –
some more markedly than others. The three factors having the most ‘negative’ impact on young people
area/were: No. 3 Flags - unregulated e.g. on lampposts etc. (75% negative – NI representative), No. 6
Segregated housing/communities (76% negative – NI representative), No. 7. Interface barriers and Peace
walls (75% negative – NI representative).
Interestingly, ‘parades’ are viewed less negatively than bonfires (65% negative to 55% negative respectively).
Analysis of these factors by community, indicates Catholics view bonfires as 95% negative, with parades at
‘only’ 86% negative. Protestants view bonfires as 38% negative with parades at ‘only’ 26% negative. This
points to some, if limited, cross-community agreement around these issues. If the ‘bonfires issue’ could be
improved across all communities, then this could also indirectly lead to an improvement in the acceptance of
parades.

Matrix Charts
Response Response
Percent
Total

1. Wall murals/Kerb painting
1

Positively

7%

152

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

19%

397

3

Negatively

68%

1,419

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

6%

132

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.8

Std. Deviation 0.6

Maximum 4 Variance 0.36 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

59.89

0.01

2. Flags - regulated e.g. on Government, Council, and other official buildings etc.

Response Response
Percent
Total

1

Positively

22%

453

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

37%

780

3

Negatively

38%

790

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

3%

76

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.37 Std. Deviation 0.77

Maximum 4 Variance 0.59 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

45.64
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Response Response
Percent
Total

3. Flags - unregulated e.g. on lampposts etc.
1

Positively

9%

179

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

14%

290

3

Negatively

75%

1,565

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

2%

65

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.84 Std. Deviation 0.52

Maximum 4 Variance 0.27 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

61.29

0.01

4. Memorialisation and commemorative artefacts including plaques, statues, and
gardens

Response Response
Percent
Total

1

Positively

26%

540

2

Neutral - Neither positive or negative

34%

705

3

Negatively

34%

712

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

6%

143

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.34 Std. Deviation 0.89

Maximum 4 Variance 0.79 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

44.78

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

5. Separate schooling
1

Positively

8%

164

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

19%

399

3

Negatively

70%

1,479

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

3%

57

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.77 Std. Deviation 0.57

Maximum 4 Variance 0.32 Std. Error

0.01

Satisfaction Rate

58.92
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Response Response
Percent
Total

6. Segregated housing/communities
1

Positively

6%

122

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

16%

328

3

Negatively

76%

1,588

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

2%

62

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.85 Std. Deviation 0.49

Maximum 4 Variance 0.24 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

61.69

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

7. Interface barriers and Peace walls
1

Positively

6%

132

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

14%

293

3

Negatively

75%

1,580

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

5%

95

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.85 Std. Deviation 0.53

Maximum 4 Variance 0.28 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

61.82

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

8. Community leaders (unelected)
1

Positively

18%

378

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

27%

564

3

Negatively

45%

947

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

10%

210

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.57 Std. Deviation 0.85

Maximum 4 Variance 0.73 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

52.22

0.02
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Response Response
Percent
Total

9. Films and TV/Radio programmes about the Troubles/Conflict
1

Positively

25%

524

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

40%

844

3

Negatively

27%

573

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

8%

159

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.14 Std. Deviation 0.89

Maximum 4 Variance 0.8

Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

37.89

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

10. Bonfires
1

Positively

14%

291

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

19%

390

3

Negatively

65%

1,357

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

2%

62

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.75 Std. Deviation 0.63

Maximum 4 Variance 0.39 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

58.18

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

11. Parades
1

Positively

19%

391

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

22%

468

3

Negatively

55%

1,150

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

4%

92

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.64 Std. Deviation 0.72

Maximum 4 Variance 0.51 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

54.79

0.02

.
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Comments (optional): (223) – QUESTION 7
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 7.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

There is no equality comparing those who set out to kill (terrorists) and those who set out to save lives
(Police, Army etc)

2

Re bonfires and parades, I don’t want to generalise as some of these pass without incident or
sectarianism. Obviously the hate fuelled ones with anti social behaviour have negative impact.

3

Flags and bonfire should be regulated . Only interface residents should have the final say in removal of
barriers / walls

4

less coat training please and less of making terrorists heroes

5

There is a desperate need for universal integrated education for all children & young people - the best
way to ensure that history isn’t repeated.

6

Murials are about commemoration, which can be positive as well as negative. It is a good thing that
communities know their history, and all people must be allowed to mourn respectfully.
Separate schooling is not necessarily bad either. There are different traditions here, whether you like it
or not. The aim should have these traditions be strong in themselves, but living harmoniously with
each other.

7

Question feels a bit leading. Far too much going on and far to vague.

8

Much of this is toxic tribalism which is passed on down the generations. 'Us vs. Them' will never cease
until people study the history and realise a flag, their currency or a border doesn't make them who they
are

9

I'm reluctant to say that cultural manifestations which do not have their roots in the immediate past
conflict are necessarily negative.

10

Some questions above require clarification eg question on murals. Some murals are positive and
forward looking and reflect cincerns ariund rights, sicial justice etc. These can have a positive impact
on edycating young people (eg Leonard Peltier mural firmerly on lower Falls) whilst others are
threatening. Murals and flags located within host communities and reflecting those communities need
to be distinguished from those in shared spaces

11

No flags they should all be banned. No murals. Time to move on.

12

I don't think these things have a special impact on children or young relatives of victims over what they
have on all children and young people viewing them, so that's how I answered.

13

Posting on public furniture such as lamp posts and highways of such flags and emblems is highly
offensive and intimidating. This should be banned through legislation.

14

Memorials to innocent victims is very important and helpful but memorials to victim makers are very
unhelpful

15

This question needs broke down more. For example memorials and parades of remembrance of the
battle of the somme etc is a positive but memorials and parades for ira terrorists is not.

16

Some murals are ok but kerbstone painting is a territorial carve up.

17

Flags and political emblems are a cancer in this society. No public space should display any flag, and
it should be illegal to do in this jurisdiction for a period of 10 years minimum, call it a chemo of sorts to
cure the cancer of sectarianism

18

Commemorative plaques and memorials can be positive and negative.
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19

I think the question unelected leaders is unfair as there are certain unelected leaders who have played
a positive role in both communities, Unfortunately it is the negative ones who tend to get most air time
and that is the reason for my selection.

20

Inherent media bias in the media here. Massively anti-British and anti-Unionist

21

I don't believe bonfires and parades should be linked directly to the conflict in Northern Ireland. Some
displays at both these events may in some/many cases.

22

Integrated schools would be better if the curriculum was also integrated.. the current system is to lump
children off all backgrounds into a state leaning school.. if irish culture/history and people are to be
treated equally. The the irish language must be treated as an equal along with irish cultural activities
such as sport and music. Not forgetting irish literature studies on Yates the children of lir etc. Not
ignoring rugby hockey or Shakespeare. The house of Windsor the battle of Britain but language split
50/50 along with all subjects.. if we want our children to understand each other then we teach them
about each other..

23

Memorials which are legal help young people to understand, not illegal memorials to terrorists

24

All of the above negatives in the sense that witnessing and taking part in the above continues the
sectarianism of it all

25

Don't support any memorials to terrorists,who murdered people. They should not be glorified.

26

parades linked to political parties that have paramilitary departments are unacceptable, parades that
commemorate terrorists are unacceptable

27

All of things mentioned are helping to perpetuate division in society here.

28

One big parade for the 12th and one big parade for 17th March, that's all.

29

DUP promoting Hate as a way of life, calling it kkkulture

30

Thd union flag should be flying from government buildings all year round, bonfires are part of the
culture of Northern Ireland if they can't accept it they can move to thier beloved Irish Republic.

31

I’m certainly not in favor of a ban on flags on government or public buildings. What I do object is
SinnFein/IRA putting up unauthorized flags and naming parks after dead Terrorists. The media on
reporting past troubles are a bloody joke

32

We need to stop all this nonsense.

33

Time to move on

34

Its 23 years since GFA and still we are really no closer to peace and reconciliation. Umionist politicians
like DUP/TUV as well as loyalists do not want peace. It doesn't serve theyre agenda and mayhem
keeps them in jobs.

35

Having children at bonfires and parades of hate cannot continue.

36

I believe that the current system of educational apartheid is at the root of many of our problems. An
integrated system would help hugely to break down barriers, and eliminate the mutual fears, hatreds
and mistrust that still poison community relations.

37

I don't think Bonfires and Parades in themselves are harmful. I think its the behaviour of adults both in
taking part in the events and how they talk about them.

38

Commemorations on both sides only continue to fuel bitterness and distrust. Need for more integration
at primary and secondary school level

39

Parades and bonfires were not sectarian but enjoyed by all. Steps by stormont need to be taken to
make 17 mar and 12 jul a family event for whole country not 1/2 and 1/2 but stormont is large part of
problem
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40

Most of these depend on how they are done

41

Dont think there should be any flags on government buildings and no flags on lamp posts. More mixed
housing developments and more integrated education and social activities

42

Some of the items in the list depend on what happened to an individual. So they may be positive for
some and negative for others

43

Segregation is wrong especially of the school system. All education should be intergrated.

44

Murals reinforce the legacy past but also glorify killers without the context of their deeds and the effect
on their victims families. Flags intimidate and mark territory- I avoid areas with flags because of the
fear and anxiety they instill in me.

45

Films and TV/Radio programmes depend very much on neutrality of the makers.

46

Parades come in very many different varieties, some inherently negative, others not.

47

NI is an embarracement during July/August. ALL flags should be banned, unionist, loyalist, nationalist.

48

I have answered unsure for some of these as they may be positive experiences for some young
people while have a negative impact and be seen as divisive by others.

49

I don’t view wall murals in the same category as kerb painting which I view as vandalism. On the other
hand wall murals can be seen as Informatve historical and educational. They can also brighten drab
areas

50

Kerb paintings negatively. Murals might be positive if they do not have sectarian messages.
Community leaders in the form of ex paramilitary members o believe to be negative.

51

Things which enhance understanding are positive. Things which perpetuate "them and us" thinking are
not

52

Again- badly written question . Does wall /street murals ,art and flags include all or just identity ? E.g
nhs, pride flags , street art etc are included above but answer is diff

53

For most of this, it depends whose murals, flags, parades etc. I would like to think we can find a way
forward which allows people the symbols that matter to them. We have to learn, and some of us need
support to, look at each other's stuff.

54

One cannot be a community leader unless they are elected.

55

Not sure anyone watches Media on Troubles as they tend to be biased. In terms of flags really they
deface areas and reflect on the backwardness of outlook of groups.

56

Broadcast media fails us by radio hosts constantly stirring up hatred and division. BBC in many ways
has relinquished any responsibility and/or accountability, for example in denying broadcasting
sectarianism - "fuck the pope" being the most recent one.

57

Memorials to republican and unionists terrorists is not good and they need removed.

58

Depends on what you mean by community leaders. Those who are independent of political parties and
paramilitaries have a positive effect. Those who are connected have an alternative agenda, for the
most part.

59

Media glorify terrorists and terrorist shrines are an absolute disgrace to victims Naming an MP's office
after 2 dead terrorists is disgusting and naming a children's play park after 2 is even more hurtful to
victims

60

Artefacts of difference such a flags and parades should be left in the past. Funding should be directed
to reinforce areas of commonality between communities including shared education and housing.
There is more that unites us than divides us.
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61

The background flags and footpaths are of an older generation. The younger voices are more
thoughtful.

62

With the exception of segregation (school, housing, barriers) everything on the list has the potential to
be positive, but it's not being used as such. Everyone has the right to remember their dead, but
parades, commemorative artefacts, etc are about memorialising and glorifying, not remembering. We
cannot forget what happened here, and we should be proud of our resilience through it, but not proud
it happened.

63

There should be no flags or sectarian murals. Community ‘leaders’ (and irresponsible members of the
media) that are effectively self appointed spokespeople have stirred up trouble and perpetuated
discontent over the past years and they need to be held accountable.

64

The sooner we deal with the past then leave it there and I include parades for conflicts in the 17th
century. All festivities should be inclusive. Others should be banned

65

Some of these can be done in a positive or negative way. Some community leaders are brilliant, others
are living in the past and very negative

66

Community Leaders (Unelected) are paramilitaries in a fancy suit

67

Parades, bonfires and flags are mostly positive however a small majority give out negative view points.

68

Neutral comment as all depends on who is using the tv/ fol / radio progeammes

69

I selected 'Positively' under FILM/TV as people can learn from the brutal and horrific reality of the
Troubles rather than have the conflict romanticised in other ways. Also, (objective) documentaries and
investigative journalism are excellent sources for learning and uncovering truth.

70

Again, this is too hard for our politicians to deal with as again no one is prepared to stand up for the
better good and fight against their own side.

71

Murals
Highlighting
Paramilitary activity
Hunger strike
Should be banned
And removed immediately

72

Interface barriers are a negative but are unfortunately still needed as their are too many idiots in our
country.

73

As long as parades are within the community that are celebrating and not causing friction.

74

Young people need practical ways to express their culture. However, both cultures need to be brought
together in young life through education and community services to gain an understanding of each
other’s culture and history

75

Film, TV and radio can help open the eyes to people on all sides of the equation but only if done on a
fair and unbiased basis.
Certain radio hosts here proliferate and promote certain political bias in a negative fashion. And yes I
am talking about Stephen nolan radio show

76

State Schools are not segregated although some catholic schools are, the majority of communities are
mixed and some times the volunteers community reps stir stuff up that’s not helpful

77

Culture should be freely expressed, and ideally shared.
The expression of culture threatens/harms no one.

78

After the ceasefires with much more stability there should not be more peace walls than during the
conflict. Less attention should be focused on building these walls and more on moving things forward,
the fact that so many financial incentives and other support mechanisms are available seems to
encourage certain elements within these communities to exaggerate what is happening.
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79

For goodness' sake. Why not ask ""what do you think of people during the Troubles- did they help or
not?'
Memorialisation- you don't think it's important to distinguish between terrorist plaques and plaques
dedicated to their victims?
Wall Murals- you don't think it's important to distinguish a CS Lewis Mural from a UVF one?
Community leaders- you don't think volunteers doing incredible work need to be distinguished from the
loyalist and republican godfathers?
This is really shoddy questioning, in my view.

80

Will usually depend on what community and your upbringing.

81

Our parades & flags serve only to reinforce sectarian stereotypes & behaviour. They are not inclusive
& provide nothing positive for anyone.

82

Some politicians on both sides need to wind their necks in. Most are clueless anyway not experienced
enough in life !

83

Daft question. I dont see what parades or bonfires for example have to do with relatives of victims.

84

What a biased loaded list of questions.
Of course people are effected by the other sides murals, flags, memorials etc!

85

The survey lacks nuance - there is a huge difference between commemorating the Omagh murdered
and plaques to terrorists

86

When I speak of unelected community reps - I am think of ex paramilitaries or even current ones. Time
for them to exit the stage ASAP

87

All these things should be banned.

88

Community leaders can be both positive and negative... similarly Films. TV etc
Both of these categories may be biased either way

89

Careful documentation of historical events is vital to a clear understanding of the past. That said, some
(particularly politicians) dwell in a contested past instead of facing the big challenges of today,
deliberately keeping voters in their ‘emotional’ rather than logical brains.

90

each side has their own narrative but they need all to be heard as they are all a part of our history

91

Sorry - For most of my answers, it would depend on what they are.

92

Community leaders include positive and negative influence

93

Most of these should have no immediate effect unless they choose to have

94

With regard to mural, commemorative plaques etc, those glorifying the paramilitary murderers and
hunger strikers are abhorrent and should be outlawed.

95

The first question could of been separated. The idea of a mural can be a contested one. I believe if a
mural isn't something that is there to intimidate and which can and some do honour and commemorate
those that may have fallen or who come from the area or maybe even commemorate events in history,
then I see no issue in it being there or having a negative affect. Many areas in the North are proud of
such events and people who may have fallen. These are a part of their history they want to be able to
hold onto that while also moving forward. There is no shame in that. This is Northern Ireland/The North
whatever you want to call it. People have different religions, ideologies, allegiances, there is no shame
in being able to hold onto that while also accepting that there are others who hold a different worldview
to you. In terms of kerbsides being painted then thats another matter altogether. That's just marking
territory like a dog. Makes the area you live look run down. I'd actually feel embarrassed if the flag I
hold allegiance to was painted all around my area. Thankfully it is not and the vast majority of the
quarter I grow up in realise that.

96

I'm undecided on separate schooling. Mixed schooling would seek to whitewash Irish history and
culture with a bland focus to avoid playing favourites. This is already visible in integrated education
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establishments. I would be supportive if integrated schooling if it was brave enough to dicuss Irish
history in as constructive a way as possible.
97

Generally loyalist, unionist, Protestant- bad - republicans, nationalists, catholic- good!

98

Parades, banners, flags emblems of all sorts should be banned and removed especially from publ
highways, mixed areas, interfaces. If they want to have a remembrance garden in the middle of their
own area then so be it but not in areas to cause offence or conflict!

99

All of the things listed perpetuate division and have no place in a society where the rights of all
traditions are respected

100

This is a flawed question in that each of these aspects is much more complex.
Separate schools is intrinsically negative but also can be fundamentally positive as it allows each side
to preserve their cultural identity.
Bonfires in themselves are a cultural event which is not necessarily negative.
This is a clumsy question that is impossible to answer fully

101

Loaded question which I don't believe remedies any of the problems identified. There has been a
commission set up to look at these and a report supposed to have been done but if the leaked
information coming out is anything to go by they have made a right horlicks of the whole thing and will
provoke more trouble than they will cure.

102

Nationalists despise unionist culture such as parades yet turn a blind eye to sectarianism in gaa

103

Community leaders? Some are brilliant and some are incredibly destructive

104

Bonfires are nothing to do with the ‘troubles’, unless they’re internment August bonfires; parades are
nothing to do with the troubles likewise; and flags on government buildings are likewise nothing to do
with the troubles. These options are inferring they’re ‘troubles’ related activities

105

There’s not enough options to encompass the degree of nuance needed in response to Q7.

106

I would be more supportive of integrated education if their grades and other achievements were better.

107

Nothing will change, until the Apartheid in Education ends, and the Catholic Bishops will never
Countenance that.

108

The past will be remembered on all sides and it is important to have one eye on the past but also to
look positively into the future for young people. Some politicians and victims groups have vested
interests in election terms and in financial terms to keep it all going and not to be more positive about
the future. There can be a tendency in dragging people back rather than providing proper housing,
jobs and opportunities especially for our young people.

109

Depends on a victims background if a lot of these things would be positive or negative

110

All forms of tribalism & tribal marking of territories - which is what we're still living with in NI perpetuate the problem. Memorials & commemorations have a place, if located/held in an appropriate
place.

111

Flags are a disgrace on public roads

112

I feel that there is no reason not to have parades if this is someone’s expression of their culture
however it is important that such parades should only be held in non contentious areas and should not
be allowed to disrupt the lives of others cause offence to others

113

The questions are skewed against the unionist community because parades and bonfires are
predominantly a large part of that communities culture even though many Irish Republicans/Irish
Nationalists fail to tolerate other people’s culture. No ones culture should be demonized because the
other community lacks tolerance. Many young people within unionism are very proud of their identity
and they are able to show that by participating in parades and bonfire building. Irish Republicans/Irish
Nationalists have their culture of GAA and Irish dancing etc and the unionist community are able to
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tolerate that even when sometimes terrorists are glorified at GAA grounds named after them or
matches in tribute to them.
114

Re media ... as long as chronological facts are given rather than opinion or bits excluded then IMO it’s
positive.

115

Parades could be a tourist / positive thing, a celebration of culture and a family day out. But any that
we see (no mater the side) seem hate driven more than celebratory and generally done just to annoy
Themuns.

116

These are not binary questions. Needs qualitative research to back it up

117

EU peace funding should be ended-it perpetuates grievance and toxicity in the community and funds
organisations and individuals to encourage division

118

BBC programmes seem to veer towards a Sinn Fein/IRA narrative.

119

The union flag should be in all schools and public buildings. It is the flag of our nation it should be
respected within the education system and public/government sector. Northern Ireland is part of the
UK has been for 100 years and until that simple fact is accepted there will be no end to violence within
Northern Ireland. CCMS schools need to be closed the Catholic Church needs removed from early
years education and a revival of Northern Irelands place within the United Kingdom needs to be put at
the top of priorities within the early years education sector with regards to the union flag, British
citizenship and the national Anthem.

120

Some murals are artistic and constructive but most just mark territory

121

Not one size fits all so hard to answer this as parades, murals are not always wanted by family but are
forced on them

122

All the above scenarios depends on which tradition the come from but I do feel most of the scenarios
perpetually continue the division here

123

We stand alone, forgotten and unwanted. We have no paper trail, we didn't run to doctors and other
professionals for help, we closed our doors and curtains and have done so this past 35 odd years and
will probably continue doing the same.
I and many others put our lives on the line for our community and lived with the horror of that.
We continue living in the memories of that.
Without justice there is no hope.
Thank you.

124

Both religions and traditions have a place within our society, however historical cases and
investigations do not help communities and people to move on.

125

TV/Radio and Films if done correctly could provide an insight into the truth of what really happened.

126

Division and segregation shouldn't be celebrated

127

Parades and flags have went up for as long as I remember. They aren't and don't need to be up all
year long but wannabe politictions who go out of their way to be offended and to stir up tension in
areas should not be given the platform by media outlets to cause trouble just for a story. If they didn't
get the platform to cause trouble it wouldn't be as bad. And that stands for all sides
You can't get offended by it unless it directly effects you

128

All of the above can offer positivity to a certain section of the community and it is wholly dependent
upon the delivery and ethos of the flag/memorial/parade etc. If it is not provided or organised on a
neutral basis that how can it honestly be of benefit.

129

I have answered 'Neutral' to the question related to Community Leaders. However, there are
'Community Leaders' who are allied to some proscribed organisations and they, clearly, would have a
negative impact.
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130

This section is difficult to answer. If a victim is remembered on a mural, this may help family related to
that victim. However, if victims were also involved in the conflict and harmed others, then having them
memorialised will negatively affect other victims.

131

It’s important to remember the past without hatred.

132

There must be consistency of approach. In a divided community it is vital that both sides of the divide
are treated equally. From the earliest schooldays a feeling of being treated unfairly causes hurt, anger
and opposition. It should not be a matter of who shouts loudest or who is more powerful.

133

My opinion on parades & bonfires being negative are based on how they are currently carried out. If
the parades did not go into controversial routes & if bonfires were environmentally friendly with no
other sides emblems being burnt they could be a genuine elements of a tradition but a lot needs to
change - licences, regulation, insurance etc like everyone else in the real world has to abide by.

134

Graffitti is part of the problem and the state should paint over or remove much of it.

135

The best criteria is how individuals and families may heal from trauma. Many of the items covered in
these questions have a variety of answers depending on the particular situations. Elements that
preserve the sectarian divide are generally unhelpful and do require urgent examination

136

Very confusing questions as was question 6. Wish I hadn't took part at all. Answers can very easily
manipulated.

137

We need new celebrations that join everybody together. The past can be commemorated not
celebrated

138

This question is too generalised. Supporters of all organisations, legal or illegal, will be proud of and
supportive of their own commemorations. commemorations. But those very organisations and
commemorations will have a negative impact on non-supporters.
•A universal , non-partisan commemoration of all the dead (similar to the "Lost Lives" book) would be
my aspiration. But I realise that even this will be opposed by some people.

139

Everything has the potential to influence either positively or negatively. Poverty and drugs and being
ruled over by ganglords helps noone.

140

All parades that only promote on section of a multicultural society have very negative on vast majority
of the population

141

These things affect differently people differently, so cannot always be described in simple positive or
negative terms

142

Some wall murals are fine, others not. Some unelected community reps are fine, others are bigots and
pot stirrers. Some TV programmes are important and helpful, others are awful. You can't categorise
them all as one thing or the other. Bonfires are an abomination, parades are negative in most
circumstances.

143

Some unelected community leaders may be of help but I feel it is a hugely corrupt area

144

Again I do not think that terrorists should be celebrated or have streets, sporting grounds or other
places named after them

145

Everything marked as neutral can be positive or negative depending on individual circumstances.

146

Memorialisation as in gardens of remembrance for all who died in the troubles. Not tributes glorifying
terrorists or those who committed murder.

147

Kerbs and murals are together. Kerb painting is negative some murals are positive some historical and
some negative.

148

Separate schooling occurs in every country so it is not something exclusive to NI. There is a narrative
that this is a root cause of division when having attended a Catholic order’s school. I can certainly say
sectarianism was never tolerated and we were all taught the same curriculum as state owned schools
were. Religious studies taught a wide range of religions and historical backgrounds to the religious.
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We were also taught the Protestant reformation in full detail as per the curriculum our views were not
influenced by the school ethos.
149

The Loyal Orders parades are respectable and do not offend nor are they meant to offend. Republican
parades on the other hand are held to glorify murderers and the murderous republican movement. I
find those parades grossly ofensive

150

I feel every time I pass a memorial to IRA volunteers or loyalist paramilitaries "how many innocent
people will pass that and think did that organisation kill my relatives and that glorification is sick - it’s a
disgrace." Programs about the troubles that artefact based can only bring truth and we need the truth.
Parades should ban any band that glorifies a terrorist.
I’ve seen unregulated flags (union flag and paramilitary) around the entrance to a chapel and been
disgusted at the clear intimidation.

151

There is no way of knowing for sure the answers to many of these questions.

152

Media coverage should be responsible and balanced and consistently call out inaccurate claims or
wrongdoing. The police should be more balanced in terms of how they deal with flags, bonfires etc.
The doubtless see the signs asking for people to dump unwanted tyres for bonfires. These are highly
toxic when burned, yet they turn a blind eye.
If we continue to allow people to incite hatred by the aggressive use of symbolism designed to inflame
tensions, then we cannot expect to see change, Authorities need to step up and act impartially.

153

Murals and plaques etc can be either positive and progressive or negative and regressive.

154

Kids should have the opportunity to engage in enriching and fun activities with people from other
‘communities’ and different ‘class’ to get out from their surroundings and be challenged and engaged
to be the best they can be regardless of their family history or where they have grown up

155

We cannot allow people to live with such limited life chances that they are more motivated to keep the
past alive than to create rewarding futures for themselves and their families. We owe it to future
generations to care more about their quality of life than their party political allegiances.

156

Most documentaries on the Troubles tend to be extremely biased against the state and unionists. They
tend to romanticize the Republican movement and overlook their heinous crimes

157

""Separate schooling"" is an inaccurate throwaway reference - NI has state schooling which is
available for everybody. There is ""separate schooling"" provided by the Roman Catholic Church.

158

Choice for faith based schools is important. Integrated education is not the answer. Education is a
small part of the week. British and Irish cultures are different. Children spending part of the day in an
integrated school won't change a thing when they go to good to vastly different communities with
different aspirations, cultures, hobbies and interests. GAA, orange order, Irish language, boys brigade,
Easter commemorations, 11&12 July. Integrated education won't change a thing and focusing on it
takes away from other issues.

159

'It depends so much - anything designed to segregate feels undesirable but people are entitled to
belong/be proud of their community. Information from trusted sources

160

Again, I dont think I understand this. Are you just asking my opinion of these things? How would I
know how individuals might be affected by them?

161

Films tv and radio are biased

162

For too many what is seen as positive by one section of the population will be seen as negative by the
other

163

The issues here are being conflated by terrorists and their representatives. One part of the community
has had a culture BEFORE the troubles of flags, bonfires, road painting etc. Terror groups and their
representatives are continuing the troubles by trying to use victims as a tool to disrupt that culture and
attack that community. They can do all these things in their communities. With threats to the police.
But they demand the PSNI act on their instructions. We are now seeing clear two tier policing. Police
let republicans do what ever they want. They never intervene. They never attempt to stop armed men.
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All through the pandemic we have seen it. Yet the psni are seen to attack to unionist community. The
PSNI have now lost all support from the Unionist community
164

Bonfires, parades & flags of any colour are tribal and intimidating to anyone who doesn't 'belong'.
They're also an embarrassment when you have guests/ co-workers from other countries visiting

165

Again a lot of these are subjective.
Some might see the peace wall as a good thing it keeps us safe. Some community leader can be a
positive influence while others just stir the pot of sectarian hatred.
Maybe some see bonfires and parades as a good thing, it was something I did with my relative.
I don't think this is a good question

166

I answered don't know for murals/kerbstones. Because I have a different opinion on each. I think the
painting of kerbstones is only negative, for murals I think they each need to be considered on their
merit

167

Not enough options for answers to this set of questions. Family and cultural identity will affect opinion
of cultural and commemorative symbols. Eg, a memorial to the incident in which family members lost
their lives would have a very different impact on different sides of the community. Need more nuance.

168

Commissions are commemoration. Please stop commemorating. Anyone affected should be able to
apply to appropriate services for any assistance required. Don't know why elected figures weren't
included - very often a negative influence

169

From personal knowledge of some people whose parents/ grandparents were
involved/imprisoned/killed , anything to do with the conflict generates anxiety and avoidance

170

Flags on lamp posts, murals, plaques and anything related to illegal organisations should be banned
completely regardless of what side of the community they are from. NI should also have its own flag,
just like the other UK nations, and this should be the only flag allowed to be flown.

171

Kerb painting and murals are two seperate items. One identifies territory /alliegence. Murals can range
from respectful/commemorative to offensive and viololent and terroristic.

172

The unbalanced media and over representation of certain commentators is damaging, as Is the stirring
of emotions by certain presenters

173

The majority of the things mentioned above are divisive and therefore prolong the division of the
troubles. Need to move forward with a positive attitude regarding legacy issues

174

Murals and kerb painting are not the same thing. Murals are done by artists, kerb painting is done by
kerb lickers.

175

No one wants to airbrush history or culture. But if 'single identity contentious events' are to be
remembered. Then they must take place in single identity settings. Well away and ability to cause
offence to 'other community' minimised.

176

Flags etc need to be government approved ones. Parades need to be relative to area eg a hunger
striker commemoration parade should not be near a house where a survivor of Ira bomb lives

177

Difficult question as it may depend whether it is your community painting murals; putting up flags;
parading etc

178

People need to be raised to respect each other and different cultures.

179

Some murals have been replaced with community murals. They would be positive.

180

Whilst I believe the bonfires and parades are exclusive and often sectarian right now, I’m holding out
hope that they can be turned around soon by the community and politicians. The 12th could easily be
a public holiday that bring communities together in celebration, and also adding to the local economy,
like St. Patrick’s Day, Halloween, and Pride.

181

It depends on the background and activities of the unelected community leaders
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182

Parades are different. Not necessarily negative.Many of great community importance.

183

Separate schooling part of problem. Enforced integration nor part of solution.
Many top quality people working in community but too many thugs calling themselves community
workers to ensure progress.

184

There is a disparity between community leaders in nationalist and unionist communities. Nationalist
communities are lead by leaders. Unionist communities are lead by criminal gangsters and thus
community leaders have a negative impact on children and young people. I have answered the
corresponding question from my own perspective.

185

The flying of the national flag on Government Buildings is normal in all nations. Memorialisation etc
honouring subversive elements is not acceptable in any nation. Final question ""parades"", could be
anything from the Boy Scouts to terrorist organisations.

186

I think some of these depend on what their used for. In terms of murals and plaques, history and
understanding it is very important for moving forward. It is also especially important for marginalised
communities to tell their story accurately. Removing it without context is to promote state sponsored
propaganda and that serves no one for a healthy future.

187

These are largely divisive and continue sectarianism down the generations

188

I have put neutral for bonfires, most are dealt with in a way that makes it a community event, the ones
in Belfast need to be regulated as they are designed to be offensive and they are dangerous to their
own communities

189

Ban all parades and flags etc

190

The options presented do not cover the range of potential answers. Re: community leaders - it
ultimately depends on the individuals and their motivations. I also think you are being disingenuous
with the term, what exactly are you asking? With respect to films etc it ultimately depends on whether
the film maker/producer etc is doing so with integrity. For example, if it's Stephen Nolan then the
answer would be no. I have had to use the don't know box here for both

191

There should be no flags or bonfires

192

Nowhere else but NI

193

Loaded questions, for example are the memorials for terrorists or victims? If you lived where there was
a peace wall, you may look at it positively as it's keeping you safe.

194

There are many community leaders on both sides of this conflict that are doing excellent work,
however there are many that are using their position to maintain a system of segregation by keeping
the peace in what appear to be positive initiatives without addressing the underlying issues that are
required to encourage reconciliation. The funding processes they have access to are designed to allow
this to continue which in turn helps legitimise the process. That needs to change in order to establish a
proper cross community support service province wide.

195

I work alongside good relations programmes and most are a joke for criminals to get their hands on
public money to stir up hatred.

196

We need to move all this to the 21st century and live like every other country in the UK

197

Bonfires and parades are too broad, there are examples of good interface relations fostered by careful
management. All too often however they are an excuse for sectarianism. The ownership of parades
and bonfires by terrorist and criminal organisations must end. Funding must be cut and arrests should
be made, where these events are clearly toxic.

198

All flag flying should be regulated and bonfires banned totally and all parades reduced in numbers both
sides of divide
Festivals in place of bonfires and parades fully funded

199

There's no need for bonfires for either ""side"" in the 21st century in a climate crisis. Bonfires aren't
built into towering infernos for culture, but to provoke, defy, and insult, flags used to mark territory like
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dogs do. Separate schooling is awful, but until state schools reflect Irish culture on a fully equal basis,
parents will continue to choose schools that reflect the ethos they want their child to experience
throughout their education.
200

Everyone has a right to their own point of view as long it your not violent or insulting

201

A parade can be an annual church parade walking a short distance to church on a Sunday with one
band .I actually resent how negative references are made to parades and that these generalisations
occur.

202

These questions are impossible to answer as it depends on what community are being asked and
what situation is happening. The media, particularly social media, has significantly more influence on
young people. A lot of these issues would not be issues within communities if the hatred and negativity
was taken out and not allowed to dominate.

203

As an "outsider" moving in to NI I see it very differently. Any daily reminders of the
segregation/troubles/anger/conflict that existed between ppl or "festivities" that is focused on one sides
"victory" over the other are events that will trigger irritation/upset/anger etc such as unregulated flags &
banners, separate schools, marches &parades wall murals & curb paintings only prolongs the problem
and keeps the pain/anger fresh in peoples mind hindering healing from taking place and passing on
the anger to following generations. It’s pure madness that it still is allowed. It is however important to
remember and learn from the history so in the RIGHT setting memorials are positive such as in history
lessons in schools, placks in historical places or on monuments and tv programs.

204

Many murals are important to communities as they are representative of the culture of their area,
however kerb paintings and flags being disrespected by all communities as they are left up for longer
than necessary are both negative displays of cultural expression/or nationality

205

The partisan nature of information provision by the various sides does not help later generations.

206

This is all territorial tribalism, in what way could any of it help?

207

Wall murals and Kern painting cant be put together - one shows people, history, significant events the
other marks territory

208

It is not possible to answer in respect of wall murals/kerb painting as categorised here.
Wall murals are not all the same - some are historical/commemorative or part of positive campaigns
while others are promoting contemporary criminal gangs who play an entirely negative role in
communities.
Kerb painting is marking of territory and is a negative influence but should not be categorised along
with murals.

209

The painting of kerbs is used to intimidate people much like flags on lamp posts and can not be
compared to murals which are often used by communities as historical evidence.

210

Depends on where people live and their expectations

211

All of the above must be considered on their merits. There does need to be regulation with powers to
deal with those who act independently and outside the law.
Especially those who erect flags on public highways and spaces, provide platforms to unelected
representatives who thrive on agendas designed to ignite tensions.
Bonfire locations need to be regulated, with attention to health and safety. Those planning a bone fire
should be responsible for providing insurance, safety of the public and to be held accountable for
failure to comply.

212

Excessive territorial ""marking out"" behaviour (flags, murals, marching, memorials etc have a
negative, reinforcing, ""echo chamber"" effect in hardening sectarian, segregated geography

213

Orange parades are imperialist and sectarian and seek to dominate and intimidate by parading where
they are not wanted republican parades do not do this. Sweeping generalisations do not help

214

On Parades - It can definitely be a mix
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215

They are tribal markings and should be removed/discouraged

216

It's over 300 years since the Battle of the Boyne. Parades should be stopped now. Commemoration
should only for heritage purposes and kept local to relevant areas.

217

Difference between murals ans kerb painting - depending on context ans location
Differences between types of parades

218

Questions are vague, for example a mural of King Billy may be historical or cultural whereas a mural of
a terrorist on either side would be offensive

219

murals and painting of kerb stones are seperate i issues. Painting of kerbs is sectarian marking of
territory, murals can be educational and informative.

220

Depends on the context, marking of territory is tribal and self-defeating; if you need multiple flags to
reinforce your identity your national identity must be very weak. Loyalist murals tend to be more
belligerent and militaristic compared to republican murals most of which remember past events or
current affairs they support. Loyalist bonfires are looked upon poorly both in and across Ireland and
the UK as well as internationally, burning flags, political posters, religious items etc is barbaric and
seen nowhere else but the most uncivilised parts of the world. Community leaders are a joke often with
criminal connections whilst taking public funding.

221

I think murals can be and are positive but some that are threatening are clearly just that. Those that
celebrate community are good - even if they detail community resilience. Some unelected community
leaders are great leaders and role models. Some are still engaged in criminality and paramilitarism this is certainly case in Loyalist areas. Films and TV are good if they are balanced. The BBC are totally
biased.

222

I think these topics are not as cut and dry as the question suggests. For example, the peace walls in
certain areas offer the community some comfort, even if in practice they are a negative thing. Equally,
some unelected community leaders offer genuine outreach and support to young people, whereas
others behave in an objectively inflammatory way.

223

Most community leaders do fantastic work but there are unelected, undercover community influencers
who exploit young people for the benefit of paramilitary organisations. Young people tend not to watch
documentaries and prefer social media to TV
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QUESTION 8 – Awareness of organisations?
QUESTION 8:
Up until now, have you been aware of the work of the following organisations?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.

YES

NO

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

72%
(1,517)

21%
(450)

7%
(133)

2,099

Victims and Survivors Service

34%
(714)

56%
(1,182)

10%
(204)

2,099

The Executive Office - Victims Unit

32%
(681)

58%
(1,216)

10%
(203)

2,099

72%
(1,520)

22%
(463)

6%
(117)

2,099

35%
(730)

37%
(771)

28%
(599)

2,099

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Commission for Victims and Survivors

Community based organisations working with
victims and survivors
Any other groups or organisations working
specifically with victims and survivors

Response
Total

Commentary: The two highest awareness scores are for No:1. Commission for Victims and Survivors –
72% awareness, and No 4. Community based organisations working with Victims and Survivors – 72%
awareness. The demographic patterns for this question indicate that awareness of the Commission for
Victims and Survivors (CVSNI) comes mostly from the older age-group 65+ with 84% of this age-group being
aware of the CVSNI compared with ‘only’ 64% of the 18-44 years age-group who say they are aware of the
CVSNI. Also, females at 81% are more aware of the CVSNI than males who show as 66% awareness
respectively.

Matrix Charts
Response Response
Percent
Total

1. Commission for Victims and Survivors
1

YES

72%

1,517

2

NO

21%

450

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

7%

133

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.35 Std. Deviation 0.59

Maximum 3 Variance 0.35 Std. Error

0.01

Satisfaction Rate

17.43
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Response Response
Percent
Total

2. Victims and Survivors Service
1

YES

34%

714

2

NO

56%

1,182

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

10%

204

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.78 Std. Deviation 0.62

Maximum 3 Variance 0.38 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

38.76

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

3. The Executive Office - Victims Unit
1

YES

32%

681

2

NO

58%

1,216

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

10%

203

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.8

Std. Deviation 0.6

Maximum 3 Variance 0.36 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

39.79

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

4. Community based organisations working with victims and survivors
1

YES

72%

1,520

2

NO

22%

463

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

6%

117

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.34 Std. Deviation 0.58

Maximum 3 Variance 0.34 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

16.95

0.01

5. Any other groups or organisations working specifically with victims and survivors

Response Response
Percent
Total

1

YES

35%

730

2

NO

37%

771

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

28%

599

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.98 Std. Deviation 0.79

Maximum 3 Variance 0.62 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

49.21
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Comments (optional): (71) – QUESTION 8
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 8.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

RFJ
PFC
SEFF
PAPERTRAIL

2

I’m aware of the Wave Trauma Centre.

3

WAVE

4

Names aren't exactly catchy and media only ever talks of them collectively as victims groups.

5

No direct knowledge of any.

6

These organisations only aid the on going divisions which hinder progress of N. Ireland.

7

Nearly all mostly useless. Victims are the scum and bit of dirt in the shoe of Northern Ireland.and always have been.

8

Useless/ toothless orgs in my opinion

9

There are various groups active in the field, but their efforts seem to attract little publicity.
Local groups do their best, but I fear their efforts are like trying to put out forest fires with water pistols.

10

Through my work as a trainer

11

WAVE centre

12

I get the impression that a victims industry has developed.

13

I take nothing to do with them because of their paramilitary and anti unionist affiliations

14

Relatives For Justice

15

Waste of public money

16

It's a big industry and keeps fuelling. The fires of hate. Genuine victims don't get a voice only the.loudest who perceive
themselves to be victims when often they are not.

17

FAIR and SEFF

18

Aware that work is going on but unsure of the extent of the work.

19

Wave

20

Seff. And other such groups
Should be listen to
Ones who represent paramilitaries should be made illegal

21

WAVE

22

WAVE Trauma Centre, off the top of my head.

23

These units are all biased to the republican movement , terrorists cannot be treated as equals to the police or military

24

The Commission has been a disappointment, it was a good service up until the last Commissioner who seemed to
'bend the rules' to suit others. How else can one judge including perpetrators into the Victims Forum and apparently
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being selective in referencing information. Sometimes isolating genuine victims. Again appearing to play the 'Party'
game by implying bias to favour her employers rather than genuine victims.
25

These services are best when community based

26

SEFF

27

While I have heard of some of these organisations I can't honestly say I actually know what they do or have delivered.

28

Only groups that deal with Police

29

All a waste of money, they only touch thr tip of the iceberg.

30

The bulk of counselling resources here are devoted to victims, relatives, and those currently bullied by paramilitaries
who invoke the past to justify their current criminality.

31

I have never been asked to join a victims group and often wonder how they know each other and plan meetings. I only
find out on the news after the event.

32

I work in the sector

33

SeFF

34

I volunteer with a charity that is unique to NI in that they are all inclusive and don't discriminate on the background of
their beneficiaries.
The future of change for NI is to have a space for everyone to be aware of of everyone else's reality

35

SEFF

36

They(Politicians & Political Community activists)use innocent victims as a political football/point scoring

37

UDR benevolent fund, SSAFA, Army Benevolent Fund
British legion
Andy Allen Veterans Assc.

38

Women’s group?

39

I have heard of them but I’m not aware of their exact roles

40

I have Completed a Level 3 Qualification in Psychological Trauma, with WAVE.

41

Too many organisations?

42

Wave etc

43

At this point we are survivors,

44

All of the above should be defunded and closed down

45

All I see is support for terrorist groups, that's why I would not go near them.

46

Seef group

47

SEFF seems to be only group committed to working with victims from all denominations and backgrounds.
Other organisations partisan .

48

I've heard of WAVE trauma support

49

There is no equivalence between so called community groups in Loyalist areas (led by leaders of drug cartels) and
lawyer led groups like Oat Finucane Centre, Relatives for Justice etc.
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50

WAVE

51

The current government’s approach to protecting military personnel suspected of serious wrongdoing is inexcusable
and highly partisan. This, in itself, has created tension.

52

It is important to stress that if public money is to be spent helping the victims of the Troubles, that must never include
terrorists who have been injured by their own hand or by other terrorists. They are perpetrators and must be treated as
such.

53

WAVE

54

Combat Stress

55

I don't deal with any of them.. What I do know by watching their actions and seeing who they are connected to, has led
me to believe that some of them claim to be victim support entities. But in reality they are groups that spend their focus
on attacking the unionist community, or to communicate a revisionist history of the troubles to justify and excuse the
acts of terror that were inflicted, and to attack veterans and RUC members that stood between the terrorised and the
terrorists.

56

Groups for victims and survivors have become such a biased, attention/media seeking and waste of public resources
and and a continuance of the pain of the terrorism. When the very institutions and government bodies are populated by
the very people who committed such atrocities. It is an abomination. Therefore what justice can these institutions bring
people when they are overseen by those involved in terror both directly and indirectly. When has our definition of
terrorism and victims become so unrecognisable from what it should encompass.

57

Too many groups which are slush funds.

58

Community organisations perform vital role - allow voices of 'unheard' to speak and raise issues.
Never will nor should they ever be driven underground.
Perform vital function - act as conscience for society. Irrespective of establishment and political elites viewpoint.
If they haven't gone away after 50 years. Don't fancy you chances that they will wilt and disband in next decade.
Poppy Day is going 100 years. Easter commemorations even longer. Victims groups are facit of Northern life - deal with
it (and them). Ostrich approach is road of total failure.

59

Churches sometimes work with survivors etc, this is good but not always relevant

60

SEFF

61

I have heard of these bodi3s but have had no first hand contact.

62

Intern and seff

63

Looks to me like job creation agencies?

64

FAIR group and WAVE

65

Trauma services provided by Trusts

67

Veteran organisations

68

I have a very limited knowledge of some community support groups. I have little knowledge/awareness of government
support.

69

I have worked with reconciliation groups , loyalists and republicans over the years. Some of the work was useful then
along came splinter groups and we were Bach to basics.

70

What about WAVE?

71

Seff
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QUESTION 9A and 9B – Victim/Survivor support in GB and the ROI?
QUESTION 9: (1 of 2)
Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in Great Britain (GB) should be able
to access the same services and support as those living in Northern Ireland?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

YES

83%

1,746

2

NO

10%

219

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

7%

135

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.22 Std. Deviation 0.54

Maximum 3 Variance 0.29 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

10.78

0.01

QUESTION 9: (2 of 2)
Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in the Republic of Ireland (RoI)
should be able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern Ireland?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

YES

69%

1,450

2

NO

24%

502

3

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

7%

148

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.28 Std. Deviation 0.57

Maximum 3 Variance 0.33 Std. Error

0.01

Satisfaction Rate

14.16

Commentary: There is a notable difference between what NI thinks of victims and survivors in the RoI
compared to what they think about victims and survivors in GB. The NI-Wide representative scores are for
Question 9. - Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in Great Britain (GB) should be
able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern Ireland? – Yes 83%, Question 9. Do you think victims and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict living in the Republic of Ireland (RoI) should be
able to access the same services and support as those living in Northern Ireland? – Yes 69%. The difference
likely comes from a situation of ‘two communities’ with the ‘Yes’ RoI score being significantly reduced mostly
by the ‘Strongly Unionist’ sector who scored Question 9 (2 of 2) as only 41% ‘Yes’ with 52% ‘No’.
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QUESTION 10 – Government strategies?
QUESTION 10:
Do you think any of the following Government strategies and initiatives should explicitly include or
reflect the views of victims and survivors? Please tick all that apply.
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Suicide prevention strategy

76%

1,602

2

Tourism strategy

25%

524

3

Anti-poverty strategy

46%

963

4

Gender strategy

13%

270

5

Disability strategy

52%

1,096

6

Economic strategy

34%

724

7

Heritage and culture strategy

56%

1,174

8

Community planning and housing

47%

993

9

None of the above - Don't Know/No Opinion

17%

347

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

4.64 Std. Deviation 2.62

Maximum 9 Variance 6.87 Std. Error

0.03

Commentary: ‘Suicide prevention strategy’ scores highest at 76%, with ‘Heritage and Culture’ on 56%, and
‘Disability strategy’ third on 52%, narrowly ahead of ‘Community planning and Housing’ on 47%. There are
differences when we analyse this question by ‘Border area residents’ against ‘Non-Border area residents’
with, in terms of 1. ‘Suicide prevention strategy’ – 83% of those who live within 5 miles of the border say ‘Yes’
that the Government strategy and initiative concerning ‘Suicide prevention strategy’ should explicitly include
or reflect the views of Victims and Survivors, however ‘only’ 75% of those who live outside the border area
(as defined) say ‘Yes’ to this. However, 75% is still a high score for ‘Yes’. All the other strategies detailed
above show a similar pattern when we compare ‘Border resident’ views to ‘Non-Border resident’ views e.g.
‘Anti-poverty strategy’ is ‘Yes’ – 62% (Border area) as against ‘Yes’ – 43% (Non-Border area).
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QUESTION 11 – Usage of media outlets?

What media outlets, and/or social media platforms, do you consider
reliable, accurate, and reputable news sources when addressing the
Troubles/Conflict? – WORD CLOUD and WORD COUNT LIST.
Word Cloud Analysis: The actual number of Word occurrences in all of the answers listed above is
calculated. The higher the number of occurrences, the relative importance and specific context of
where the word occurs is reflected in the ‘Word Cloud’ by that Word being bigger and bolder when
compared to other words in the Word Cloud. Words related to the poll-survey itself and the specific
question, will obviously occur very frequently e.g. Survey, Media, Channel, News, Sources,
Newspaper, Balanced, Bias and this should be considered when reviewing the Word Cloud.
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KEY WORD LIST – QUESTION 11: Based on suggested list supplied by the CVSNI – Red
entries. Nos indicate actual Nos of mentions within Question 11. – additional frequently
occurring words are in dark blue:


























Bias / biased / agenda (combined) - 187
Local -74
National - 0
Social media / Twitter / Facebook (combined) - 165
Print / papers / newspapers (combined) – 22 ‘newspaper/newspapers’ only
Printed/Print - 17
BBC - 683
UTV / ITV (combined) - 307
Channel 4 - 104
RTE / RTÉ (combined) - 211
Irish News - 329
Belfast Telegraph / Bel Tel (combined) - 323
Newsletter / News Letter (combined) - 93
Guardian - 96
Irish Times – part of 329 ‘Irish’
Irish Independent - part of 329 ‘Irish’
Radio Ulster - 59
The View - 5
CAIN -76
The Detail - 3
Nolan - 25
Spotlight – 29
Twitter – 63
Radio – 59
Slugger O’Toole - 65
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QUESTION 12 – History of the Troubles/Conflict in schools?
QUESTION 12:
Should the history of the Troubles/Conflict be taught within the formal education sector?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

YES - compulsory in all schools,
and for all ages (5-18 years)

43%

909

2

YES - optional in all schools, and
for all ages (5-18 years)

4%

89

3

YES - at primary school level only
(compulsory)

0%

3

4

YES - at primary school level only
(optional)

0%

4

5

YES - at secondary school level
only (compulsory)

28%

579

6

YES - at secondary school level
only (optional)

10%

201

7

NO - It should not be taught in
schools

11%

224

8

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

4%

91

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

3.48 Std. Deviation 2.46

Maximum 8 Variance 6.04 Std. Error

0.05

Satisfaction Rate

35.48

skipped

Commentary: As indicated, 43% of NI think the history of the Troubles/Conflict should be taught within the
formal education sector and should be compulsory in all schools and for all ages (5-18 years)? There is a
tendency for females to be more strongly supportive of compulsory education about the Troubles/Conflict in
schools. Also, younger age-groups are more supportive of formal education in respect of the Troubles/
Conflict, than older age-groups e.g. the 65+ age-group. If we look at the reverse of this age-group analysis
we see that only 6% of the 18-44 age-group say ‘No – it should not be taught in schools’, but 17% of the 65+
age-group say the Troubles/Conflict should not be taught in schools’.
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Comments (optional): (327) – QUESTION 12
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 12.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

Should be taught but unlikely as there are always going to be two different versions of events in this
country so could end up causing greater divisions

2

We can’t let shinfein/ira rewrite the past atrocities

3

This is a very major problem in the North of Ireland.. very few people I know have more than a cursory
knowledge of their own history. The fact that a Unionist can go to school and at A Level opt not to
study the Troubles and instead study the North of Ireland between 1921 and the 1960s, but no further,
only contributes to the sectarianism the fact that as a society people from different communities live
entirely separate lives, and have entirely different conceptions of the society in which they live.

4

Exactly the same material should be presented across the educational system while we still retain the
segregated schooling. It would probably be best if the educational material was prepared by people
outside of NI to exclude natural bias

5

Needs taught without a slant towards any side

6

Depends on the narrative as there are many and there isn't one singularly agreed one.

7

Only if qualified historians objectively compiled the material. Politicians, ex paramilitary and even
community and church leaders all have bias and promote propaganda instead of the truth

8

*Provided this is within an integrated setting.

9

Only useful in an integrated educational system otherwise simply reinforce one or other sides bias

10

People will learn it at home.

11

Curriculum would have to include different narratives and opinions which exist surrounding the
Troubles and the reasons for them

12

I'm not sure I'd should be taught as each side interprets it in different ways.

13

On one level - possibly. But not if it is another opportunity for different communities to reinforce their
own version of history.

14

Optional in case children of those directly impacted would like to opt out

15

It can never be taught impartially here, everybody is more likely to go one way or the other

16

Whos truth though?

17

Each teacher or educational outlet would have their own outcome on certain points in the conflict.

18

Depends on what narrative is being taught.

19

It should be in a museum with each event told from multiple different points of view. There is not even
just orange and green, but there were other differences also at play.

20

Which version of history would have to be established first. Three sides each have their own history ,
State, Loyalists, Republicans. Should be one narrative.

21

Yes if the truth is told, but it wont be. Certain RC schools will undoubtedly rewrite history with the same
old lies that the ira were the good and the Brits were the bad.

22

It must be taught in an objective way. If we have to have segregated schools, there should be one
syllabus/ text book for both sets of schools and some films that are used by both. My children learned
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about the Troubles in high school. The teaching was excellent and objective (Down High School.) It
was fact based.
23

Must be a fair, balanced history

24

Another poor question, Compulsory for primary, Optional for secondary

25

We need to learn about our collective history.
Ignoring it means a greater risk of repeating through ignorance and detachment.

26

There would be difficulty in agreeing upon an acceptable and accurate narrative to be taught within the
formal education sector given the division in our society.

27

Provable facts should be taught only. Dates, numbers, outcomes. Stop hiding what went on and lay it
bare. Allow people to form their own opinions.

28

The history taught will always have an agenda

29

however factually based and not sanitized to meet political agendas

30

Issue is who decides the narrative,

31

One can only learn from the mistakes of the past. No one should ever suffer what the generations of
the 60's 70;s 80's and 90's suffered.

32

We need to learn what led to the troubles and the untruths fostered by both sides.

33

Would be inherent bias in schools, unless and until all schools are Integrated, it should not be taught.

34

I don't believe, at this time, it would be a fair and balanced process.

35

It should be talked about but we need to move on. We can keep harking back to past as we need
positive future and work together

36

Especially important in primary schools, in the formative years

37

Under our divided education system, the version taught could be biased.

38

Q&A's may helps for younger students so they can understand why people acted in particular ways,
even how people coped, what may have led to further issues for families. Economically etc

39

hard to visualise how lessons would be objective

40

Whose story would it be? Open to bias and misinformation

41

If it were to be taught it would need to be taught in the overall context of what had happened in NI
during the previous decades.

42

Its a complete travesty that history (Irish & British) isn't compulsory""the truth will set you free""

43

As long as history is not rewritten to please SF!

44

I went to state schools and at my age only English History taught. I big mistake and oversight

45

It should be an optional subject in post primary education but needs to be handled sensitively

46

It will always be taught with a slant to promote the state

47

An ""agreed"" history should be taught
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48

It will.never be told the right way Sinn Fein are trying to rewrite history now.

49

It depends on what history is being taught. Sinn Fein /IRA have their own narrative of the troubles. I
also feel that the Irish government has done very little to help

50

It would depend on who's version of the troubles was being taught!!

51

No point - what is factual and what is propaganda - three sides to the historic the troubles - Catholic,
Protestant and the truth!!!

52

It should be compulsory 5-18 but must be based upon an agreed syllabus by teachers without bias.
Steps should be taken to ensure constant monitoring to exclude bias.
If this is not going to be possible, it should not be taught.

53

As with previous question, who's version of history will be taught, Unionism/ Loyalism or Nationalist/
Republ8can

54

The real history of the truly evil British occupation of Ireland should be taught in all schools.

55

Yes, but in an even balanced way. The history of the troubles needs to be portrayed warts and all.

56

How could it ever be taught correctly? The bias and misinformation is already extreme. How would
they decide what to include or more importantly what to exclude?

57

Only after a truth commission comes to an end thereby having the ability to be neutral in the teaching
of the ""troubles""

58

The problem here is whose version of history? Our history in Ireland has always had two versions the
British and Irish. From the plantation up until today.

59

I do not trust current teaching establishments to be unbiased across all parts and some parents to
object or sway official line and therefore cause a problem. 10 years time maybe

60

The source material is key to delivering a transparent, fair and unbiased curriculum... and agreeing this
will be a real challenge.

61

But by an independent or mixed source.

62

Answer to this depends on what is being taught. All NI must MOVE ON and not live in the past
complaining about injustice and looking for a handout.

63

Not rewritten history by terrorists

64

As long as the History taught is truthful and not designed to rewrite history in favour of any
organisation

65

very difficult to teach in a balanced way. potentially cause more difficulties

66

I don't believe that segregated schools could be trusted to be neutral especially the maintained sector

67

There is no agreed history that could be taught.

68

Secondary school is time enough to start teaching modern N. Irish history. How would a 5 year old
grasp the origins of CRM, People’s Democracy, Kitson Doctrine etc?
Teaching history is vitally important to future generations. Who was it said "those who don’t learn from
the mistakes of history are doomed to repeat them"?

69

We will end up with two curricula, no doubt?

70

The curricy developed should be prepared and overseen to endure a slanted version isn't taught
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71

The problem is ,which version and whose version

72

Teachers of it will potentially have their own agenda and have been affected by the troubles
personally. That said today’s children must be taught of the troubled past and see the peaceful way
forward building a stronger, more prosperous and peaceful nation for all religions, genders, ethnicities
etc. I don’t think a school teacher is necessarily the correct person for this.

73

This should not gloss over the roles played by everyone, especially that of Governments and
Paramilitaries. It must also include the inequality experienced by sections of the community and the
consequences of the inactivity of politicians, in NI and GB, in addressing the concerns of citizens.

74

The history must be an agreed account and not one driven by those wishing to glorify Terrorists. It
must be legally enforceable. It must be factual only and there must me no discussion.

75

This would need to be a truly unbiased delivery

76

It should be taught in a *factual* way, not the British education version I was taught in school.

77

Important that it teaches the facts and encourages pupils to form objective, evidence based, views.
This will be a real challenge as the narrative varies depending on experiences of those teaching

78

Got hesitation given our segregated school system each side should learn the other side’s history

79

It would depend on who is teaching it!

80

As long as it gives the TRUE accounts of what actually took place.

81

Teaching the troubles let’s children know that we can change, have changed and need to continue to
change to ensure Northern Ireland doesn’t fall back into the "old days"

82

No not yet. Too much bias potential.

83

But it needs to be fair and tell the whole story and not just one side

84

providing an even playing field for all and not 1 sided depending on religion of school involved

85

Content should be agreed beforehand to ensure that a consistent message is delivered rather than
having segregated maintained and state sector schools provide their own interpretation of what
happened and why.

86

Provided it is of a neutral basis.

87

A neutral version.There are too.many versions which vary by those telling the story.

88

Obviously in as neutral a way as possible, and age-appropriate

89

It can be introduced sensitively and using age appropriate strategies right from foundation stage to
KS5

90

It would seek to portray terrorism as an appropriate response to social issues. It would ignore the
discrimination of Protestants in ROI after partition.

91

A true history and not a rewritten republican history should be taught. The murder of innocent women
and children by the IRA should be highlighted in particular to show the sort of people who are now
sitting in government.

92

It shouldn’t start in the 1960s, it should start with the 1st Home Rule to give background context

93

Irish history should be taught in all schools warts & all. This should be set out by an authority & only
taught to the strict guide lines.
Teachers should not be allowed to add their own personal slant or twist.
If such a thing is done the teacher should face instant dismissal.
AS WITH EVERYTHING IT CAN BE TWISTED TO SUIT A CAUSE. IT MUST BE AS UNBIASED AT
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POSSIBLE WITH ONLY FACTS.
For instance Bloody Sunday. Soldiers shot people during extreme riots & disturbances.
They have all been deemed as innocent.
I personally do not believe this. I believe some were involved in shooting.
That is my opinion not fact.
Teaching this.
Soldiers murdered a number of people some of whom were shooting at soldiers.
Any teaching should also attempt to point out & get the students to feel what things were like at the
actual time. 1690 1916 1922 1970 1990. Each era is so different even going from 1980 to 1990.
94

It must be taught and from a neutral viewpoint.

95

People who were affected by the conflict should be invited into schools and/or films and drama about
the conflict should be encouraged and funded to ensure no repetition.

96

If only taught in some schools it will result in a lack of knowledge and understanding in others and this
will add to further challenges

97

It depends how and what is taught. My feeling is no, it'll never be fair.

98

There is no agreed historical narrative so teaching it would require different perspectives and I would
not trust NI Department of Education to teach such a neutral or accurate historical curriculum.

99

A republican slant should not be permitted
This forgets
IRA crimes against humanity

100

Whose version will be taught?

101

It would be biased in the current education system

102

WHOSE VERSION OF THE TROUBLES WOULD BE TAUGHT.

103

It's extremely vital that all children are taught the history of this country so that they won't suffer the
same fate. If it is left up to the community they live in the hate and division on both sides will continue

104

I feel that it's a complex and troublesome subject for young people, but there should be some marginal
teaching of it at primary school level so as to prepare pupils for in-depth study at secondary level.

105

With a properly balanced curriculum content

106

we cant even agree on history yet

107

Who's version of history would be taught though?

108

Yes. If we educate our children they can learn from pasts mistakes.

109

Such classes must all use the same curriculum, otherwise there will be 2 histories.

110

It all depends on method used because it either has to be a full warts and all of what all sides did or
nothing because a cherry picking selective approach like unionist politicians have where they paint
nationalists/republicans/ Irish people as the villains and make it sound like the ira just appeared one
day killing all round them is factually wrong unionists were responsible via there clearly sectarian
government policies from NI formation for driving many people into the arms of the ira and providing
willing recruits, the clearly biased justice system and police again drove people into joining the ira and
seeking there protection as they felt they had no other recourse. As such you either tell the whole story
to both communities or you leave well enough alone

111

But it would be taught with a biased view depending on the school or people writing the curriculum

112

It depends on reliable information being provided. Certain sections of the community have inherent
bias and could perpetrate potential ill-will within society.
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113

Would require uniformity of messaging

114

Have worked with a number of people who have not been given an opportunity to study the Troubles
and have found that it impacted on many areas of their working life, in particular their relationships with
and understanding of older colleagues.

115

Yes In secondary school provided Irish republicans aren't involved in writing the ciriculum

116

I believed it would taught in a biased way in some schools.

117

I wouldn't be convinced that such a subject could be taught objectively in Northern Ireland. I've have
personal experience of different versions of the same event that I had personally been involved.

118

Agreed syllabus in integrated schools and state funded schools

119

But who’s version?

120

History has a terrible habit of repeating itself. We must educate our children in the perils of hatred.

121

Depends who writes it. The TV is full of propaganda now rewriting the history of events I have actually
experienced first-hand.

122

As long as the curriculum is factual and unbiased.

123

This is a ploy to entrench the debilitating sense of victimhood in our society and rewrite history to
glorify terrorism.

124

Any Troubles teaching should be sanitised, in that it is not one sided or hijacked in the rewriting of
history.
It should be totally unbiased, neutral in content.

125

Everyone should get the exact same syllabus so that the content cannot be skewed to any particular
political view or community view

126

If it is taught, it must be taught from all perspectives not just one

127

It already is taught

128

I grew up with with a totally British perspective on history which ignored Irish history and historical
perspective almost entirely and consequently I left school with a very biased view of my homeland. I
feel that this ignorance led to a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding when 'the troubles'
erupted and probably distorted my views for some time

129

Integrated schools need to teach both perspectives and build a shared understanding of what
happened, why, and how people from both communities see the past

130

It won't be possible to teach in objective way.

131

Danger of pro nationalist terrorist bias which will only reignite conflict

132

Should be compulsory but it should be the truth and the fact is that many here are incapable of
believing that the causes of the troubles were real and that the state were responsible for a lot of the
issues including working with paramilitaries to commit murder.

134

Unlike history at present if these is a legacy of the troubles it needs to cover both sides fairly and not
have either a Catholic or Protestant bias and let children learn for a better future away from division

135

Communities and many organizations will write their own history of the troubles. With the IRA Army
Council/Sinn Fein in government, what curriculum would they agree to which the unionists and others?
Sinn Fein glorify terrorists and use children to do so.

136

Age-appropriate education of Pre-NI to modern-day for all students in education
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137

If you can't learn from the past then you can't shape the future

138

The representatives of victims should be consulted about content of the curriculum for this subject.

139

Who exactly on either side is going to give an honest assessment of the troubles, so difficult question
to answer. It is important not to forget but we must move on

140

Everyone should know their history.

141

History is usually a narrative of the victorious. Therefore any history of the troubles/conflict should start
at the very beginning...John Pilger's book Heroes goes a long way to initiating this

142

Some people want to move on I get that. But we need to actively teach our kids about our history so
that they are aware of what happened and so that that period never happens again.

143

Only the Truth

144

If it was taught in school with the education system as it is .The ira slaughter and murder of men
women and children would be played down

145

Maybe from P6. Age 5 is too young.

146

In history only

147

Bias views muddy the Truth and the Sectarian Education system which is still in place because of Sinn
Fein & The Roman Catholic Church allow that bias storytelling

148

""Teaching"" a subject like this would be very difficult.

149

Should be taught but the several narratives cause the issues sanitising a version that ‘suits’ all sides
isn’t acceptable as a history teacher.

150

Provided it is taught in all schools of whatevwer religion in a factual, truthful manner and not an rewrite
of history.

151

It should include the full history, not just the most recent troubles

152

Only if the complete context of how we ended up in the Troubles is shared & we will never get a
consensus on that so this is doomed ...

153

Don’t believe we are capable of doing this in an unbiased manner so better to avoid the subject rather
than formally corrupt young minds

154

Teaching should be forward looking, this risks perpetuating divisions if taught in any way outside the
formal history curriculum

155
I actually think all children should be given unbiased information about the Troubles - however this
would be impossible as schools will never be able to do it without personal bias.
156

If students aren't taught about the past then they will relive it in the future. Also if all taught from the
same ciriculum then there should be no outside influence to distort it.

157

The history of the conflict has been corrupted.

158

and all schools should be intergrated

159

And only if it is all factual not here say or media making it worse than what it was. No sensationalising
to either side, must be balanced.

160

As there are a number of conflicting ""histories"" about the Troubles in general and individual incidents
in particular teaching it in schools would only be a divisive exercise!
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161

Should be taught that terrorism was wrong, is wrong and always will be. If not then there is a danger
that any new ira will turn into the provos

162

In NI’s segregated education system it could prove difficult to ensure an unbiased interpretation of the
history of the troubles.

163

Yes, at secondary but with a common curriculum taught in every school sector

164

Only if it is not used as a mechanism to rewrite the narrative

165

It’s a huge deficit in knowledge. How can the young make informed choices without knowing their past

166

If children learned something resembling the truth instead of bitter old people blaming them uns it
should be a good starting point for integration

167

And who would formulate the Curriculum? It would be hard to get an agreed history of the troubles

169

Integrated education needs to happen first. Till that happens all of the above options are pipedreams,
& I see no evidence of any serious will for change while DUP & SF are 'running' Stormont Exec
between them.

170

On the grounds that it wiould be too open to bias unless a tight specification exists.

171

We don’t understand it. How do you expect to explain/teach it.

172

My hope would be that by being given a non partisan review of the troubles it would encourage our
young people to work together to ensure history does not repeat itself

173

If we don’t learn from our history we are condemned to repeat it

174

It can't be taught until there is a proper integrated education system in NI. Our current politicians will
disagree on what it involves.

175

Children living in Northern Ireland are denied the opportunity to learn about their country’s history. That
is disgraceful and would not happen elsewhere.

176

The challenge will be to agree on what that history is.

177

Those who forget history are doomed to repeat it, Although i pity whomever has to set the course
curriculum

178

But it must be a balanced history/narrative explaining true horrors of terrorism and the impact
republican and loyalist terrorists had on holding NI back.

179

what will they teach ? .the truth or the repulican naritive .that is the problem

180

Taught as history facts showing the reasons why people believed or perceived that they were right or
wrong and why

181

As long as it is a truthful non secretariat unbiased account without political overtones

182

The narrative of what to teach could never be agreed upon.

183

But carefully so as not to be yetmore fuel. It needs to be considered historical

184

As an ex Principal I am unsure if it should be taught. Really it is about how it could be taught. Bias
could encourage another generation to get involved.

185

Not everyone will agree on the curriculum but it’s what happened,
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186

The days of schools being able to cherry pick the history they want to teach should end. A new
curriculum giving a balanced approach to Irish history, including the troubles, should be developed.

187

Should be consigned to history-I was never taught anything at school about violence in Northern
Ireland in the 1920's-I was aware but did not need teaching which would have encouraged an interest
to maybe revisit those times

188

Sinn Fein/IRA must not be allowed to rewrite history.

189

A non biased version yes, not in the context of a teachers own views for example' on the island of
Ireland ' it should be addressed as Northern Ireland part of the UK if that simple fact cannot be
accepted, taught and become everyday language in all schools from early years to upper sixth then
there is no point at all.

190

Issue of how this can be independent and fair
It must remain outside control of political parties

191

My answer was yes at secondary level. But it depends on who's telling the story of history. Because
both sides will tell the story to suit there own agenda's. If the truth was being tought I'm all for it. We all
need to know our history or history will repeat itself

192

It would have to be very carefully handled

193

This must be balanced NOT one sided

194

The history according to who?
My version is totally different to a terrorist supporting organisation.
When a bomber who blows his hand off is a ""victim"".
That's was the day justice died.

195

Conflict resolution should be taught to everyone

196

I went to a state grammar school in the earl 2000s and the Troubles were not taught at all. I had to
learn practically from scratch when I left at 18. I was fortunate to have a mixed work and family circle
so was not 'indoctrinated' to one side or the other but other kids won't be as fortunate. We need to
ensure the next generation grow up without their families poisoning them against ""themmuns"" and
furthering the divide in society. Education is how we build a better more equitable society

197

Have an objective review of Irish history and British involvement, pre and post partition

198

Problem is bias and danger of gilding terrorists or assuming governments were blameless.

199

No, we don't want our kid's & grand kid's learning about religious sectarianism.

200

It should be shown that the troubles had bad people from all sides and explain how everyone should
ignore the few who want to drag us backwards and work together to make it a better place. The youth
are our future

201

Again so long as it is delivered truthfully and not according to a teachers personal views and
perspectives.

202

We need to resolve the conflict, and address the segregation in schooling and society, before we can
safely teach it in schools. This is important to avoid one-sided narratives that don’t accurately reflect
the troubles, and which would risk continuing divisions in society

203

It is vital that young people can contextualise their living environment.

204

I do believe it needs to be taught, but I worry that a slanted or biased approach may be provided,
dependent upon the beliefs/politics of the teacher.
Another point I wish to make is that as a young protestant growing up during the troubles, I was taught
nothing about Irish history. I knew all about Francis Drake and Admiral Nelson, but I never heard
anyrhing about the Irish Famine or the 1916 Easter Rising. This imo was very wrong.
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205

THERE IS A DANGER OF BIAS. IT NEEDS TO BE CAREFULLY SCRIPTED.

206

I believe it should be taught, but have reservations as different versions being taught to children

207

While it should be compulsory I'm also including anti sectarianism in this type of education

208

Important that a whole and accurate history is taught not biased by the background of the school and
those attending

209

Extremely important to teach it in a balanced way. I do not trust schools to do this at present .accurate
factual presentation s should be provided by a neutral body and done by video

210

It’s important that we, and future generations never forget.

211

Who writes the curriculum? Who’s version of history will be told ?

212

If we don’t acknowledge & learn from your past you never truly move on or make changes. The British
whitewash of their true empirical history & devastation it left behind means they never acknowledged
or learnt from it & creates a false sense of national pride which results in things Brexit

213

The word used here is Conflict. This inaccurate as the terrorist campaign in NI was not a conflict but
attack against the unarmed Protestant population.

214

Only one agreed syllabus please

215

The accepted history of ' two tribes ' the removal of the responsibility of the British State and the
continued sectarianism of the system means that the history taught is likely to be nonsense

216

It must include views and opinions of all sides and not taught from one perspective as should history in
general about GB,(NI),ROI

217

Not only the history of troubles but a clear telling of the entire history of our land and that of GB

218

Make it age appropriate i.e. in primary begin discussions around respect, difference and how to value
other people - a kind person is a kind person regardless of any other view they hold. By secondary
school when those values are embedded then the story can be told

219

The facts, and an agreed curriculum, of The Troubles should be taught - together with the various
perceptions leading to, and responses to, events.

220

I think it is too recent a history to place any account of it into a curriculum... there is still too much fear
in communities to tell and accept somewhat objective truth oh the Troubles as a whole.

221

Time to move on and stop glorifiying a horrible time from NIs past.

222

Irish history that tracks the making of Ireland should be compulsory. In my experience teaching in
prison, a UVF prisoner believed that there had always been a border and knew nothing about the geo
political history of Ireland and the creation of northern Ireland.

223

If a curriculum could be agreed

224

It has to be introduced carefully so those children who do not currently see ‘differences’ don’t suddenly
believe that they should do so.

225

In general I favour teaching our recent history at all school level in an appropriate manner. However
until we can address the past at a wider societal level it will be hard to agree a version of the past that
would be acceptable on the school curriculum. So in the meantime, 'we' would teach our children our
version of the troubles and 'they' would teach their children the theirs. So without a truth commission
and an acceptance of everything that happened here it is difficult to see how we teach the next
generation what happened when we can't agree it ourselves.

226

History needs a more balanced focus not 2 versions of focus depending g on your school choice
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227

Compulsory/unbiased. Showing all aspects inc. positive & negative from both sides of the community.

228

The curriculum appears to be biased,.emphasising events like Bloody Sunday more than the many
more numerous terrorist atrocoties.

229

BUT!! ! It needs to be accurate and truthful and not coloured in any way..

230

Unfortunately at community level (Protestant unionist / Roman Catholic nationalist) there is no agreed
narrative on the troubles. However the facts need to be taught within a special module of a citizenship
class between year 8 and 10.

231

This is a huge undertaking & would have to be regulated properly to avoid propaganda. Yeachers
Unions might resist. But worth doing properly.

232

It should absolutely be taught, however, there should be one version of the truth that has been
properly "peer reviewed" for balance and objectivity. If left to the current NI education system, the
perpetuation of two truths will persist. Perhaps, there should be an independent body of teachers who
visit all schools to ensure the correct teaching of our history.

233

A single curriculum in all types of schools and in ALL cases taught in the context of creating a more
satisfying future for all young people being educated here. One where individual people matter more
than ideologies, where human kindness matters more than dogma, and where service matters more
than status.

234

Depends how it's taught. i.e. if it's taken from a neutral perspective its a good thing but a history which
is biased from one viewpoint or the other will only breed more hatred and potentially sow the seeds for
further conflict.

235

A basic understanding our our own history should commence in later years of primary school and then
moreso in secondary school. It is not covered enough in current secondary education, whereas
Vikings and Russian communism get more focused on!

236

To an agreed curriculum, scheme which gives an unbiased view with facts not opinions

237

Failure to educate only invites embedding bigoted sectarian attitudes in subsequent generations

238

This depends entirely on whether those who might teach the subject can be relied upon to deliver
balance, rather than personal political bias. It seems a very tall order to expect balance.

239

confused opinion - so depends on how it would be done and who would set the content

240

Yes but who’s truth?

241

If it could be taught from a neutral standpoint. Would that even be possible?

242

This should be carefully thought through and delivered truthfully. At present there is an attempt to
rewrite history with the emphasis being placed upon the state as the main perpetrators. Terrorist
organisations, or those representing, should not be given a carte blanche opportunity to tell a one
sided story but to be held accountable for the atrocities inflicted upon this community.

243

It will prove difficult to have an objective account of what happened without a biased view imposed

244

Would the truth be told ? Very doubtful.

245

It would need to be a scrupulously honest version without latitude for interpretation.

246

BUT, it should be taught from different perspectives at all schools in an inclusive way and not
dominate education. It is part of the shape of the country now and its history but Northern Ireland is so
much more than the troubles and it dominates so many of the stories, and news from here still today...

247

Mainland UK as well. Few over there know anything about it.
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249

As a German, I know how important it is that your country's history is taught honestly and that nothing
is airbrushed out. Even when you are born generations after a dictatorship, war or conflict, it still
affects you, because it is part of your ancestors/grandparents/parents' life, and you grow up with the
stories and the scars.

250

How do we ensure a balanced version of the events is being taught.
Presently we don’t know the truth

251

Actual physical history should be taught. Teachers should not be allowed to convey their own political
opinions and agendas. They should detail facts, not hearsay and opinon. The corenors courts, the
criiminal courts, the office of the dpp have all been subverted by those trying to excuse and justify acts
of terror. They have been used to attack one section of the community. Schools must be required to
teach facts. NOT the narrative of entities with an agenda to benefit from the rewriting of history

252

Would advocate a complete Irish history. Important to give context to how we as a society got to where
we are today. I would go one further and ensure that it is not a single teacher in a school giving talks
but to leverage this is a cross community setting.

253

Not at this stage. Too many necessary resources are still sealed and teaching about The Troubles
would only be superficial and based on too much hearsay evidence. As an historian and ex teacher
involved in curriculum planning I was appalled at the level of subjectivity in my profession which
reflected and reinforced sectarian division.

254

Difficult to say because of the many different ways the troubles are viewed. It would be necessary to
avoid biased opinions being taught as fact.

255

It all depends how and what is taught

256

One shared and agreed history......not a Unionist history for Protestants and a Nationalist history for
Roman Catholics.

257

More information required. WHO is doing the teaching? Might they have a negative agenda?

258

Perhaps it may be too recent an event to teach in schools. The diverse account(s) of what happened is
still being written and any attempt to teach now could be full of inaccuracy.
Also, there is the potential to reinforce stereotypes and the usual ‘blame game’ in a school. Whilst this
admittedly happens in the wider community, the education sector needs to be extremely careful that it
does not facilitate these issues, and itself become part of the problem.

259

Only if it’s balanced

260

This must be rigorously evaluated and to ensure the curriculum give a fair overview of both sides of
the conflict. It must not be used as a device to train the next generation of trouble makers.

261

Only if its told truthfully and not an attempt to rewrite history.

262

If there was a unbiased view then it should be taught, but I don't think this could be achieved presently

263

In our mainly segregated school system there is a risk that schools in the different sectors would teach
a one sided version of the history of the troubles thus worsening division between young people.

264

To be taught in School would need to be unbiased view and reports.

265

Unlikely to be to tought from an unbiased position I went to integrated school & the bias clearly

266

Folly to a pupils of future would not be 'exposed' to narrative of Troubles. In some form or other.
Therefore to avoid future accusations that it was 'them-uns' fault.
Actual classes akin to de-Nazification of Germany probably best. Probably summarised by 'they were
all bastards' as preference starting point

267

Without slants or personal opinions of wrongly advised teachers. Maybe a group of professionals
going round ALL schools with correct story
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268

Not only the troubles but all children should be taught about the British Empire and its evil impact on
people around the world.

269

Problem is how do you get a neutral perspective on the past?

270

It should be taught in schools but it is VERY important that it is not taught with rose tinted glasses from
one side or the other

271

Need to learn an accurate unbiased version of our history

272

It needs to be balanced and include both sides

273

It is there at the minute but optional. PDMU also requires engagement with this stuff.

274

Only taught if all schools use same text book and not have a bias slant depending on
Protestant/Catholic school

275

History is the version of fiction that has been agreed upon.

276

Must not be from one viewpoint or the other but neutral and factual

277

It would have to be a balanced account of the history, neither one side or the other on top.

278

I think it would need to be taught in an age-appropriate manner but it is crucial a fully informed and
inclusive curriculum is provided.

279

It would be difficult to teach in schools in the absence of a Reconciliation and truth commission

280

Let’s not start in 1969 though. Let’s go back to pre-partition, plantation etc
Children need the full picture, not the indoctrination I received as a child in the sixties. I never heard
anything about the history or geography of Northern Ireland. I learned about Henry VIII and Guy
Fawkes. Nobody told me there was any other land attached to NI. I thought the six counties stood
alone - beyond ridiculous

281

I don't think teachers could teach it honestly without bias. I think we need to leave things in the past. It
just seems a money making scam for too many people and that's why it is constantly brought up.
Victims = money and freebies from the government.

282

Which version?

283

All aspects of history of Ireland should be taught in all schools.

284

And G.B . as an option.

285

Troubles history should be gently taught in primary schools as a learning tool related from past
negatives and which should demonstrate how not to fall victim in the future. In secondary education it
should become more relevant in history lessons to emphasise the importance of not repeating history
and show desire to break away from negative segregation to encourage the positive things people
have in common with each other as opposed to repeating the events that divide. Schools should
combine such classes to bring people together and learn alongside each other.

286

Who's version of the history would be taught? It should be taught but if it is governement propaganda
that would not be acceptable.

287

It would have to be a neutral balanced delivery - which is impossible

288

No and no interpretation either by so called educators !!!!

289

I’ve ticked yes, but again because of the nature of our school system, the history of the troubles will be
taught differently in different schools.

290

Whose truth, whose story. A republican story would dominate
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291

Given our segregated education format, there is a danger of bias in the teaching of conflict issues!

292

The problem is the bias. Who will deliver the programme? Accurate resources ashy textbooks on the
history of Ireland and the formation of N.Ireland should be used at KS3 level in secondary schools,
irrespective of school type, EA should run cross-school and cross community workshops on the
history. Young people need to talk to each other,

293

Not until there is a fully integrated schools' system

294

Yes it SHOULD be taught, but again this history will be skewed to reflect the main two traditions along
religious divisions.

295

Once again, whose opinion will you teach, ours or theirs? MOVE ON

296

It should be taught at schools however it would need to be accurate account of what actually
happened, I believe it would give ‘each side’ an understanding of the conflict if it’s taught properly.

297

Troubles history as well as Irish history including period 1880s - 1920’s and partition as children
require the context in which conflict took place and the factors which led to the recent violence

298

Yes if taught in an honest account. No if it means a rewriting of history or a glorifying of terrorism

299

But it should be taught only when kids are also prepared by giving them tools of processing difficult or
traumatic information, of understanding mental health impacts on older generations and on knowing
how to move forward without repeating the violence of now and the past.

300

This needs to be a multi disciplinary curriculum agreement. Devised by proper historians that can
represent a neutral narrative.

301

It is not just the history of the troubles, but the history of Ireland since it's occupation by the British and
how that impacted on every echelon of Irish society. The Civil Rights movement has origins going back
through time, but that fact always seems to be omitted. When Bloody Sunday is reported too much
emphasis is placed on the violence which ensued and not enough on the reasons leading to the march
or indeed any marches by the nationalist community. When the history of the troubles is discussed,
anyone would think that the only violence came from Republicans and that Loyalists were only ever
defending their communities. This was patently not the case. For centuries the nationalist had been
oppressed, discriminated against in respect of the right to vote, own property, social housing,
employment and the list goes on. All of this seems to be conveniently forgotten when the history of the
troubles is being reported and it is high time that a more honest account of the origins of the troubles
and how they evolved is taught in our schools.

302

Who writes that history? Who hasn't a vested interest in the war to not put their version of history?

303

Yes.. as long as it tells the truth and let's children know at what scale the IRA were killing people
compared to others in the conflict..

304

Much depends on nature and range of materials available for curriculum. A CFNI/QUB Pack based on
Political Ex-Prisoner input was accepted by DENI in 2007 and then seemed to have been binned

305

Yes...Education to the conflict in NI should be mandatory. It should reflect an impartial view at all times
and never be subjective.
It is important for young people understand why the conflict in Northern Ireland exists. This must be
implemented in an environment such as integrated schooling.

306

It should be explored at school, through inquiry, discussion and research projects - but being ""taught""
requires an agreed narrative / Curriculum, which is unlikely to exist in the near future.

307

I think it should be taught and taught the right way, state schools or Protestant schools that people like
to call them teach nothing about our culture, history or traditions while In the Catholic schools they get
taught everything, from irish language, to Gaelic games and musical tradition.

308

may depend on exactly whats being taught
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309

Before little Britain begs for reentry to the EU there should be a comprehensive programme
permeating their society about the millennium of aggression towards Ireland and others, modelled on
the German experience of coming to terms with the Holocaust.

310

There needs to be an agreed syllabus though, taught without bias or slant.

311

Needs to be comprehensive and include role of paramilitaries

312

Depends what is being taught and how it is being taught

313

With segregated education the presentation of that history will hold conscious or unconscious bias.

314

Perpetuates the sectarian division

315

It should be compulsory for next generations to learn about their past so as to understand their future.

316

Yes, but true facts, not glorification of the troubles

317

If past mistakes aren't taught in schools, history will repeat itself

318

Cannot see it being fair and balanced depending on the community perspective.

319

Only if an agreed narrative, not some teacher using it to rewrite history or put a political or personal
spin on what happened.

320

diversity and prejudice education at an earlier age and ideally integrated education

321

Students should learn fully Irish history from the past, including events such as the United Irishmen
1798 Act of Union 1801.The Famine, Catholic Emancipation, the Repeals of the Act of Union leading
up to WW1, the Anglo Irish War, Partition of Ireland, Civil War and the reasons for and events within
the Troubles for clarification of our past to the present day. Depending on the school/teachers it may
be taught however in a more sympathetic light to one side or the other.

322

If taught in a blanced way, helping to describe why people have ended up the way/where they are, so
to enable chiuldren to undertand themselves/their parents' attitudes/beliefs, and also the viewpoints of
others..

323

I believe that our children should know about the history of the troubles.
This way they can make there own sense of it as they will not be influenced by one sided history.

324

I believe it should be taught but i fear there could be a rewriting of history depending on the
educational institution and it’s perceive background

325

It must be truth not fabricated

326

I previously was a history teacher and I am currently completing my PhD in History. Troubles
education is essential in a secondary setting to try and mitigate for misinformation or potentially
lopsided interpretations being articulated in the communities. It would be incredibly useful to introduce
elements of this in primary schools, however it should take a more holistic, community awareness
approach, rather than a straightforward historical methodology. Being overly direct with primary school
children risks alienating the parents, who need to be involved in any scheme like this for it to be
successful.

327

The big questions are, ""By whom? and When did the Troubles/Conflict actually begin?"" There is no
logic to the subject unless we go back to the arrival of the Anglo Normans in Ireland, followed by
Poyning's Law, the Plantations, the Potato Famine and Partition.
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QUESTION 13 – Familiarity with two terms-definitions?
QUESTION 13:
Are you familiar with the following terms - trans-generational and/or inter-generational as they relate
to the Troubles/Conflict?
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

YES - I am familiar with, and I
understand, these terms

52%

1,083

2

YES - I am familiar with, have some
understanding, but I don't
understand the difference between
the two terms

22%

461

3

YES - I am familiar with, but I don't
understand, or don't know what
these terms mean

5%

106

4

NO - I am not familiar with these
terms

21%

450

answered

2,099

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

1.97 Std. Deviation 1.18

Maximum 4 Variance 1.38 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

32.18

0.03

Commentary: As indicated, 52% of NI are familiar with the terms trans-generational and/or intergenerational. The younger age-groups are more familiar with these two terms than older age-groups – 56%
of the 18 to 44 age-group are familiar, 50% of the 45-64 age-group are familiar with the terms, but ‘only’ 46%
of the 65+ age-group are familiar with these two terms.
There is a certain amount of qualitative data in the 2010 and 2017 CVSNI studies which show that these
2021 research figures fit-in with broad trend of how NI understands and views these two definitions.
However, there doesn’t seem to be any quantitative data from previous surveys research knowledge of these
two definitions.

Comments (optional): (25) – QUESTION 13
General ‘comments’ made by poll respondents in response to this poll-survey question – Question 13.
NB This was voluntary i.e. respondents didn’t have to record a comment.
1

Self evident.

2

People learn their politics from their parents so maybe parents need to be targey

3

It sounds as if It is the type of language and thought that is making things worse

4

No, technical social science language should be for academia. Use plain language for ordinary consumption.

5

I don't go for it.

6

As I understand it trans-generational means across generations, whereas inter-generational applies more across
different generations.
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7

They sound like trendy sounding terms created by those who are trying to make a living out of the public purse by
inventing problems which do not exist.

8

While I’m not fully aware of these terms I believe they mean affecting across the generations? But not sure?

9

the reason recovery between the 2 communities will take an eternity

10

Back to Full integration in Education again. We will never move forward, without Taking Religion out of Education.

11

There is the impact of the troubles of trans and inter generational however there is many other social and economic
issues affecting people today

12

Not sure how these terms relate to the troubles

13

Familiar with the terminology but feel that many times it’s a self fulfilling prophecy. Almost a communal martyrdom.

14

We should ignore and send to history the troubles legacy industry

15

Nothing should be given to those or their families tf they got injured or died or caused harm to their own families through
their own actions either by their own hand, or from others through support of terrorism or if they where out rioting
causing mayhem and chaos

16

but can work out what they mean

17

I know the terms, but have doubts that they can be properly applied to any recent history. And since the divide between
people here is still palpable, this ought to be allowed to wait for the future historians. To much anger, too many bad
habits, prejudices at present...

18

Yes and I believe I see the consequences of the intergenerational trauma in the suicide figures, drug use and learned
helplessness in north Belfast especially and in other pockets around the city and they country.

19

They sound very much like they are terms being used by individuals trying to weave in a narrative or get free money for
people who are not affected by the troubles

20

Far too subjective and open to manipulation

21

I'm not aware of their specific meaning for Troubles

22

Might I be able to offer partial definition as it is unlikely to go away, you know

23

More nonsense. If we keep looking back we will never move forward.

24

Plain English-not political English accademic please it’s a Belfast , and Northern Ireland- not professor Sidney Unwin
Yes I know but stop taking down to people!!

25

Would like to learn more about the above. As I do beleive that we inherited traits from our families
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QUESTION 14 – Events, institutions, organisations: Impact on Victims and Survivors?
QUESTION 14:
How have the following events, institutions, or organisations impacted victims and/or survivors of the
Troubles/Conflict? NB The options are randomised for each individual respondent, to ensure the
collation of a balanced NI opinion sample.
2,099 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 major NI
demographic measurements. NB this question was asked of the full set of poll respondents i.e. 2,099.

Positively

Neutral Neither
positive or
negative

Negatively

Don't
Know/Not
Sure/No
Opinion

Response
Total

Coronavirus

1%
(29)

44%
(919)

44%
(921)

11%
(230)

2,099

Brexit issues e.g. the NI protocol

3%
(54)

25%
(524)

66%
(1,394)

6%
(128)

2,099

Absence of the NI Assembly/Executive
(2017 to 2020)

5%
(115)

20%
(410)

72%
(1,510)

3%
(64)

2,099

Media coverage of victims and survivors
issues

17%
(353)

35%
(745)

41%
(856)

7%
(145)

2,099

Community groups and organisations

37%
(786)

33%
(683)

20%
(421)

10%
(209)

2,099

Religious and faith-based organisations
e.g. Churches

29%
(603)

37%
(781)

26%
(555)

8%
(160)

2,099

The UK Government (Westminster)

4%
(90)

20%
(424)

72%
(1,515)

4%
(71)

2,099

The Irish Government (Dublin)

14%
(298)

32%
(669)

47%
(986)

7%
(147)

2,099

Constitutional debate

14%
(286)

33%
(683)

46%
(963)

7%
(167)

2,099

Paramilitary groups

1%
(16)

5%
(111)

91%
(1,908)

3%
(65)

2,099

NI politicians

3%
(64)

23%
(484)

69%
(1,452)

5%
(99)

2,099

Local councils

7%
(148)

46%
(962)

36%
(747)

11%
(243)

2,099

answered

2,099

skipped

0
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Commentary: The most positive score for this question was 37% for Community groups and organisations.
However, 37% is not a high positive. Religious and faith-based organisations e.g. Churches, came next ‘most
positive’ on 29%. If we take one factor in this question i.e. “Absence of the NI Assembly/Executive (2017 to
2020)” – this was viewed very negatively at 72% negative. The demographic analysis for this question shows
that females were the ‘most negative’ at 77% negative, compared to males who were ‘only’ 68% negative.
One other demographic pattern is No. 4 “Media coverage of victims and survivor’s issues”. ‘Protestants’ view
this as 10% positive, 58% negative. For ‘Catholics’ its 24% positive, and only 31% negative.

Matrix Charts
Response Response
Percent
Total

1. Coronavirus
1

Positively

1%

29

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

44%

919

3

Negatively

44%

921

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

11%

230

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.67 Std. Deviation 0.71

Maximum 4 Variance 0.5

Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

55.54

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

2. Brexit issues e.g. the NI protocol
1

Positively

3%

54

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

25%

524

3

Negatively

66%

1,394

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

6%

128

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.78 Std. Deviation 0.58

Maximum 4 Variance 0.34 Std. Error

0.01

Satisfaction Rate

59.49
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Response Response
Percent
Total

3. Absence of the NI Assembly/Executive (2017 to 2020)
1

Positively

5%

115

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

20%

410

3

Negatively

72%

1,510

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

3%

64

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.78 Std. Deviation 0.57

Maximum 4 Variance 0.32 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

59.17

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

4. Media coverage of victims and survivors issues
1

Positively

17%

353

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

35%

745

3

Negatively

41%

856

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No Opinion

7%

145

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.3

Std. Deviation 0.88

Maximum 4 Variance 0.78 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

43.3

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

5. Community groups and organisations
1

Positively

37%

786

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

33%

683

3

Negatively

20%

421

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

10%

209

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.03 Std. Deviation 1

Maximum 4 Variance 1.01 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

34.46
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Response Response
Percent
Total

6. Religious and faith-based organisations e.g. Churches
1

Positively

29%

603

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

37%

781

3

Negatively

26%

555

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

8%

160

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.14 Std. Deviation 0.9

Maximum 4 Variance 0.82 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

37.99

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

7. The UK Government (Westminster)
1

Positively

4%

90

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

20%

424

3

Negatively

72%

1,515

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

4%

71

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.8

Std. Deviation 0.54

Maximum 4 Variance 0.29 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

60.13

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

8. The Irish Government (Dublin)
1

Positively

14%

298

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

32%

669

3

Negatively

47%

986

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

7%

147

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.32 Std. Deviation 0.86

Maximum 4 Variance 0.73 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

44.15

0.02
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Response Response
Percent
Total

9. Constitutional debate
1

Positively

14%

286

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

33%

683

3

Negatively

46%

963

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

7%

167

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.45 Std. Deviation 0.84

Maximum 4 Variance 0.71 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

48.47

0.02

Response Response
Percent
Total

10. Paramilitary groups
1

Positively

1%

16

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

5%

111

3

Negatively

91%

1,908

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

3%

65

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.98 Std. Deviation 0.27

Maximum 4 Variance 0.07 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

65.85

0.01

Response Response
Percent
Total

11. NI politicians
1

Positively

3%

64

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

23%

484

3

Negatively

69%

1,452

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

5%

99

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.76 Std. Deviation 0.57

Maximum 4 Variance 0.33 Std. Error

Satisfaction Rate

58.56

0.01
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Response Response
Percent
Total

12. Local councils
1

Positively

7%

148

2

Neutral - Neither positive or
negative

46%

962

3

Negatively

36%

747

4

Don't Know/Not Sure/No
Opinion

11%

243

answered

2,099

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

2.54 Std. Deviation 0.8

Maximum 4 Variance 0.64 Std. Error

0.02

Satisfaction Rate

51.24
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Qualitative Analyses - FINAL COMMENTS (optional): Have you any additional
views or comments about this poll-survey, and/or policies regarding victims, survivors, etc.?
If no comments - please leave blank
Word Cloud Analysis: The actual number of Word occurrences in all of the comments listed above
is calculated, and the higher the No. of occurrences, and the relative importance and specific
context of where the word occurs, is reflected in the ‘Word Cloud’ by that Word being bigger and
bolder compared to other words in the Word Cloud. Words related to the poll-survey itself obviously
occur very frequently e.g. Victims, Survivors, Government, Troubles, Legacy etc. and this should be
considered when reviewing the Word Cloud.

KEY WORD LIST – POLL-SURVEY CLOSE: FINAL COMMENTS (optional): Have you any
additional views or comments about this poll-survey, and/or policies regarding victims,
survivors, etc.? NB only words with more than 15 mentions are listed
217 victims, 90 troubles, 64 government, 51 truth, 50 past, 45 british, 39 future, 39 ireland, 37
terrorists, 35 survivors, 32 amnesty, 32 justice, 32 support, 31 terrorist, 30 groups, 29 politicians, 28
questions, 28 years, 27 community, 25 legacy, 24 issues, 24 political, 23 law, 23 northern, 22 rights,
21 conflict, 20 history, 19 society, 18 answers, 18 sinn fein, 18 injured, 17 difficult, 17 treated, 16
commission, 16 families, 16 innocent, 16 ira, 16 paramilitaries, 16 paramilitary
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BASE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA – Response Nos by NI Council Area (unweighted data)
This is just to indicate the broad base sample size from which the final results were ascertained
NI COUNCIL AREA? Which COUNCIL AREA of Northern Ireland do you currently reside in? - or do
you reside elsewhere?
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Antrim and Newtownabbey

8.52%

218

2

Ards and North Down

9.26%

237

3

Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon

9.38%

240

4

Belfast

24.93%

638

5

Causeway Coast and Glens

6.33%

162

6

Derry City and Strabane

6.41%

164

7

Fermanagh and Omagh

4.61%

118

8

Lisburn and Castlereagh

10.47%

268

9

Mid and East Antrim

5.86%

150

10

Mid-Ulster

5.74%

147

11

Newry, Mourne and Down

8.05%

206

12

Great Britain

0.20%

5

13

Republic of Ireland

0.12%

3

14

Elsewhere - Outside NI, Ireland, and Great
Britain

0.12%

3

answered

2559

skipped

0

Statistics Minimum

1

Mean

5.45

Std. Deviation 3.06

Maximum 14 Variance 9.34 Std. Error

0.06

Satisfaction Rate

34.26

___________________________________________________________________
If you have a query about this poll project, or about any aspect of LucidTalk's products and services then
please contact: info@lucidtalk.co.uk or go to lucidtalk.co.uk
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NOTES
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